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EDITORIAL
Gender, Society, and Religion—Can Christianity Challenge Women
Oppression?
The Christian church has always integrated within ecclesial structures
gender roles that display sociocultural assumptions on gender. The way
these roles influence and are influenced by regnant social, economic and
political patterns continue to impact social arrangements not only in the
church but on sociability. This issue of Bulletin pushes forward a study
done 24 years ago Grassroots Women Arise (Bulletin: 8/1: 1996). Then,
the focus was on the work women (lawyers, social activists) around Enugu
(Nigeria) were doing to empower women.
This issue of Bulletin takes further steps to put in the centre of the
conversation aspects of women oppression and its impact on the overall
dehumanization of women as well as men. Beginning the story in colonial
(post-slavery) Eastern Nigeria, Chapdelaine addresses pawn-ship, the
exploitation of girl-children and boy-children that led to the establishment
of remand homes for children; and for girls, reduction of forced marriage
and prostitution. Next, the story moves to the contemporary reality of
violence and war—the heart-wrenching example taken from the
Democratic Republic of the Congo, (Ngalula). In the DRC the humiliation
of the women transforms into the humiliation of families, clans, states and
the nation. Furthermore, the narrative and reflection try to give voice to
“street” women in cities and prisons in Nigeria (Okafor)—prostitution as
choice and not as an imposition with critical pastoral theological questions.
The next movement of this issue is sociological: a review of three
African (Nigerian) sociologists challenging and setting aside the Western
(Victorian) influenced notion of gender and gender roles (Oben). This
leads to the philosophical questioning of fundamental equivocation in the
fundamental gender assumptions in the writings of very influential
Western philosophers and theologians (Levinas and Ratzinger) (Baird).
Finally, the conversation continues by highlighting the questioning of
the socio-political and religious assumptions about women leadership, first
from the Hebrew Scriptures; the example is that of Deborah the prophetess
and judge (Obinwa). This sets the stage to re-examine the claims around
the ordination of women in the Catholic Church (Worgul). A review article
(on the advance copy of John O’Brien’s book on Women’s Ordination in
the Catholic Church) continues the conversation about the historical
legitimacy of the ordination of women.
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MARGARET BELCHER AND THE CALABAR REMAND HOME:
‘SAVING’ TRAFFICKED CHILDREN IN COLONIAL NIGERIA
1950s
Robin P. Chapdelaine1
Abstract
This article explores the manner by which the British Social Welfare Office
(BSWO) dislocated numerous children from their trading activities, where
at times, no criminal activity existed, in the name of ‘saving’ them. As a
continuation of the reform and rehabilitation work done in Southwestern
Nigeria, the creation of the Juvenile Court and Remand Home in
Southeastern Nigeria sought to identify child delinquents in need of reform
and children in need of care and protection. The examination of colonial
documents, newspapers, and Margaret Belcher’s personal papers presents
a new interpretation of juvenile reform. I argue that the British Colonial
Office ultimately denied children and their guardians certain forms of
economic agency by deploying child labour in ways aimed to ‘save’ the
colonial economy through agricultural reform.
Keywords: Child Labour, Trafficking, British Social Welfare Service,
Colonialism, Nigeria

Introduction
As numerous children found semi-permanent residence at the Calabar
Remand Home, a juvenile correctional institution in Southeastern Nigeria,
throughout the 1950s, it merits considering how and why the British Social
Welfare Office (BSWO) remanded them.2 As part of the growing effort to
manage the activities of children, the Colonial Office assigned Margaret
Laurie Belcher to the BSWO in Calabar from 1949-1958. Among others,
the Igbo, Efik, Qua, Arochukwu, and Ibibio comprised the groups with
1

Robin P. Chapdelaine is an assistant professor at Duquesne University in the
History Department.
2
Kingdom Sunday Mboho and Tahirih Emmanuel Udousoro, “A Comparative
Analysis of Juvenile Justice System in the Northern and Southern Part of
Nigeria,” Journal of Law, Policy and Globalization, 29 (2014), 17.
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whom Belcher worked.3 She investigated individuals who trafficked
children and used children to assist with trade activities. Belcher also
attempted to identify underage brides and took children into her care whom
she believed to be in the custody of improper guardians. Once in custody,
the BSWO housed the children in the state sponsored reform home while
the Juvenile Court representatives attempted to locate their legal guardians.
Analysing Belcher’s work, as a welfare officer, provides insight into
the movement of children, generally up to the age of sixteen, outside of
their natal villages and how adults utilized their labour in various ways. In
doing so, the limitations of the international and local efforts to establish
protections for Nigerian children at a time when their economic activities
maintained their livelihoods, and the use of their labour ensured the
economic solvency of their parents or guardians are revealed. Belcher’s
history working with children throughout the continent of Africa also
highlights a trend among Europeans who established clubs, such as the girl
guides, boy scouts, and others whereby adults mediated the leisure and
productive activities of children.4 Reformists, scholars, and clinicians
asserted that youth had to be managed through reform and indoctrination
in order to avoid delinquent behaviours.5
Colonial case studies show that children and youth presented an
imagined threat whom officials believed could possibly lead to an
“insurrectionary unemployed class.”6 However, Alcinda Honwana and
Filip De Boeck contend that children and youth should be considered both
“makers and breakers” of their environments. They describe “youth” as a
social category that exists as a time in a young person’s life when agency
and deviance can have nuanced meanings and results.7 For instance, the
colonial administrators denounced children’s hawking activities (selling

3

Margaret L. Belcher, Social Welfare Officer to Dot Sansom, 5 August 1955,
Papers, 1954-1958, 110, MSS. Afr. S.1343, Rhodes House, Oxford.
4
Abosede A. George, A History of Girlhood, Labor and Social Development in
Colonial Lagos (Athens, OH: 2014), 177-8.
5
W.R. Bett et al., “Abstracts and References,” The British Journal of
Delinquency, Vol. 5, No. 3 (January, 1955): 244-252.
6
Andrew Burton, “Raw Youth, School Leavers and the Emergence of Structural
Unemployment in Late-Colonial Urban Tanganyika,” The Journal of African
History 47, No. 3 (2006), 365-6.
7
Alcinda Honwana and Filip De. Boeck eds., Makers and Breakers: Children
and Youth in Postcolonial Africa (Rochester, NY: James Currey, 2005), 2.
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goods in the street), but Adam Paddock argues that Nigerian parents
believed that hawking taught children “basic business skills…and allowed
children to contribute to the family income,” whereby they learned
“communication skills and responsibility.”8 Yet, colonial authorities
determined that certain types of child labour and migration patterns
remained unacceptable.
Recent scholarship on children in Africa includes studies on child
migration, trafficking, fosterage, child slaves, pawns, domestic servants,
and sex slaves.9 Within each of these statuses, children worked in various
capacities, including, but not limited to agriculture, petty trade, domestic
work, porters, forced prostitutes and as assistants to short and long distant
traders. Using the Calabar Remand Home as a case study offers a new
examination of juvenile welfare reforms, which integrates the birth of
social welfare programs, Belcher’s efforts to end child trafficking, and
children’s work in Remand Home as a way to extend the colonial
administration’s call to introduce agricultural reform throughout the
Colony.
To date, the majority of scholarship on juvenile reform programs
during the colonial period has focused on western Nigeria. For instance,
the development of urban areas and the lack of employment opportunities
in the post-war era led to an increase in attention on children who were not
Adam Paddock, “A World of Good to Our Boys: Boys Scouts in Southern
Nigeria, 1934-1951” in Children and Childhood in Colonial Nigeria Histories,
ed. Saheed Aderinto (New York: Palgrave MacMillan, 2015), 126.
9
See E. Alber, J. Martin, and C. Notemans, Child Fostering in West Africa: New
Perspectives on Theory and Practices (Boston, MA: Brill Publishing, 2013); S.
Aderinto, ed., Children and Childhood in Colonial Nigeria Histories (New York:
Palgrave MacMillan, 2015); Saheed Aderinto, When Sex Threatened the State,
Illicit Sexuality: Nationalism, and Politics in Colonial Nigeria, 1900-1958
(Chicago, 2015); Gwyn Campbell, Suzanne Miers, and Joseph C. Miller, eds.,
Children in Slavery Through the Ages (Athens, OH: Ohio University Press,
2009); Gywn Campbell, Suzanne Miers, and Joseph C. Miller, eds., Child Slaves
in the Modern World (Athens, OH: Ohio University Press , 2011); Abosede A.
George, A History of Girlhood, Labor and Social Development in Colonial
Lagos (Athens, OH: Ohio University Press , 2014); Benjamin N. Lawrance and
Richard L. Roberts, eds., Trafficking in Slavery’s Wake: Law and the Experience
of Women and Children in Africa (Athens, OH: Ohio University Press, 2012);
and Elodie Razy and Marie Rodet, eds., Children on the Move in Africa: Past
and Present Experiences of Migration (Rochester, NY: James Currey, 2016).
8
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in school or who did not engage in legitimate work. Abosede George
demonstrates how Lagosian children in western Nigeria became “subjects
of contestation” between the elite and working class, and the colonial
administration and its subjects.10 The Colonial Office sought to create
systems whereby boys and young men received training in an attempt to
create “a path toward the breadwinner form of masculinity,” a notion
produced by “British cultural ideals.”11 The desire to train young men as
productive family men was meant to decrease the number of undesirable
delinquents. Similarly, Paddock provides a comparative analysis of Igbo
(South-eastern) and Yoruba (Western) children’s participation in the Boys
Scouts as “African subjects who would become the future British colonial
employees.”12 However, grooming boys to become the future
breadwinners of their households did not mean they had immediate access
to legitimate employment. Children created their own micro-economies as
petty traders, and petty thieves as they attempted to support themselves and
their families who suffered from economic insecurity.13
Colonial officials asserted that the government had to intervene if the
child lacked appropriate parental supervision.14 Laurent Fourchard’s
examination of the Penal Reform system (1930s - 1960s) in Western
Nigeria provides insight into how Lagos Social Welfare Officer Donald
Falkner and his assistant Alison Izzett sought to control juvenile rural to
urban movement, which they believed often led to juvenile delinquency.
The reform efforts, which included reformatories, the juvenile court system
and industrial schools, aimed to “rehabilitate children rather than to punish
them.”15 Likewise, Simon Heap has described the work of Salvation Army
administrators who focused on building reform institutions, such as the
Boys Industrial School in Lagos and elsewhere, in order to monitor
children’s activities. Heap explains that the creation of these reform
institutions, and the application of the term “juvenile delinquency” as a
“social construction reflecting the disquiet and fear of society toward
10

George, A History of Girlhood, 2.
George, A History of Girlhood, 171.
12
Paddock, 137-138.
13
George, A History of Girlhood.
14
Laurent Fourchard, “Lagos and the Invention of Juvenile Delinquency in
Nigeria, 1920-60” Journal of African History 47, Iss. 1: 526. Alison Izzett was
the first female social welfare officer in Lagos.
15
Fourchard, “The Limits of Penal Reform,” 519-520.
11
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children…” became part of the developing psychological analyses of
children’s behaviours in Nigeria.16 John Iliffe briefly discussed the
development of social welfare programs in Onitsha and Calabar by noting
that the colonial office wanted to eliminate cruel forms of child labour,
child delinquency, and poverty.17
This article extends the discussion of social welfare efforts by
examining how practitioners and colonial officials imagined and defined
social welfare and why child trafficking in Southeastern Nigeria presented
a particular kind of problem that the Colonial Office could not easily
eliminate.

The Birth of Social Welfare Programs
Children who lived in Nigeria in the years leading up to Independence
experienced increased attention from the colonial government, reform
institution leadership, as well as from the international community of
humanitarians. The League of Nations Advisory Committees on the Traffic
of Women and Children, and the Protection and Welfare of Children and
Young People pressured British colonial officials to investigate the welfare
of Nigerian children. Attention to colonial Nigerian children did not occur
in a vacuum. In part, this effort can be attributed to the international
organization, Save the Children Fund, whose work later encouraged the
adoption of the 1924 Geneva Declaration of the Rights of the Child.18 In
June 1931, Save the Children International Union held the International
Conference on African Children in Geneva. Some of the conclusions set
forth by the Union, and presented to W. A. MacKenzie, British Secretary
of State for the Colonies, encouraged authorities to investigate child labour
abuses, and advised that children should remain with their families and that

Simon Heap, “Processing Juvenile Delinquents at the Salvation Army’s Boys’
Industrial Home in Lagos,” in Children and Childhood in Nigerian Histories, ed.
Saheed Aderinto (New York: Palgrave MacMillan, 2010), 50-2.
17
John Iliffe, The African Poor: A history (New York: Cambridge University
Press, 1987), 201-202.
18
Paul G. Lauren, The Evolution of Human Rights: Visions Seen, Third Edition
(Philadelphia, 2011), 111, 120. English school teacher Eglantyne Jebb believed
that children had inalienable rights and created the Save the Children Fund.
16
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the development of recreation centres would “prevent children from
becoming vagabonds.”19
At the beginning of the twentieth century, the formalization of social
programs to monitor the well-being of children began to take shape around
the globe. Practitioners and activists alike joined efforts to produce
concrete ways by which children should be monitored and trained, and
their living and working environments inspected.20 As a result of the
Industrial Revolution, the rise of colonialism, the Great Depression, and
the aftermath of World War II, children inhabited spaces wherein they
worked for themselves or where adults deployed their labour in order to
survive the economic conditions of the time. As children from poor
families sought ways to survive in colonial Nigeria, the colonial office and
the juvenile justice system also pursued programs that aimed to shift
juvenile activities considered delinquent to legitimate ones.
Social Development, as outlined by the British colonial government,
encompassed two spheres of community engagement. The first included
Community Development and Welfare, which mainly dealt with
community development projects, clubs for adults and children, recreation,
adult education, housing schemes, industrial workers and missionary work.
The second, Social Welfare, mainly focused on individuals. Services
included, probation guidelines, children’s care and protection, delinquency
issues, infant, maternity welfare and family, health visits, Remand and
Approved Schools, mental health care, prison visiting and relief for the
poor.21 While these services were not mutually exclusive, the British Social
Welfare Office imagined that separating services would be more effective.
The colonial administration appointed its first social welfare officer
to Lagos, Nigeria in 1941, and as services expanded, the administration
appointed an officer to Calabar in 1949. In part, the administration
19

Letter from J. C. Van Notten to W. A. MacKenzie, Secretary of State for the
Colonies, July 23, 1931, Congress on Children of Non-European Origin
International Conference on African Children, COMCOL 1/999, 24, NNAI.
20
Patricia T. Rooke and Rudy L. Schnell, “‘Uncramping Child Life’:
International Children’s Organisations, 1917-1939,” in International Health
Organisations and Movements, 1918-1939, ed. Paul Weindling (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1999), 176-8.
21
C. J. Mayne, “Ten Year Plan: Social Welfare Report,” December 6, 1950,
Social Welfare Service, CADIST 3/3/363, Nigeria National Archive Calabar
(NNAC).
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developed the Social Welfare Office system as a way to deal with juveniles
whom they believed to be delinquents.22 The Office also outlined the types
of welfare services that should be afforded to eligible children deemed in
need of “care and protection.”23 In October 1950, the Senior Resident of
Calabar Province, C. J. Mayne outlined the BSWO’s Community
Development and Welfare Ten-Year Plan and defined social welfare as,
… dealing with social casualties, the handicapped and the unfortunate
in the community. It has a constructive or community side (generally
performed by voluntary bodies) in attaching the underlying social ills
which are responsible for the casualties. In this latter field the roles of
community development and social welfare overlap.24
It is through this lens that the BSWO’s social welfare efforts become
apparent.
New approaches to monitoring juveniles developed during the 1940s
and 1950s. After World War II, the Nigerian Colonial Welfare Office
introduced measures, which led to the passage of the Children and Young
Persons Ordinance of 1943.25 The British expanded Social Development
and Welfare services beyond Western Nigeria in order to ensure that the
Ordinance, which formalized the juvenile justice system in Nigeria,
remained effective. 26
Colonial administrators and those committed to social welfare issues
viewed some forms of child labour as suspect and believed that diverting
children’s attention to colonial approved activities decreased social
problems, enhanced colonial efforts to improve food production and
Laurent Fourchard, “Lagos and the Invention of Juvenile Delinquency in
Nigeria, 1920-60,” Journal of African History, 47 (2006): 115.
23
K. S. Mboho and T. E. Udousoro, “A Comparative Analysis of Juvenile
Justice System in the Northern and Southern Part of Nigeria,” Journal of Law,
Policy and Globalization, 29 (2014): 15.
24
C.J. Mayne, “Ten Year Plan: Social Welfare Report,” 6 December 1950,
Social Welfare Service, CADIST 3/3/363, NNAC.
25
Laurent Fourchard, “The Limits of Penal Reform: Punishing Children and
Young Offenders in South Africa and Nigeria, 1930s to 1960,” Journal of
Southern African Studies, Vol. 37, No. 3 (Sept. 2011): 517.
26
Abosede George, “Within Salvation: Girl Hawkers and the Colonial State in
Development Era Lagos,” in Children and Childhood in Colonial Nigeria
Histories, ed. Saheed Aderinto (Palgrave MacMillan, 2015), 202.
22
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infrastructure, and increased nationalistic fervour. Saheed Aderinto
highlights the expectations that the British had of children throughout
colonial Nigeria by claiming that, “Children owed a civic duty to the
British empire and must show their appreciation for their imperial
citizenship, or their privileged status as a ‘British-protected person.’”27 In
turn, their labour must benefit the state. Therefore, instances of child
trafficking and the use of child labour not sanctioned by the state became
a point of contention between Nigerians and colonial administrators.

Ideal Conditions for Child Trafficking
Southeastern Nigeria’s geographical location along the Atlantic coast, and
its inland region surrounded by waterways through which various forms of
travel and trade occurred provided child traffickers the perfect landscape
through which to move children. In the aftermath of the transatlantic slave
trade, attempts to control child labour increased throughout Africa and
resulted in an escalation of child dealing.28 For example, David Imbua
explains that the Efik in the Cross River region, “abandoned fishing,
farming, hunting, and other traditional occupations” in order to participate
in the lucrative slave trade, among other child trafficking practices.29
The tradition of pawning practices, child marriages, and child
apprenticeships in the trading canoe houses along the coast pre-existed
colonial rule and extended through the era. Child traffickers and nonbiological guardians transported children along roads, across creeks and
rivers, and to surrounding islands. Some travelled to northern Nigeria, west
to Ghana, east to the Cameroons, and south to Fernando Pó where the high
demand for plantation labour attracted those looking for employment. The
Saheed Aderinto, “Empire Day in Africa: Patriotic Colonial Childhood,
Imperial Spectacle and Nationalism in Nigeria, 1905-60,” The Journal of
Imperial and Commonwealth History 46, No. 4, 732.
28
Richard L. Roberts, “The End of Slavery, “Crises” over Trafficking, and the
Colonial State in the French Soudan,” in Trafficking in Slavery’s Wake: Law and
the Experience of Women and Children in Africa, eds. Benjamin N. Lawrance
and Richard L. Roberts 65.
29
David Imbua, “The Politics of Abolition at Calabar, 1805-1858,” in Calabar
on the Cross River, eds. David Imbua, Paul Lovejoy and Ivor L. Miller,
(Trenton, NJ: Africa World Press 2017), 149.
27
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Southeast’s physical location, post-war economy, and the development of
cash crop industries created the ideal conditions wherein the traffic and
movement in children transpired.

Child traffickers sought ways to avoid detection by authorities in the
post-transatlantic slave trade era when direct taxation, the introduction of
British currency and eventually the Great Depression decreased the
economic independence that Nigerians previously enjoyed.30

30

Afigbo E. Afigbo, Warrant Chiefs Indirect Rule in Southeastern Nigeria,
1891-1929 (Humanity Press/Prometheus Bk, 1972), 151; G. Ugo Nwokeji, The
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Consequently, global economic realities directly influenced children’s
lives in the Colony. Trevor Getz explains that slave owners “developed
strategies of negotiation, evasion, and opposition,” while “Europeans
administrators learned to balance the demands for increased commercial
productivity, potential threats to the political and economic integrity of the
colonies from African opposition to anti-slavery legislation, and the
stringent demands of the abolitionist lobby.”31 British colonial
representatives and Nigerians understood that the deployment of child
labour was necessary to maintain family incomes and the colonial
economy.

Pawnship and Child Marriage
The British Colonial Office attempted to understand the porosity among
the various subordinate statuses in which children lived and mainly focused
on child pawning and child marriage throughout their territories.32 If a
child’s guardian (parent or otherwise) needed a loan in Southeastern
Nigeria, he or she offered the labour of a dependent to pay the interest on
the loan. The moneylender took guardianship of the child until the debtor
repaid the debt.33 Taking into consideration that some moneylenders sold
children into slavery when the debt went unpaid, colonial officials
throughout West Africa then focused on the care given to children when
pawned.34
When debtors failed to repay a loan where a moneylender received a
girl pawn, the moneylender often took the girl as a wife, understanding the
Slave Trade and Culture in the Bight of Biafra: An African Society in the Atlantic
World (New York, 2010), 178-9.
31
Trevor R. Getz, Slavery and Reform in West Africa: Toward Emancipation in
Nineteenth Century Senegal and the Gold Coast (Athens, OH: 2004), 28.
32
Robin P. Chapdelaine, “Girls Pawns Brides & Slaves: Child Trafficking in
Southeastern Nigeria, 1920s,” in Children on the Move in Africa: Past and
Present Experiences of Migration (Rochester, NY: Boydell, 2016), 55.
33
Toyin Falola and Paul E. Lovejoy, “Pawnship in Historical,” in Pawnship,
Slavery, and Colonialism in Africa (Trenton, NJ: 2003), 1-26. Paul Lovejoy
contends that people pawned dependents in order to avoid enslavement.
34
Cati Coe, “How Debt Became Care: Child Pawning and its Transformations in
Akupem, The Gold Coast, 1874-1929,” Africa: Journal of the International
African Institute 82, No. 2 (May 2010), 299-300.
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loan would represent the bride price payment, or the lender offered the girl
as a child bride to another man or child trafficker. Officials found that
enforcing restrictions, which limited the transfer of young children based
on age was impossible. As Jessica Cammaert highlights in her study of the
transfer of young girls in Ghana, it remained a challenge for British
authorities to identify the proper age of girls.35
The Juvenile Court had a difficult time preventing girl marriages
because marriage by proxy remained legal under Native Law and Custom
during the early 1950s.36 For example, an agent would travel to various
villages with £100⎯the average bride price ranging from £10 to £60 if she
was educated⎯with the intent of accumulating several girls at a time.37 He
paid the required bride price with the pretence that he would take the young
girl to a suitable man for marriage. However, agents habitually received
stolen children and sold them as slaves. By 1956 the Eastern House of
Assembly passed the Age of Marriage Law making it illegal to marry a girl
under 16 years of age.38
British cultural norms influenced the way colonial welfare officers
dealt with issues related to sexuality. Saheed Aderinto explains that the
BSWO sought to police “girlhood sexuality” as part of their modernizing
efforts during the 1940s and claims that, “sexuality has played a significant
role in molding the idea of statehood and progress.” Influenced by British
ideals, anxiety about morality, child marriage, child prostitution, notions
of “childhood innocence,” and the medicalization of sex shaped the way in
which the BSWO defined and treated children. As a result, the British
raised the age of consent for a child from 13 years old to 16 years old in
1958 as a way to protect young girls from sexual predators.39 The colonial
attempt to administer such control is evident when considering Belcher’s
work at the Remand Home.
Jessica V. Cammaert, “‘I Want to Follow Kwaku’: The Construction of Self
and Home by Unfree Children in the Gold Coast, ca. 1941,” Journal of African
History, Vol. 56 (2015): 375.
36
Belcher, Personal Papers, 41.
37
Belcher, Personal Papers, 50.
38
“Child Marriage Abolished in Eastern Nigeria,” The Daily Times, March 31,
1956, 11, Nigeria National Archives, Ibadan (NNAI).
39
Saheed Aderinto, When Sex Threatened the State, Illicit Sexuality:
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Margaret Laurie Belcher’s Social Welfare Mission
Margaret Belcher, a South African woman of English descent, had long
history of working with children, primarily girls, throughout Africa and the
Middle East.40 During the 1920s she dedicated herself to the Child Life and
Protection Society in South Africa, which mainly dealt with white children,
and also worked as a leader in Girl Guide Movement during the 1920s and
30s.41 She served as a Social Welfare Officer in Palestine between 1945
and 1948 and in 1952 she received the General Service medal and clasp
honouring her work.42 The British Colonial Office transferred her to Port
Harcourt, Nigeria, in 1948 where she began to make plans to construct a
Remand Home in 1949.43 Shortly thereafter, the Colonial Office reassigned
her to Calabar where she continued her work with the Girl Guide
movement as she managed the Remand Home.44
Belcher first introduced the BSWO and its services to the local
headmen after which she spoke with the women of Calabar.45 She
reprimanded villagers about the practice of giving children to strangers,
and emphasized what she believed to be its dangers.46 In one instance,
Belcher noticed several young girls, non-natives to the region, who
40
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accompanied older Efik women.47 Belcher did not believe that the children
in their care were blood-related, but had limited options in returning the
girls to their natal homes.48 What Belcher may not have realized was that
having an unrelated (by blood) child in one’s care had become so
normalized in Calabar that few questioned it. Belcher felt that the ongoing
transfer of children needed forceful intervention and noted as much in her
memoir:
It soon became clear that urgent action was needed to try to stem the
traffic in children & their exploitation by masters & mistresses. To
get some idea of the size of the problem a night round-up of the
children in need of care & protection was necessary, & for this the
co-operation of the Police was essential.49
Police officers frequently visited the Remand Home and acted as
intermediaries between it and the Juvenile Court.50 The Police Department
assigned two officers to work with the BSWO on a permanent basis, adding
additional officers on a temporary basis as needed.

Rounding Up Children in Creeks and Beaches
With the full support of the Superintendent of Police, Belcher performed
nightly round-up efforts in the local waterways. For example, Belcher
searched for unaccompanied children along the Oron Canoe beach in
Calabar. She chose to investigate the beach because it served as a popular
trading area where traders used children as assistants and canoe guards.
The covert operation involved colonial officers and the Calabar police.
With access to the government boat, Belcher and her crew entered into the
waters while a ground squad began its search quietly on land.51 They used
47
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flashlight signals to communicate and inspect the open waters in the dark.
With care to avoid immediate notice, the team succeeded. By the end of
the night, they collected 35 children from the ages of 6 -11 years old.52 The
traders caused a great commotion when they realized that Belcher and the
officers captured their child attendants. They aggressively proclaimed that
they took very good care of their young dependents − surely to combat the
claim that they had no right to the children or that they (the children)
suffered abuse. Belcher hoped that the massive search would discourage
traders from using children as canoe guards in this location. As part of the
British Social Development program, Belcher collected the children and
returned to the Remand Home where they remained for varying lengths of
time.53
Authorities also caught child smugglers in Calabar and just beyond
its borders. Custom and Excise agents discovered that smugglers docked
their canoes along a small creek in Calabar, and asked Belcher to be their
guide for the purpose of reclaiming the unaccompanied children. In another
instance, she and 30 police personnel and customs agents set off to find the
hidden canoes at 9:00 pm. After a five-mile hike to the beach, they broke
up into groups to search the swamp in sections. While they found evidence
that traders used this section of the creek to harbour smuggled items, they
discovered one small boy hiding along the water’s edge. The child told the
officers that he was “sent to the beach to wait for an uncle in a canoe,” and
he joined Belcher on her return to the Remand Home.54 In another example,
the Numan native administration, north of Calabar, a region that bordered
the Cameroons, prosecuted non-legal guardians who had a child in their
care while travelling by canoes, steamships and other vehicles.55
Belcher continued her work in another nearby beach on a more
regular basis. Between 1:00 a.m. and 2:00 a.m., Belcher and the police
broke up into three groups, two beginning at opposite ends of the beach
and one at the centre in search of children, whom they consistently found
as young as 3 to 4 years of age, asleep in the bow of the canoes. When
questioned, the young canoe guards claimed that their parents or guardians
52
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instructed them “to follow” “complete strangers.”56 Parents most likely
received some form of payment from the “strangers,” and children
generally obeyed their new guardians and remained in the canoes until their
masters returned.
In 1956 and 1957 immigration officers realized that the number of
trips made by traders to and from Fernando Pó had increased significantly,
as noted on the traders’ passports. Traders initially travelled with their own
children to the island, left them there and returned to Nigeria. They then
acquired additional children and took them to Fernando Pó to perform
domestic chores and agricultural work on palm oil farms. They claimed
that the newly acquired children were their own. The prevalence of older
women trafficking young children became so severe that laborers in
Fernando Pó began to write to the Calabar Divisional Officer. One
complaint highlighted this issue and claimed that,
[t]here is a group of this type of woman who practice the habit of
kidnapping under false pretence [sic] illiterate children especially
female, declared as servants at your end in order to obtain a … permit,
and given out for a reasonable sum locally amidst the semi-cultured
class of Spanish Europeans… . …this traffic and the result is always
detrimental of the health of the young and healthy children. There are
some children craving freedom…good children are battered
combined with her prostitute living, urge me to request that such
measures be brought into force that she be not permitted any more
travel in my name and be prevented to travel over with female
children to save her deception to both the Government and public.57
Belcher and her team responded by surprising traders, who waited on the
wharf to board ships, headed for Fernandos Pó. If Belcher or any other
authority doubted the legitimacy of a child’s status, they detained the child,
and confiscated the trader’s passport. The Remand Home became the
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child’s new home and the trader remained in Nigeria until a judge heard
the case.58

Children in the Market
Aside from searches along beaches, Belcher and police officers began their
pursuit of unaccompanied children who roamed local market streets and
hawked goods past 11:00 pm. Children often avoided returning home at
the end of the day for fear of abuse by mistresses and masters when they
failed to sell a certain quota of goods. As a result, the market became a
place where children could easily steal from others, which allowed them to
return home and give their guardians the stolen money. On one particular
night, Belcher’s search for children yielded twenty-one juveniles.59
Among other reasons, unsafe working conditions urged the ongoing
commitment to locate at risk children. Belcher and the Juvenile Court
focused on child deaths by drowning along Calabar’s beaches, deaths by
fire, and other causes while working for traders.60 For example, one
incident involved a small boy who worked with his master in a market.
Like others, the child slept in the market stall at night and would sound an
alarm if thieves attempted to take his master’s goods. However, one night
while he was locked in the market stall, fabric fell on top of him and he
suffocated.61 Belcher claimed that these types of tragedies fuelled her
desire to identify and stop what she and the Court believed to be the
trafficking and exploitation of children. However, her task proved difficult,
especially when trafficking involved girls.

Marriage by Proxy
Belcher claimed that agents chose very young girls and transported them
far from their villages in hopes that the girls would no longer remember
where they came from. At times, four to five different parties exchanged
58
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the girls. Child traffickers sold girls for a large profit. They either married
older men or worked as domestic servants for those who bought them. The
girls who ended up at the Remand Home often had no recollection of their
natal villages.62 However, Belcher’s concern did not solely remain with the
girls who ended up at the Remand Home and she took it upon herself to do
more research.
The knowledge that a large number of railway men married young
girls and then took them to the northern region made Belcher question if
the girls remained in Nigeria or if the men transported them outside of the
country. Once she had an opportunity to visit Jos, Zaria and Kaduna, she
surmised that some of the girls that she met had come from the south. She
also concluded that others had ended up in the Middle East.63 The native
laws allowing girls to marry by proxy increased pervasiveness of the
trafficking and the colonial administration found the issue of child
marriage and pawning increasingly problematic. Belcher decided that in
order to stop traders from using child labour and selling young girls
through marriage by proxy, she needed to visit the local villages and speak
with the parents of young children directly.
As villagers became more attuned to Belcher’s efforts to prevent the
exchange of young girls, the women would occasionally approach
Belcher’s rest house under the cloak of darkness. For fear of agents finding
out and of retribution, women would kneel outside of the Remand Home
wall and share what they knew about “abuses against children.”64 It is
likely that women feared exposure to Aro agents or those working on
behalf of the Aro, known for their violence and control of the human
trafficking schemes.
The history of Aro trade networks provides an overview of the
infrastructure used by traffickers in order to maintain trade ties through the
expansion of settler colonies in Southeastern Nigeria. From the height of
62
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the transatlantic slave trade until the 1930s, it is clear that the Aro acted as
the main agents of slaving, and continued to dominate the trade in children
during the colonial era.65 During one such incident a local woman told
Belcher that two “marrying” agents had travelled throughout the district
marrying young girls by proxy. The woman told Belcher that the men kept
the girls housed in a hut deep in the bush. Waiting until the next morning
to be joined by the constable, Belcher searched the hut, but the men and
the girls recently fled leaving warm ashes in their stead.66
As early as 1905, a considerable amount of trafficking in young girls,
four to thirteen years old, ensued in the Upper Cross River region (located
further to the north). Charles Partridge, District Commissioner of the
Obubura Hill District, noted that it was not unusual for young girls to be
betrothed at a very young age during the first decade of the 20 th century.
He acknowledged that girls in this region changed hands four to six times,
and garnered bride prices of about £40.67 Generally, the girls came from
outside of the region. Upper Cross River men desired girls from outside of
the area because of the implications on inheritance customs. If a man
married a girl or woman from their area, upon his death, the wife’s
mother’s family inherited his possessions. If he married someone from
outside the area, a “stranger,” the wife became the property of her deceased
husband’s relatives. Most importantly, the control of reproductive labor
became paramount because any children resulting from that marriage
belonged to the husband’s family. Having enough young people to support
the oldest members of the family was essential. Children provided
agricultural labour, daily care for the elderly and younger children, and
eventually as the girls matured, they produced additional dependents. Thus
the need for this type of labour spurred the influx of girls into the region,
and in October 1957, the Welfare Office removed thirteen girls from
suspected traffickers in the area, with another twenty-four cases waiting to
65
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be heard for suspicion of child trafficking.68 Efforts to eradicate child
trafficking did not end with the BSWO officers’ endeavours. Newspapers
targeted children as a way to educate them about the threat of child
traffickers.

Educating Children About Stranger Danger
There are a number of ways the colonial administration and others
concerned with the welfare of children attempted to stop what they deemed
illegitimate use of child labour and child dealing. In addition to social
welfare officers teaching parents about the harms of giving children to
“strangers,” newspapers throughout the country began to address the issue
by writing articles especially for children. One article warned children by
stating:
You must have been startled by the recent cases of kidnapping.
Perhaps that reminds you of the days of the slave trade when life was
unsafe… . But as if this dirty business had not been finally uprooted,
we find in our midst today living memories of those evil days. They
roam about in the garb of decent folks seeing for whom to
enslave….69
Speaking to the number of child kidnapping cases pending court attention,
the author encourages children to take the message seriously and to be wary
of strangers. By the end of the 1950s, some children began self-reporting
to Remand Home seeking assistance. In turn, the BSWO workload
regarding custody issues and child support increased.70 Nevertheless,
Belcher reported that the vast majority of juveniles whom she and her
accompanying officers remanded, had been enslaved and exploited and
needed ‘saving’.71
The issue with the ‘saving’ approach is that Belcher did not consider
the long history and importance of using child labour within the family and
68
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extended social contexts. Many children participated in petty trade
activities, parents lent children as apprentices to learn a trade, or pawned
them to secure a temporary loan to provide funds for an immediate
expense. All of these methods provided the family additional income by
which they survived. Moreover, while child stealing and forced girl
marriage needed intervention, local customs generally allowed the
betrothal of a girl at a very young age, especially when a parent could not
repay a loan. Nevertheless, once a child entered into the custody of the
BSWO, a team worked to locate the guardians and established what should
be done with the juvenile. A probation officer initially searched for the
child’s natal village for the purpose of having the parents (or kin of some
sort) attend the Juvenile Court hearing to determine legal guardianship so
that the child could be repatriated.
Children’s Work in the Calabar Remand Home and the Colonial
Economy
Few of the boys and girls who ended up in Remand Home successfully
returned home to their families. If the BSWO located a relative, a vetting
process began. The family, the village at large, and its headman had to
confirm that no further trafficking of the child would occur. However, if
the representative found the home “unsuitable” the child would remain in
the care of the Remand Home. The Juvenile Court, which was comprised
of a head magistrate, two assessors, and police, all of whom were Nigerian,
heard cases once a week and made the majority of the decisions dealing
with whether or not a juvenile could or should return home. Belcher was
the only non-African who participated in the court hearings.72 The effective
search for legitimate guardians proved difficult and occasionally the Court
placed children whom they considered “genuinely homeless or ill-treated”
into foster homes when the Remand Home lacked the space to
accommodate them and paid the willing caregivers a “maintenance
grant.”73 However, a majority of the children remained in the Remand
Home.
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Former army barracks in Calabar housed the Remand Home for
children.74 It provided a living area for Belcher, which included a bedroom,
parlour, sitting room, and a wardrobe. The compound also included boys’
and girls’ quarters, and separate housing for servants.75 The Remand Home
offered a space for recreation, and operated as a training ground where
children worked in various capacities. The Home accommodated between
30-40 boys and a handful of girls in 1953. According to Belcher’s records,
the percentage of children considered “delinquents” and “in need of care
and protection” was divided equally. Children deemed “illegitimate”,
whose mothers never married their fathers, presumably also made up some
of the population.76 The Remand Home aimed to provide this group of
children the reform and rehabilitation needed in order to transition into
productive citizens. Richard Waller contends that,
Co-opting the young and turning them into productive and
responsible citizens alone offered colonialism a future. This required
appropriately modern or modernized institutions of socialization –
schools, youth organizations, welfare and, if necessary, penal
agencies… 77
Taking advantage of the available workforce sought to ‘save’ the colonial
economy when authorities deployed child labour on the demonstration
farm as a result of the decrease in trade and cash crop profits as a result of
World War II. In 1945, an intellectual debate existed in the British
Parliament about whether or not to support welfare policies that invested
in “social welfare needs of the colonial people” or develop “primary
industries in the colonies that would support war efforts.” The British chose
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to emphasize the latter. Bekeh Ukalina argues that Nigeria’s ten-year
development plan prioritized agriculture “as the key to the economic
success of the colony” that would provide Britain with much needed
revenue. He describes this form of development planning as “the second
colonial occupation.” I broaden Ukalina’s assessment and argue that the
rhetoric used by the BSWO, which described its work as ‘saving’ children,
was a response to the British metropole’s call to action for the empire to
‘save’ Britain’s economy.
The Remand Home operated as an appendage to the larger colonial
project that aimed to institute new farming technologies at a time when
domestic food production was low and reform institutions, like the Remand
Home, housed able-bodied labourers. The colonial state aimed to improve
Nigeria’s overall economy by redirecting children’s productive activities
and shifted the use of child labour from independent capital seeking
ventures to a farming enterprise whereby the colonial state benefited from
training. In addition to agricultural work, boys and girls participated in
doing chores at the Remand Home. Girls’ tasks included cooking, cleaning,
fetching water, among others. As noted in the caption of the photo of girls
below, “The girls too are not left out where there is work to do in the
Remand Home, and in this picture, they are cleaning buckets and
household gadgets.” They assisted with the daily operation of the Remand
Home and its upkeep.
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Belcher charged boys with the responsibility of running the
demonstration farm. In 1951, the “boys cleared the bush, and with the help
and close cooperation of the Agricultural Department;” they applied new
agricultural techniques. As a way to learn “modern methods of farming
vegetables,” the boys planted yams, cassava, sweet potato, corn, melon,
and egusi, and learned how to care for and cultivate trees. As seen in the
photo of the boys, they also planted cannas, a type of flower used for
medicinal purposes. The Remand Home became a sight of speculative
interest for others interested in learning the new farming technologies.78

“Calabar Remand Home,” The Eastern Outlook and Cameroons Star, June 11,
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Photos of boys farming and girls collecting water at the Calabar Remand
Home.79
The colonial national agenda encouraged the development of these
new farming methods. In 1947, the Nigerian newspaper, Ijebu Review,
established a section of the newspaper that primarily dealt with post-World
War II agricultural issues. This section of the publication was a response
to the Colonial Office advising Nigerians to seek out agrarian solutions on
their own. The Review reported that, “With the exception of cocoa, our
production costs were higher than any of our competitors. The natural
consequence of this was, in the main, the selling price of our products on
the world market was higher and high prices are not an attraction to
prospective customers.” The Review also acknowledged that poor soil
quality decreased crop production and suggested that chemical fertilizers

“Calabar Remand Home,” The Eastern Outlook and Cameroon Star, June 11,
1953, 4, NNAI.
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and “green manuring” might solve these issues.80 More intense efforts to
improve farming conditions began in the 1950s. M. O. Ijere claims that,
“Agricultural research was regionalized along with agriculture in 1951, and
as a result each region undertook research projects specific to its area.”
Those regions included Ibadan, Onitsha, Agege and Calabar. For example,
Ibadan’s Moor Plantation (currently the Federal College of Agriculture)
presented demonstrations on crop rotation, insect identification and control
methods and how to breed pigs and cattle.81 The Colonial Office also
implemented reforms that included the increased use of large machinery,
at significant cost, in the Northern regions.82 By 1955, the Agricultural
Technical Committee, a group of scientists and professionals, focused on
increased food production for domestic consumption.83 The farming
techniques practiced at the Remand Home was a direct result of the broader
agricultural reforms, which began in Nigeria during 1947.
The British colonial office encouraged farmers to buy new types of
fertilizers in order to increase agricultural output. In 1951, the Eastern
Regional Production Board had approved the funding of £200,000 to
import and distribute new types of fertilizers.84 A 1953 Eastern Regional
Production Development Board Fertilizer advertisement emphasized the
importance of implementing new fertilization methods as seen in the
picture below.

“Farmer’s Week in Ibadan,” Ijebu Review 5, No.1, July 1947, 2, Newspaper
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are left on the field to serve as mulch.
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Eastern Regional Production Development Board Fertilizer
Advertisement85
It is clear that colonial officials wanted to increase the output of food
goods for the purpose of selling those goods at local markets and perhaps
to other countries. As one of the recipients of the grant, the assistant farm
supervisor taught the boys how to use this new form of fertilizer on the
Remand farm. He also taught them how to plant and harvest crops in a way
that preserved the viability of the land. The boys learned the science of
composting, planting, cultivation and reaping, generally growing crops one
would find in the local villages—or in cash cropping plots. Schoolboys
from other areas also visited the Remand farm to learn the new
techniques.86 Belcher claimed that if the Remand boys returned to their
home villages, they would employ the new techniques. Otherwise, they
remained on the farm and participated in the demonstration training.87
By April 1954 an editorial in The Eastern Outlook claimed that, “We
need more food; we must find the means to produce it either directly by
greater output or indirectly by producing other commodities which we can
“Calabar Remand Home,” The Eastern Outlook and Cameroons Star, June 11,
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exchange for it.” It added “Land and manpower represent our principal
resources and it is to these that we must look with a crusading spirit.”88
This advertisement called all Nigerians to utilize their land and labour for
the utmost profit.
The Remand Home had the land and human capital to fulfil this call.
Juvenile labour provided the sustenance for all of those who lived in the
Home. It is unlikely that the BSWO received any profits produced from
child labour on the demonstration farm. However, it is evident that their
children’s labour coupled with the application of new agricultural
technologies functioned as free training for outsiders. Ultimately served
to benefit the colonial state when the farmers used the new technology in
cash crop plantations. An increase in “production could only be achieved
through three principal means: stimulating the African farmer to put forth
more efforts; using Europeans to develop more government estates; and
allowing farmers to develop estates.” 89 One way to get Nigerian farmers
to expand agricultural production was to use young people to transfer the
new knowledge about farming fertilization and techniques. In an era when
the Colonial Office focused heightened attention on reforming
“delinquent” children and ending certain forms of child labor, agricultural
training became the alternative. The Remand Home served as another
apparatus whereby the productive activities of children were not only
monitored, but from which the British metropole aimed to benefit.
Conclusion
This national and international undertaking by humanitarians,
psychologists, legal personnel, reformists, and welfare officers sought to
improve the wellbeing of children throughout the colonies by ending
certain forms of child labour, and promoted their efforts by claiming to
‘save’ children.90 The development of urban areas and the lack of
employment opportunities in the post-war era led to an increase in attention
on children who did not attend school or engage in legitimate work. During
the 1940s and 1950s, fears that Nigerian children would grow up to be idle
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89
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or, even worse, delinquents prompted colonial officers to begin to develop
welfare programs, such as the BSWO. These efforts prompted the
establishment of reform institutions, such as the Remand Home in Calabar
and the installation of British Social Welfare Officers, like Margaret L.
Belcher.
This article has explored the manner by which the BSWO dislocated
many children from their trading activities, where at times, no criminal
activity existed, and ultimately denied them and their guardians certain
forms of economic agency. Attempts to end child labour by collecting
children from individuals whom the BSWO believed to be illegitimate
guardians, and save children in need of protection, provided a new labour
resource to the colonial state. The Colonial Office did not initially establish
the Remand Home for the purpose of fulfilling the post-War need for
increased agricultural production. However, the legacies of the
transatlantic slave trade, the institution of pawnship, and indigenous
marriage practices, which incorporated the transfer of children, produced
a supply of juveniles who worked on the BSWO demonstration farm. The
development of the demonstration farm highlights BSWO’s response to
Britain’s call when it duplicated the indigenous labour norms that deployed
child labour.
It is evident that Belcher regarded her work with children throughout
Africa and the Middle East as important and it seems that she hoped to
improve children’s lives. However, the use of child labour on the
demonstration farms illustrates a paternalistic perspective toward
indigenous people as the BSWO monopolized access to child labour.
Whether or not either form of labour, utilized by Nigerians or by the
BSWO, is evidence of abuse, is not at issue here. However, decrying local
customs, which incorporated child labour and the movement of children
between guardians, as a way to remain economically solvent, Belcher
ensured that the BSWO gained and maintained authority over able-bodied
laborers reproducing indigenous methods of controlling the productive
labour of minors in order to save Britain’s post-war economy.
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VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN: SOME LESSONS FROM THE
SITUATION IN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO
Josée Ngalula, rsa1
Abstract
Both in peace time and in war context, violence is not specific to women.
But women are specifically affected in many ways, because societies have
become accustomed to trivializing or institutionalizing violence.
Christianity must not overlook this particular form of suffering. It must
proclaim a word of liberation to stigmatized victims; being a victim of rape
or other physical violence is not an act of sin or defilement. Because the
Christian message connects charity with justice, it is important to educate
our societies to have the courage to apprehend violent persons, abusers, or
rapists and bring them to justice. This will contribute to progressively
eliminate violence against any human being.
Key Terms: Violence against Women, Sexual abuse, Christianity and
Violence, Care of Victims of Rape, Institutionalized Violence

Introduction

For the past 20 years, DR Congo has been experiencing war and recurrent
insecurity, more often in the North-East and Centre-East of the country.
The population is exposed to all kinds of violence, and women suffer
horribly. Violence experienced by populations in DR Congo is the same as
in all wars around the world and through centuries: cruelties on population,
massive rape of women, disastrous consequences on individuals and
families, etc.
1
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As a woman theologian reflecting from African situations of war, I
do a free meditation in this article on the lessons that humanity can learn
from the suffering of women in these situations of wars and insecurity.
When I observe and listen to women victims of violence in these
contexts, what do I hear? I have heard all these women saying: “I am not
the only one suffering: my brothers and my children, girls and boys, my
cousins and my uncles are victims as I am.” That is why my first point will
show that violence is not specific to women: they are not the only ones
suffering on this earth. I also have heard these women say, “personally, I
have been touched at the heart of my femininity.” My second point will
focus on the specific violence against women in times of war.
My ears have also been attentive to women's analyses. When I ask
them where this violence against them come from in times of war. They
answer: “Oh no, it didn't start during the war. Before and after the war,
violence is present in my family, our streets, our churches, all our
institutions. The cause is not war, but the human heart that creates habits;
and the institutions that consider violence against a human being something
normal.” My third and fourth points will focus on violence against women
which is declared “normal” in societies, and the consequences.
My observation of women who are victims of violence has finally
made me perceive a query, which they hardly dare to formulate: Does the
Christian faith have no resources that can help our societies put an end to
the violence we suffer and its consequences? This will be my fifth point.

Violence is not Specific to Women
In DR Congo, as in countries all over the world, violence is first and
foremost a painful phenomenon that affects the human being as such,
regardless of gender. Both in peacetime and in time of war, people are
exposed to violence: groups and individuals, men and women, adults and
children, poor and rich. Thousands of men and women are injured, are
displaced or die because of war. Many have become poor and homeless;
their precarious condition forces them into more violence for the rest of
their lives, into forced prostitution, forced drug trafficking, etc. Thousands
of children and young people, both boys and girls, are psychologically
disoriented by the horrors of humanly created evil. During wars, as in
Eastern Congo, young girls are systematically raped, young boys are forced
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to watch the public and gang rape of their mothers, grandmothers, aunts,
sisters, girlfriends, fiancées. This destroys entire generations
psychologically and emotionally. A high number of African children (girls
and boys) have been forcibly recruited as “child soldiers”, thus, atrociously
drugged and manipulated.2 They have been forced to rape their mothers or
sisters as a "rite of initiation" into the life of a “child soldier,” to
psychologically destabilize them and to manipulate them easily.3 After the
war, many children, young boys and girls, find themselves “heads of
households” from an early age, because their parents died during the war.
They are exploited by adults in various trades such as prostitution and
robbery gangs.

Specific Violence against Women during Wars
In times of war or insecurity, women are specifically affected in many
ways. Firstly, women are indirectly affected because of the killing of
husbands or fathers or brothers who protected them. Married women find
themselves impoverished widows, forced to raise their children all alone.
Widows and girl orphans often become abused in the name of ancestral
customs: forced to become an economic slave of the family or sexual slaves
of powerful men. During wars, some women have also been forced to
witness (on pain of death) the homosexual rape of their husbands, brothers
or sons, in order to weaken them and bring them to submission. In refugee
camps or camps for displaced persons, women and girls are often forced
into prostitution in exchange for daily bread. Sometimes mothers are
obliged to give their girls for rape or prostitution because of their
precarious condition.
Secondly, women are directly affected because of the attraction and
freshness of their body. During wars, they are systematically considered as
“spoils of war”: women are stolen in the same way as goods and are then
See Ishmael Beah, A Long Way Gone – Memoirs of a Boy Soldier (New York:
Sarah Chricton Books, 2007).
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automatically “consumed” through systematic rape, very often gang rape.
They are kidnapped and taken to military camps or the houses of
unscrupulous politicians as both “sex slaves” and domestics. Some are
driven into forced marriage. Sometimes the virgin girls are used in
sacrificial rites for warriors.
During wars, women are also considered and used as “(biological)
weapons of war”, when they are raped with the specific objective of
humiliating the adversary, breaking their morale, forcing them into
submission, destroying families in order to empty villages. In this case, the
rapes are always public gang rapes: husbands, brothers and all the men of
the house or village are obliged to witness the odious gang rape so that
people could no longer live together because of shame. They empty the
village and the warriors take their place. As “(biological) weapons of war,”
women are also systematically raped by HIV/AIDS affected warriors, in
order to contaminate a whole region. There are even repetitively scheduled
rapes, in order to make women pregnant and impose the “blood” of
warriors in the region through the children from rapes.4
During wars, women are finally used as “war fetishes”, when warriors
rape old women or baby-girls or take genitals of women still alive to make
“amulet” necklaces, or open pregnant women and stick their weapon in the
vagina after the rape, etc.: all this with the conviction that they will “suck”
their vital energy and so become invisible or invincible in the face of their
adversaries.

Violence in Wartime Is a Continuation of Violence in Peacetime
Women are victims of violence during wars because, in peacetime, their
societies have become accustomed to trivializing or institutionalizing
violence, in at least five contexts.

4
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The first context is the reality of daily exactions on defenceless
people. Defenceless women are permanently exposed to domestic
violence: hits and bruises of women (and also men) in families, schools,
prisons, churches; incest and rape of women in their close circle (family,
street, school, church), in a penitentiary, or professional environments.
Defenceless young girls are abducted as “sex slaves” for rich men (and also
for rich lesbians). Defenceless women are forced to become concubines of
rich people or authorities. To “survive” or have some kind of well-being,
defenceless parents permit violence against their daughters through forced
marriage with rich men, or to prostitution with rich lesbians.
The second context is the existence of traditions that legalize some
violence against women. In the name of “ancestral traditions,” people find
it “normal” that wives are beaten by their husbands or their sisters-in-law;
that women are violated in all parts of their bodies by other women in rites
of “widow cleansing” and “rites of excisions.” Some African customs ask
families to give to their visitors a virgin girl as a “gift to enjoy their night.”
Rape of virgin girls (and also virgin boys) is used in some rituals of
initiation as “exercise” for boys being initiated.
The third context is the magical conception that turns a woman's body
into a “weapon” of psychological manipulation for imposing power.
People find it normal that to harm a man, you can harm his beloved woman
(wife, mother or sister). So, to weaken or “punish” a man, another takes his
wife (or daughter or mother) and publicly rapes her, or sends a picture of
the rape to the man concerned as “punishment.” Sometimes, the
“punishment” consists of imposing the presence of the “punisher” in the
life of his enemy through his blood in the child born of the rape. That is
why, in wars, the public and mass rape of women has also been used as an
instrument to forcibly make women pregnant and so impose in a region the
blood of the invaders, through the children who will be born from the rape.
The fourth context is magical and fetishistic practices: in many parts
of Africa, the blood and genital parts of babies, virgin girls, pregnant
women and old women are considered as very powerful. So, magicians,
fetishists and people frequenting them find it normal to make a “ritual
prescription” asking awful acts of ritualistic rapes to people who want to
increase their power or their wealth. Many wives are pushed by their own
husbands, or girls by their own parents or brothers, to accept to be raped in
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order to gain promotion, increase their political power, or to be healed of
HIV/AIDS!5
The fifth context is the fact that women are educated from childhood
to please men, to live according to their wishes and to always obey them.
So, some women are ready to make their own bodies suffer, in order to
seduce men. This is how mothers and grandmothers are ready to make
sexual violence in their own daughters through the rite of excision, in order
to guarantee them a marriage! Sisters-in-law often subject widows to
severe physical and sexual violence, to "help" them find another husband
later!
The sixth context is the life of faith: people (men and women) in
positions of authority in religious environment manipulate people's
obedience to God, distort the interpretation of the Bible or Koranic verses,
to commit sexual abuse on girls and women under their authority. As a
result, women who are sexually abused in churches or mosques generally
refuse to accuse their abusers: they have been taught that accusing the
“servants of God” is incorrect!

Consequences of Specific Violence against Women
The consequences of violence against women are numerous, both in
peacetime and wartime. Firstly, physical assault and battery, as well as
excision, can lead to chronic diseases, mutilation and even death.
Secondly, rape causes serious injuries to the reproductive organs,
which can lead to deterioration of reproductive health, increase sexually
transmitted diseases, and even lead to death.
Thirdly, the mental suffering resulting from the humiliating
experience of having one's dignity and intimacy violated can lead to
personality disorders, to self-deprecation, which can be transmitted from
mother to daughter! In several African customs, a raped girl or woman is
systematically stigmatized as “guilty,” “impure,” even punished (!),
rejected, marginalized and will not be married. Married women who are
5
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raped are repudiated and rejected. This is why victims of sexual violence
generally remain silent, for fear of being despised and marginalized. They
are without compassion for their psychological suffering. In some places,
the rapist is forced to marry the victim; the victim is forced to live the rest
of her life with a violent man who does not respect her, and who will rape
her the rest of her life.
Fourthly, mass and systematic rape used as “weapon of war” causes
not only physical and psychological destruction of individuals but also the
humiliation of couples and entire families. Men who have helplessly
witnessed the humiliation of their wives, mothers, sisters or daughters,
being raped during wars, have become psychologically and emotionally
destabilized; some have gone mad. The family, base of the society, is
destroyed through this kind of rape.
Fifthly, women rejected by society find themselves destitute, exposed
to begging and prostitution, which exacerbates their precarious condition.
Some of them also have to deal with the issue of unwanted pregnancy.
Finally, for Christian women and families, this experience of being a
victim of violence in general and sexual violence is very shocking for their
faith: “God, where were you when I was attacked?” The shock is more
traumatic in the case of sexual abuse within churches. People can lose their
confidence in God and be spiritually destabilized.

Calls for the Mission of the Church
Fortunately, there are seeds of peace and hope in this dark picture. In many
places, some individuals and communities are strongly committed to
accompanying the direct and indirect victims: in families, neighbourhoods,
parishes, associations, etc. And more and more Catholic Dioceses in Africa
are excelling in the pastoral care of people made fragile by wars and other
human violence (street children, ex-child soldiers, raped women and
children; etc.). These activities are mostly caritative—giving shelter, food
and healthcare. But they are not enough, because the consequences of the
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violence against women (and also men) touch also their psychology, their
sense of dignity, their relation to God, their place in a society that is
tempted to stigmatize and exploit them. They need to find harmony with
themselves and with the society that stigmatizes them. They need justice
and need to see the authors of violence brought to justice. That is why it is
important that Christianity must go beyond simple acts of charity, and
connect charity with justice.
This firstly means to refuse resignation or complicity with the
perpetrators of violence in the societies. It is not normal that in Africa (and
elsewhere in the world), politicians or rich people, well known as
instigators or perpetrators of violence that have led to massive violence on
women, children and population, sit in “honoured” places in churches and
are public friends of bishops, priests, imams, etc. It is not normal that these
public instigators or perpetrators of massive violence receive holy
communion during Holy Mass, while a simple nonviolent divorced woman
or man could not.
Do such attitudes not encourage violent people to continue
committing their misdeeds? How will they be able to repent and ask for
forgiveness if there is no authority to help them realize the seriousness of
their actions? In order to reconcile the world affected by violence, God
does not choose silence at all: in the Bible, the merciful God always
denounces human sin at its source and calls for conversion, as shown, for
example, in Psalm 50: “If you see a thief, you are in brotherhood, you are
at home among adulterers; you give your mouth to evil and your tongue
weaves deception. You sit down, you accuse your brother, you disgrace the
son of your mother. … Do you think I'm like you? I denounce you and
explain myself to you.” (Ps 50:18-21). Thus, the Christian communities of
Africa and elsewhere in the world do not have the option to remain silent
in the face of injustice and violence. They must commit to minimizing
violence.
Secondly, in the face of violence and its multiple consequences, many
African Christians limit themselves to complaints, without really
committing to stop the causes of this violence. It should not be forgotten
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that the causes of violence in Africa and the world are not only related to
isolated actions of individuals with violent reflexes: the structural causes,
often well nurtured by political, economic and even religious circles, are
also numerous. Likewise, sinful structures that trivialize or deny human
dignity, either from the traditional African heritage or from the effects of
globalization, are well maintained in African cities and towns. To
overcome the structures of sin denying human dignity and insidiously
normalizing in the reflexes of African men and women, a long and patient
in-depth evangelization is required. Evangelization that insists on the “nonobjectness” of any human being and favours his or her dignity as the image
and likeness of God should be emphasized.
Since the commodification of the human being is one of the main
causes of violence against women, pastoral care for the purification of the
mental environment of African societies becomes a missionary imperative.
It is a matter of explicitly denouncing, as contrary to the divine will,
practices that commodify or commercialize the human person and her
body, that makes her an instrument at the service of selfish interest and of
pleasure.6 Each local Church will evangelize in depth by fighting against
all forms of enslavement and degradation of women, against customs
which prevent the reflection of God’s glory in women, and against the bad
image of women inculcated in youth and society through the media.7 To
sanitize mentalities in this way is finally to produce little by little a
Christian conscience in the population, which will systematically refuse to
make a pact with those germs of violence which are the structures of sin
denying the dignity of men and women and perverting their relationships.
Thirdly, since the silence of the victims is one of the main causes of
the perpetuation of violence against women, Christianity has the
missionary imperative to be the voice of the voiceless. An Africa where
the majority of women are used to keeping silent about violence endangers
its future: this silence prevents the discovery of beatings, injuries, physical
illnesses and their timely treatment. The silence contributes to the social
scourge of the lack of legal punishment for the perpetrators of violence.
The Church, prophetic in her nature, must not only contribute to
denouncing the facts about violence and their perpetrators, but also educate
6
7
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African women to break their silence. It is a question of freeing the world
of African women, educated by their customs to submit to humiliations
that deeply affect their human dignity, accustomed to bow in silence to
safeguard the honour of the family before their sacrilegious dishonour as
human persons—the image of God.
The Church of Christ will refuse to model herself, in the name of a
misunderstood inculturation, on the cultural structures educating girls and
women in the so-called heroic attitude of passive resignation to unjust
situations; it is not Christian to remain silent or resign oneself to structures
of the sin of which one is a victim, whether in the family, the society or in
the Church.8 The formation of the Christian woman, aware of her baptismal
responsibility to bear witness to the truth, is, therefore, a priority.
Fourthly, for the sake of Jesus the Crucified and Resurrected,
Christianity must be attentive to stigmatized victims of violence. The many
forms of violence known on the African continent (and elsewhere) have
generated women (and men) who are physically and psychologically
disfigured. Unfortunately, many are stigmatized and even rejected by their
society. The presence of those psychologically and physically affected by
violence disturbs society: raped women (and men) are seen as a "stain," a
"shame" for their families; their traumatized children are accused of
witchcraft and thrown into the street; children born of rape are rejected
emotionally; their "human disfigurement" is the cause of their rejection by
the very society that was supposed to help them.
There is an urgent need to educate society to look at its own victims
with the gaze and touch of the Lord Jesus on the lepers and the woman
suffering from haemorrhage (Mt 8:2-4; Mk 1:40-42; Lk 8:43-48; Lk 17:1219): they too were stigmatized by society and the Law as "impure" and
therefore "rejected" from ordinary social relations. Jesus establishes a
normal relationship with them, in the name of their human dignity. He does
not only heal them physically but also brings about their reintegration into
normal human relationships. The Church, God’s family, must become a
place where people learn and draw society to become the Good Samaritan:
not to imitate the priest and Levite, who, shaped by social and religious
prejudice and fear, passed away from the victim (Lk 10:25-37). In the name
8
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of Christ, Christianity must clearly and publicly proclaim a fundamental
truth that comes from our Christian faith: to be a victim of rape or to be
violated is not a sin or defilement. Rather, to rape a human being is a very
serious sin; the rapist must be stigmatized and denounced as a sinner.
Fifthly, Christianity can help victims of violence to reconcile with
themselves. Suffering violence leads to a depreciation of oneself and
eventually one's family, country and even continent. Moreover, the
experience of one's weakness can provoke deep remorse and eventually
revolt. It is in this sense that more and more institutions are organizing
psychological care for the categories of people most affected by violence
in Africa (and elsewhere). However, psychological accompaniment is not
enough: Christian victims of violence also need pastoral and spiritual
accompaniment to help them live their inner drama in the light of Christ.
Why not draw from the biblical and spiritual treasure of the Church to
make use of the psalms, biblical texts, prayers, blessings and sacramentals,
which can heal the psychological and spiritual wounds of raped women
and their affected families? As suffering members of the body of Christ,
they are to receive, in the midst of their trial, the strength of Christ tortured,
abused, crucified, dead and then resurrected by God.

Conclusion
The situations of war and insecurity that the DR Congo has experienced
over the past twenty years have taught us the following lessons about
violence against women. Firstly, women are victims of violence because
they are human beings exposed to violence like all other human beings,
both in times of peace and during war. Secondly, what is specific about
violence that affects femininity, in particular, depends on the fact that
organization of gender relations in society makes women vulnerable in the
face of violent men, women and institutions, which “normalize” rites
involving violence on certain parts of the human body.
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In these complex situations, the Church, like the priest and the Levite
in Lk 10:30-36, must not pass away from this particular form of suffering.
Like the Good Samaritan, the Church will not model herself on social
prejudice. But as the Good Samaritan “came near, bandaged his wounds
with oil and wine, loaded him onto his own horse, took him to an inn and
took care of him”, so will the Church. But this is not enough: the Church
must act as the one that “deplores and condemns, in so far as they persist
in various African societies, all customs and practices which deprive
women of their rights and of the respect due to them” (Ecclesia in Africa
121). The Church must proclaim a word of liberation for the victims: being
a victim of rape or other physical violence is not an act of sin or defilement.
It is the violent person, the abuser, the rapist who is the sinner and must be
apprehended and brought to justice. This kind of justice that will contribute
to progressively eliminate violence against women and any human being.
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RETHINKING AGENCY FOR WOMEN PROSTITUTES:
A TRANSFORMATIVE PERSONAL ENCOUNTER
Sr. Maria Nkiruka Okafor 1
Abstract:
Prostitution and women prostitutes are studied from different perspectives.
This essay is a personal reflection of a journey studying women prostitutes
for a Ph.D. dissertation. The discomfort of acknowledging that not all
women prostitutes are trafficked and that women prostitutes, sometimes,
self-describe using different terms, is acknowledged. The LIVE Model of
Pastoral Care is presented as a pertinent model of care for sex workers to
enable pastoral workers attend to their anxiety and address biases while
providing care for sex workers.
Key Terms: Sex Workers; Prostitution; Nigeria; Pastoral Care

Introduction
My journey of working and walking with female prostitutes (mostly
referred to as sex workers in this essay) is a transformative one. I
interviewed over 55 female sex workers while carrying out my dissertation
research. Majority of the women are streetwalkers. They were interviewed
at the location where they solicit patrons, including streets and two brothels
in Nigeria. Some others were interviewed at two Federal Prisons also in
Nigeria. All participants in the interview self-identified as “Runs Girl”—
local parlance for prostitutes. The study was a narrative inquiry making the
researcher, what Brené Brown named, a story-teller researcher.2 The
1
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researcher listened as each participant told her story, asking questions for
clarification as the story unfolds. Basic questions include how the
participant became involved in sex work, was it by choice? Was there any
childhood sexual abuse? What is the role of the family and what are the
future plans? What is the participant’s involvement in Church/Religion?
Each participant took any direction she felt comfortable with.
In what follows, I will share some of the experiences I had as a woman
in Consecrated Life carrying out the research. I realized that we, pastoral
agents, may be getting it wrong on our perception and making of pastoral
plans for women in sex work. Pastoral agents tend to think of sex workers
as “victims.” I invite a rethink of agency for women in sex work with the
aim that an encompassing perspective might help pastoral agents in
widening their views for an inclusive pastoral plan for the women. By
naming agency and choice as a factor that pastoral agents should attend to,
I wish to underscore the fact that the women in sex work, sometimes,
understand themselves differently from how they are defined. Some of the
women, accept responsibility for making the choice to be a sex worker and
actually claim that they are a pertinent part of the society and the church
life. The implication for pastoral agents is that pastoral models that only
see the “trafficking” side to the story is inadequate in attending to the needs
of the women. Women in sex work become more responsive when they
trust that their story matters and they become agents in their lives rather
than receivers of plans that seem to come from one direction. This essay is
meant to be a reflection paper sharing the life experiences of a single
researcher.

Agency in Sex Work: Trafficking or Choice?
The word “Trafficking” is easily used, and sometimes overused, when
discussing women and sex work. It is viewed as a comfort zone for
theologians and pastoral workers. Taking such view insulates from facing
reality about sex work. Theologians pivot to discussing issues about
women in sex work from the vantage point of being the ones with power
while the subjects being studied are the ones without any form of power or
agency. Trafficking, victims, exploited women, outcast, and other terms as
these are used to describe the women such that, sometimes, the population
being studied becomes victims of exploitative terms. What if we change
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the narrative and assume the women have some form of agency while
scholars assume the position of “not-knowing” while reflecting on such
issues and persons? How about sex workers (prostitutes) who confidently
describe themselves as Christians and as those with power over their lives
and choices they make with their bodies? Will theologians be willing to sit
with such discomfort and offer critical reflection of what being “The body
of Christ” means for the women? These are questions I wrestled with as I
share my personal encounter, which I find transformative, as I interviewed
women in sex work. It is easier and more convenient to think of the
prostitutes as “Other” so as to be insulated from the reality that we all share
in the structure that perpetuate prostitution in society. This essay
challenges this perception and description of prostitutes from a one-point
pole, and broadens the scope of reflection to include other narratives that
women prostitutes share about their use of their bodies.
More than half the women I interviewed admitted to making the
choice for sex work. Two of them have been involved in international sex
work in Italy and Spain; and both of them told me that they actually paid
recruiters to join the international route. I was as surprised as anyone
reading this that some women could describe themselves as those who
made the choice to be prostitutes. Some of the women believe that they are
the ones with power while the persons who patronize them are the slaves
to their bodies. Ironic? Childhood sexual abuse and domestic violence
featured prominently in the interviews. Some of the women who had such
experiences said that prostitution is their way of taking back control over
their bodies. Generally, each narrative is unique and different and so
agency among women in sex work3 is found to be on a continuum rather
than one end-pole of victimhood as the “Trafficking” narrative tends to
portray.
Trust is Imperative
Gaining the trust of women in sex work is imperative before any
meaningful pastoral work for and with them begins. There has been a
3

See: Carisa Renae Showden, Choices women make: agency in domestic
violence, assisted reproduction, and sex work (Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota Press, 2011). Also Frédérique Delacoste and Priscilla Alexander, Sex
work: writings by women in the sex industry, 2nd ed. (San Francisco, CA: Cleis
Press, 1998). 13.
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mutual suspicion between the women and those who try to do any form of
ministry with them. From my experience, the women seem to be
circumstance-trained- psychologists. They sniff out suspicion and distrust
easily. To work effectively with the women, the first step is gaining their
trust; trust, once gained, guarantees cooperation and protection. Writing
this reflection from experience, I found that once the women trust the
pastoral caregiver, they could go any length to cooperate with the research
objectives or pastoral care being provided. At a point during my research,
the streetwalkers at a popular Road Junction in an Oil-rich city invited me
to their “Inner Chambers.” That means, I was allowed to visit certain places
that outsiders were not usually allowed to visit. And they made sure I was
safe. I gained the trust of the women in relationship. In fact, it was one of
the women who inspired the research. She challenged me by saying that
Church workers are not willing to listen to them because we always see
them as evil women. The other place I learned that trust is imperative is at
the minimum-security Federal Prison where I interviewed some women. I
followed every protocol needed to carry out the interview. I am not a
stranger to the prison because I had earlier served as a pastoral worker in a
prison. I obtained every necessary consent needed to have an authentic
access to the research subjects. And the women gave their formal consent
to be interviewed. The interviews were held at a secure area where two
prison warders kept watch
Some pastoral agents approach sex workers as “others.”
Loathsomeness has not been helpful in serving sex workers and may never
be. Generally, some pastoral agents do not want to be associated with sex
workers. It is easy to say that we are all human beings but difficult to
practice when it comes to certain persons we have already written off our
lives. We must first realize that we are dealing with human persons and
that members of our own families are involved.

Spirituality? Christianity? Church? God?
One of the most interesting aspects of my research is the way that the
women describe their relationship with God and the Church. Almost all the
women I interviewed said that they are members of a Church; but that they
go to Church at a different area away from the point of work. All of them
said something about praying every day for God’s protection before going
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out each time. This is corroborated in an essay written by Otutubikey
Izugbara, who found that sex workers say they rely on prayers to mitigate
the risks involved in sex work.4 One asked during my research: “How do
you think anyone can survive this risky work without God’s guidance?”
Women in sex-work offer theologians a fertile ground for spiritualtheology. We can learn self-evaluation of relationship with God from the
way the women express their trust in God irrespective of what the world
thinks about them. From the interview data, some of the women claim that
the Church would not survive without them. They gave me several
examples of how they contribute to the Church through their work. Some
of the women reported that they are members of the choir, they serve as
ushers in the church, make monetary contributions from the money they
realized from sex work, and provide sexual relief to church workers too
Contrast this with the morality standard which seems to be the
comfortable angle from where most people in the Church evaluate the
women. Some of the women narrated experiences of being expelled from
the Church when outed as sex workers. One said that the person who outed
her was the Church Council Chair whom she served the previous night as
a prostitute and the pastor failed to ask the man how he came to know. I
realized that hearing of how each woman describes her relationship with
God is very pertinent.
A Summative Constructive Proposal: A “LIVE” Pastoral Model of
Care from John 7:53-8:11.5
I did not present the full data from my research in this essay. I have
highlighted only relevant aspects of my experience from the data to support
my call for pastoral agents to rethink their understanding and view of
women prostitutes. Working for and with women prostitutes requires deep
4

Izugbara Izugbara Otutubikey, "'Ashawo Suppose Shine Her Eyes' Female Sex
Workers and Sex Work Risks in Nigeria," Health, Risk and Society 7, no. 2
(2005). Health, Risk and Society 7, no. 2 (2005): 141-159.
5
This pastoral model of care was the outcome of my PhD Dissertation,
“Transforming Narratives Through “LIVE”: A Pastoral Model of Care for
Women in Sex Work,” Submitted to Luther Seminary, St. Paul, MN in May,
2016. Biblical quotations are from New Revised Standard Version of the Bible,
Catholic Edition
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listening and reflection. I conclude with a model of pastoral care that I
constructed from rereading the text of John 7:53-8:11: the woman caught
in adultery. If the accusers of the woman caught in adultery were to listen
to her story, they could have realized that we “caught [her] in the very act
of committing adultery” is not enough reason to “throw a stone at her.”
(John 8: 4, 7).6 This essay proposes the LIVE model of pastoral care as
constructed from Jesus’ pastoral approach in John 7:53-8:11. The acronym,
“LIVE,” stands for Listening, Introspection, Validation and Emancipation,
and is deduced from the actions and spoken words of Jesus in the passage.
“LIVE” is further explicated below.
L-Listening: The Scribes and Pharisees bring forth a woman they
claim was caught in the very act of committing adultery. Jesus does not
immediately act or react. He listens. He listens to their complaints against
the victim. He hears them as they take up various roles. They are the ones
who caught the woman, they are the complainants, they are the prosecutors,
they are the judges, and the executors of the judgments already passed. All
they need is a fiat from Jesus. This is meant to trap him as well. Jesus not
only listens to their spoken words and actions, but also listens to their
hearts. He listens to their fears. He looks at the woman and, without her
saying a word, listens to her heart. He hears beyond the demands of the
Law. He listens to the culture that overlooks the transgressions of men and
takes it out on women. No one has accounted for the person caught with
her. He listens to the deeper yearning of the woman for salvation. He bends
down to write on the ground, the only time this happened in the Gospel
narrative. No record exists in the scripture of what was written.
I-Introspection: The crowd insists on Jesus responding to the
situation. Jesus does not say or do any of the things they might have been
expecting, which could be joining in the condemnation of the woman or
minimizing the issue and asking them to release her. Instead, he invites all
to an introspection with “Let anyone among you who is without sin be the
first to throw a stone at her” (v7). He follows up by bending down again to
his task of writing on the ground. One could sense the disappointment
among the people. Yet, they are sincere in carrying out the directive of
Jesus. They look and see that they are no better. Who is without sin?

6

Rita Nakashima Brock, and Susan Brooks Thistlethwaite. Casting Stones:
Prostitution and Liberation in Asia and the United States. Minneapolis: Fortress
Press, 1996.
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Respectfully, they drop their stones one by one and leave until Jesus is left
alone with the woman.
V-Validation: Jesus asks the woman if no one has condemned her.
She answers affirmatively and Jesus says, “Neither do I condemn you”
(v11). Reading this as a validation does not mean a validation of her sins.
It is a validation of the human person, a validation of the presence of grace,
a validation of the love of God, a validation of the fullness of salvation,
and a validation of a relationship whereby the woman “feels felt” in the
process. The woman could be breathing deeply from relief. Her sense of
autonomy and agency as a human being is affirmed. Jesus, then, issues the
call that places some responsibility on her too.
E-Emancipation: Jesus’ encounter with the woman does not end
with validation. He invites the woman to a life of freedom from sin with
the words, “Go your way, and from now on do not sin again” (v11). “Go
your way” evokes a sense of being set free and, in this case, being set free
from condemnation and death at the hands of those who are not better than
her. The charge to “not sin again” is an invitation to the woman to assume
responsibility for her own behavior. She is a human being with some
agency in her life and not an object to be acted upon, as the initial scene
suggested. Pastoral agents are called upon to take on the example of Christ
in ministry with women whose agency is obscured and lost daily.
“LIVE” Pastoral Model: A Summative Constructive Proposal
The first call is to listen. Listening connects. Listening deeply to others, the
narratives of sex workers, context and culture, theology, and above all,
listening to God, grounds the pastoral care worker in the process of
providing competent care for women in sex work. In listening, the message
conveyed is “I hear you,” “I see you,” and “You matter.” The story of every
woman in sex work is different. Listening entails openness and a desire to
be taught. Deep listening is a skill practiced in humility. Empathic
connection to feelings and needs of a person makes their humanity come
alive. Choosing what needs to meet at a time, makes us realize our
limitations as human beings. This is where humility and discernment are
indispensable in the art of practicing the compassionate love of God with
others. Listening to women in sex work necessitates listening to other
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factors surrounding the choice of sex work, as the narratives described in
this work indicate, opening up to issues of social justice.
The call to introspection helps the care provider to not take a one-up
or better-than-thou attitude towards women sex workers. It also challenges
others who come into relationship with sex workers to look inwards rather
than condemnation stemming from pre-conceived notions of the women’s
identity. It is easier to condemn others than to see where we all participate
or are complicit in the structures that keep some persons, especially
women, in a subservient position perpetually. The same people who
patronize sex workers at night wake up in the morning to demand their
condemnation. We are invited to reflect on how we participate in evil
structures that perpetually keep some persons subjugated. We are all in
need of repentance: from any sin that we indulge in; from any structures
that keep others down.
Validating the personhood of the women in sex work may go a long
way in proving to them that they are still persons with dignity. Some of the
women believe they are nobodies. Raising a sense of hope in who they
truly are may help the women to breathe deeply and realize they are
understood. This may also help them in their sense of trust and honesty
instead of manipulative attitude.
From gender perspectives, validation in the LIVE model assists
pastoral agents to admit the painful situation of women in different
cultures. Women have limited choices to make as human beings in the
world. Agency and autonomy for women are stifled in many ways. Women
are held to higher standards than men when it comes to matters of sexuality.
I am aware of the discomfort this type of statement cause among men. Yet,
this is reality. In many traditional African societies, could be expected in
Africa to get married as a virgin while the man is allowed to try out as
many women as possible to show he is a man. Men who cheat in marriage
are easily pardoned while the woman who does the same is sent packing.
As in the days of old, men who buy sex are overlooked or even encouraged
as being “manly” while the women who sell sex are oppressed. In the LIVE
model, sex workers are validated as persons struggling to live meaningfully
in the world.
Emancipation occurs through empowerment. Empowerment is a
buzzword in working with people on the margins. Beyond cosmetic and
surface gestures of empowerment, this study calls on the Church to break
the cycles of evil that the women live in. The process will definitely be
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different for different women in different regions. Through listening, the
point where the person needs empowerment would be discerned.
Empowerment could mean pointing people to resources they may not be
aware exist. It could mean opening up the power within for the potentials
to burst forth. Empowerment means validation of one’s sense of agency
and autonomy in the world while taking responsibility for one’s share in
the interconnectedness of humanity.

Conclusion
The call to listen to narratives of women in sex work is to open our eyes to
the conditions the people on whom the call to “cast the stone” is a daily
experience. Their lives and that of the Church can be transformed through
mutual encounter modelled on that which Jesus had with the woman caught
in adultery. The cry for justice could be undertaken at every level in the
Church. As individuals, pastoral agents should be willing to listen to
women and men of every race and creed, bringing the compassionate and
non-judgmental attitude like Jesus did. While listening, individual pastoral
agents could perform the task of introspection to remain differentiated- not
losing oneself in the process of providing care- in the face of anxiety that
listening to voices different from theirs evoke. As we sense a nudge to
overlook the pains, because the person might be responsible for his/her
choice, we remember the words of Jesus, “if you are without sin, be the
first to cast a stone.” Introspection reminds us that we all are with sins. The
narratives of the women shared above indict every person as being
implicated in the evil structures that disregard the humanity of others.
Validation and Emancipation at this level could come in form of deliberate
actions against social injustices. It is transformative in nature.
At the parish, diocesan, and any other level of Church organization, a
pastoral plan could be developed using the LIVE pastoral model. The heart
of such plan would be listening, introspection, validating, and empowering
women to live the life they are called to in the Church. The Church needs
introspection at all levels. Pope Francis, following up on the example
started by Pope John Paul II, apologizes for sins of the Church. As a
corporate entity, though a divine reality, the Church is sinful too. Some of
the women encountered in this conversation simply need a listening
Church to validate their experiences as agents in the world. The women in
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sex work should be part of the formation and implementation of such plans.
It is time to let the voices of women into the mainstream of the life of the
Church. Pretending that voices on the margins do not exist is not helpful in
any way. It is a denial of a part of the Body of Christ.
The “LIVE” approach to pastoral care is simple and does not need
elaborate training for implementation. Every person is endowed with the
capacity to listen to one another, while holding one’s own judgments in
check. Non-judgmental attitude helps to build rapport, trust, and
confidence. Each sex worker’s story differs from the other. Validating
others comes from shared knowledge that every human person is made in
the image and likeness of God. Empowerment and emancipation come
from the desire to play a role in bringing justice on earth. Listening to other
people’s narratives can transform their lives; listening transforms the lives
of the listener as well. It transforms the lives of the members of the Church
when the depth of human suffering is shared. It helps to point to resources
and strengths that are found in the narratives. It helps the Church to live its
mission as the Body of Christ.
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DISMANTLING GENDER—EVALUATING CHALLENGING
WEST AFRICAN APPROACHES TO GENDER ROLES AND THE
STUDY OF GENDER
Etchi Besem Oben1

Abstract
Employing Achille Mbembe’s framework of decolonizing knowledge and
Africanization, this article dismantles Western gender ideology introduced
by colonial impositions on West African societies. It evaluates challenging
West African approaches to gender roles and gender study from Oyeronke
Oyewumi’s The Invention of Women through Nkiru Nzegwu’s Family
Matters, to Male Daughters Female Husbands of Ifi Amadiume. The
article employs peer-reviewed appraisals of the three books for engaging
the difficult conversation, to prioritize the use of ancestral epistemology
when researching a West African location. The author presents an instance
in the Ejagham location, Cameroon, and extends the gender conversation
to African masculinities with Sakhumzi Mfecane’s work.
Key Words: Gender, Nzegwu, Oyewumi, Amadiume, Africanization

Introduction
An African boy asks his father: “Daddy who is a man?” and the father
replies: “Someone who is responsible, provides for the family and ensures
that each person gets what they need.” The boy responds: “when I grow
up, I want to be a man like mummy.” The decolonial and indigenous turn
in African studies brings us to question the adequateness of the present
gender paradigm for arriving at solutions to West Africa’s challenges of
self-determination and rulership. This anecdote gives support to the
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question of whether the Western bio-logic of a gender binary as captured
in the English translation of Genesis 5:2 “He created them male and
female,” is an accurate representation of West African reception of human
diversity and capacity, for use in deciding roles that rethink functioning
and self-developing nations. Often, gender norms have been the source of
violence, as each sex attempts to coerce the other to stay in their place for
order to reign. One may proffer, rightly, that there are differences between
women and men in terms of genetics and physiology that should warrant
different gender assessments, roles, and even policies. However, is binary
gender biologic the most efficient paradigm? The focus of this essay is to
make the case for adopting indigenous knowledge production as the
foundation for approaches to gender roles and the study of gender from the
work of Oyeronke Oyewumi, Nkiru Nzegwu, and Ifi Amadiume.
Achille Mbembe discusses the decolonization of knowledge and
subsequent Africanization. He identifies the problem as the “attribution of
truth only to the Western way of knowledge production.”3 Western gender
paradigms are products of the Eurocentric canon and any unquestioning
use, keeps African scholars stuck in it. The solutions deduced from
Mbembe’s elaboration are (1) to give equal regard to other, especially
indigenous, epistemic traditions on the sexes; (2) to recognize that Western
gender systems participate in a larger framework of setting up exploitation
and oppression rather than offer a normal form of social relations; (3) to
choose a subject-subject rather than a subject-object research relationship,
and (4) to specify that the native production of knowledge is also not
universal and is dependent on its context. Mbembe employs Franz Fanon
to clarify what decolonization in Africa should be doing: remaking
Oyewumi uses the phrase ‘Western bio-logic’ to depict that the cultural logic
of western gender and social categories, is based on an ideology of biological
determinism: the conception that biology provides. Woman is a category based
on the presence or absence of certain organs and determines social position.
Oyeronke Oyewumi The Invention of Women: Making an African Sense of
Western Gender Discourse, (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1997),
ix.
3
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Africans into crafters, out of successful self-ownership; rather than experts
in imitation and mimicry.4 We can now ask, what are the West African
insights into deploying a different articulation of humanity and
relationships that gender and gender roles impose? How can this
knowledge create systems that promote production, invention, building,
and self-expression? Mbembe further employs the insights of Ngugi Wa
Thiongo to elaborate on the task of Africanization, which Ngugi describes
as a process of seeing and articulating ourselves clearly to re-centre Africa
as the source and director of its consciousness and culture, not merely an
extension of the West.5 It serves here to evoke the picture of the elephant
and people placed at different points unable to see the full picture, or, what
part the other people are touching. When asked what an elephant is like,
each offers a response that relates to the part of the whole they are
experiencing. This picture makes it imperative for each location to
contribute its epistemic tradition and especially, to avoid touching the
elephant’s stomach and claiming that the elephant is like a rope because
the one who holds the tail colonized their mind. Truth is a multi-locational
production.

A Look at the Complexity in Scripture
Now, back to Genesis 5:2, “He created them male and female,” and its
related verses throughout the Bible, the transliterated Hebrew version
describes what was created as zakar ( )זָכָ ָ֥רand neqebah ( )נְקֵ ָבָ֖הnot the
physiological or derivative difference of ish and ishah. Strong’s lexicon
describes zakar as meaning to remember or call to mind. Neqebah has the
interpretation of “to pierce” akin to peering into the future. From this text
one may interpret, rather, that Genesis 5:2 means what was created was
4
Mbembe shares Fanon’s insights from his reading chapter 3 of Fanon, F. The
Wretched of the Earth, New York: Grove Press, 1963 in which Fanon also
questions the possibility of those trained in the Western system to decolonize
rather than merely substitute themselves in the places of control. Achille
J.Mbembe, “Decolonizing Knowledge and the Question of the Archive” 10-15
5
Mbembe shares Ngugi’s insights form his reading of Ngũgĩ wa Thiong’o
Decolonizing the Mind. The Politics of Language in African Literature, Nairobi:
East African Educational Publishers Ltd, 2004. Ngugi is particularly concerned
with what the African child is learning about themselves.
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given the capacity of memory and the capacity of imagination, to
remember the past and to experience a not-yet future. This Jewish
possibility signals a different locational epistemology, than the Greek
interpretation, which is steeped in Aristotelian philosophy, would convey.
The English rendition of being created “male and female” shows the first
instance of an imposition of another location’s gender ideology unto the
non-gendered connotation of zakar and neqebah, thus, apportioning
remembrance and therefore history to men while women were to be
forgotten and expected to be passive receivers. The text is translated to
incorporate and give a sacred character to the foreign location’s gender
ideology and assigned roles. In Matthew 19:4 the Messiah is said to have
repeated “Have you not read that the one who made them at the beginning
‘made them male and female?” The Greek rendition in both cases is arsen
(Ἄρσεν) and thely (θῆλυ) which connote a virile male and a nursing female
putting procreation as a central characteristic. “Male and female” is a
frozen-phrase.6 It appears in Aristotelian philosophy to introduce a nonoverlapping anatomy, an inherent hierarchy where the female is equal in
specie but different and subordinate to the male, with a focus on separation
between the two, differences in roles and especially, fundamental
opposition.7 When Paul deploys the frozen phrase “male and female” in
Galatians 3:28, “There is neither Jew nor Gentile, neither slave nor free,
nor is there male and female, for you are all one in Christ Jesus,” Paul, a
Hellenistic Jew, proposes a revolutionary thought that relation should
overcome separation, and unity should overcome difference. These
cultural differences should buttress the African scholar’s inquiry into what
the articulation of humanity in West Africa was like and how it functioned.
Oyeronke Oyewumi’s Invention of Women, Nkiru Nzegwu’s Family
Matters, and Ifi Amadiume’s Male Daughters Female Husbands make
unique contributions on the issues of gender roles and the study of gender
from locations in Nigeria that address the difficult conversation. Beyond
6

A frozen phrase is an idiom, a combination of linguistic units whose meaning
does not coincide with the meaning of its component elements.
7
See J. K. Gayle, ““ἄρσεν καὶ θῆλυ” in “Aristotle,” “Moses,” and Paul” in
BLT — Bible * Literature * Translation October 22, 2013 accessed June 5,2020
at
https://bltnotjustasandwich.com/2013/10/22/%E1%BC%84%CF%81%CF%83%
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offering a summary of their key points, an examination of selected
academic reviews to these works expose the areas of dispute and depict
how these authors brilliantly dismantle gender for scholarly work in West
Africa.
Oyeronke Oyewumi’s The Invention of Women and the Social
Organizing Principle of Ethnic Locations
Oyewumi, a professor of sociology, talks about human differentiation in
the Yoruba location. She identifies a determining trait for the interpretive
framework regarding observed actions, deference, gestures, levels of
address, and expectations, as the social organizing principle of the ethnic
peoples, in this case, seniority.8 Thus, the observations made in the Yoruba
location, and found to be similar to observations made in a Eurocentric
location, do not validate a transfer of meaning as gender-based. Meaning
must be derived from the constituting mindset of the people under study.
The insights she offers of reinstating ethnic knowledge production as
against the Eurocentric canon is a turn to ethnic (1) cosmology, (2)
language patterns and (3) sociocultural institutions. Furthermore,
Oyewumi exposes the Eurocentric foundations of feminist concepts to
argue that Western feminism is a means to deeply entrench the gender
paradigm of the Western colonial system. Can the Yoruba location speak
authoritatively of its ways as a valid means of self-definition and rulership?
Nicki Hitchcott, a UK-based white professor and specialist in African
Francophone postcolonial literature, reviews the book for the Women’s
Philosophy Review in 1999. She notes that Oyewumi portrays that “the
social organization of one culture (a Western one) cannot be read as a
universal model” since “gender relations are social relations and therefore,
historically and culturally situated.”9 Thus the scholarly normalization of
using women as a category in Yorubaland is a continuation of Eurocentric
8

Oyeronke Oyewumi, The Invention of Women: Making an African Sense of
Western Gender Discourse, (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1997).
9
Nicki Hitchcott, “Nicki Hitchcott on The Invention of Women by Oyeronke
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oppression. Hitchcott agrees with the rebuke Oyewumi makes of feminism
for universalizing its own experience and concludes that the feminist reader
needs to rethink how to analyse global locations on their terms.
Nupur Chaudhuri, a US-based history professor, of Indian descent,
and a prolific writer on women’s issues, reviews the book for NWSA
Journal in Spring2001.10 She highlights the contribution as full of
“deconstructionist language” causing a rethink of “the accepted notions of
colonialism and feminism” both of which arise from the same
epistemological location.11 Nupur suggest that Oyewumi dismantles
gender by pointing out the pre-colonial Yoruba naming system as nongender sensitive. Besides, she highlights that the introduction of gendered
analytical theory required a change in Yoruba social and political structures
to normalize it. So, anafemales lost access to property rights and judicial
power to become subordinated to anamales.12 These warranted changes
prove that the Western gender system is not native to the Yoruba. When
analysing the Yoruba situation, discovering one inconsistency in the
characterization of fundamental categories should be sufficient to raise
interest in investigating the possibility of existing distinct categories.
Desiree Manicom, a South African professor in sociology, policy and
development, reviews the book for Agenda: Empowering Women for
Equity in 2001.13 She criticizes Oyewumi’s methodology as insufficient to
adequately dismantle gender because of inattention to Yoruba culture as
non-homogenous and a lack of analysis of the source of existing gender
inequalities in pre-colonial Yoruba land. Desiree misses that seniority can
give rise to the appearance of gender inequality. The question here is, does
Nupur Chaudhuri, “The Invention of Women/For Women and the
Nation/Dislocating Cultures,” Review of The Invention of Women: Making an
African Sense of Western Gender Discourse, by Oyeronke Oyewumi, NWSA
Journal 13 (1): 172. (2001) doi:10.1353/nwsa.2001.0005.
11
Nupur Chaudhuri, “The Invention of Women/For Women and the
Nation/Dislocating Cultures,”172.
12
In keeping with her thesis, Oyewumi prefers to call anatomical females,
anafemales rather than women and call anatomical males, anamales rather than
men.
13
Desiree Manicom, Review of The Invention of Women: Making an African
Sense of Western Gender Discourse, by Oyeronke Oyewumi, Agenda:
Empowering Women for Gender Equity, No. 50, African Feminisms One(2001),
pp. 134-135.
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the Western concept of women originate from the Yoruba location and
determine social functions? If not, then why is it normalized in academic
research on that location? Desiree acknowledges that the book succeeds to
question the category of women as a “universal determinant of social status
and role.”
Bakare-Yusuf Bibi, a prolific Nigerian scholar, publishing company
owner and distinguished fellow in gender, sexuality and transformational
issues in Nigeria, reviews the book. She notes that a “new generation of
African scholars (e.g. Amadiume 1997, Nzegwu 2001, Okome 2001)
located primarily in Western institutions have begun to question the
explanatory power of gender in African society.”14 She presents
Oyewumi’s thesis succinctly as a demonstration that “amongst the Yoruba
biology was not used to explain or establish social relations, subjectivity,
positioning, and hierarchy”15 Some components of this assertion are first,
the absence of European schism between body and mind with a subsequent
attribution of female to body (irrational) and male to mind (rational),
second the absence of privileging the visual faculties as in European
intellectual pursuits that gave rise to biologizing difference and third, the
absence of Western hierarchical episteme that makes binary distinctions
fundamental such as to create an essential link of physical body to social
body. As such the tool of linguistic marking as found for seniority but
absent for gender and the tool of social distinctions in institutions and
practices as not constructed from anatomical difference, should signal to
the research the presence of another epistemology of human existence. Bibi
criticizes16 Oyewumi’s methodology as problematic claiming that first,
language as cultural truth is in flux rather than in “stasis and conservation,”
second that the Oyo-Yoruba may not be “the true originators of Yoruba
beliefs and social practice,” third that Oyewumi is wrong to conclude that
seniority is the only operative form of power, and fourth that the move from
language and discourse to social reality is inaccurate. Bibi goes further into
Bibi Bakare-Yusuf, “'Yorubas don't do gender': a critical review of
Oyeronke Oyewumi's The Invention of Women: Making an African Sense of
Western Gender Discourses,” African Identities. Vol. 1 Issue 1, (Apr2003) p119140. Accessed at https://www.semanticscholar.org/paper/%E2%80%98Yorubasdon%E2%80%99t-do-gender%E2%80%99%3A-a-critical-review-of-TheBakare-Yusuf/61616bb3824350e86166a7537769e202dccfcbec on June 1, 2020.
15
Bibi Bakare-Yusuf, 'Yorubas don't do gender',1.
16
Bibi Bakare-Yusuf, 'Yorubas don't do gender', 4-8.
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“sketching an alternative way of conceptualizing power dynamics and the
production of knowledge in the Yoruba social system.”17 Bibi’s
contentions still align with the thesis that Western gender systems are nonnative to African theory despite her critique of how this should be argued,
which tends to adopt Western constructions of theism. Notably, Bibi
asserts that Oyewumi “nonetheless succeeds in demonstrating the need to
be aware of the issue of automatically importing assumptions about the
structure of society under study which may not apply on the ground.”18
The researcher in this African location is left without a doubt that an
unquestioning use of the Western gender system in research as normative,
deprives the narrative valuable and diverse episteme as well as caricatures
the subjects under study into quasi-Westerners. Thus, by espousing love
for truth and concluding that the proliferation of false conclusions is
unethical, the researcher is reoriented into a deeper investigation of
indigenous systems and its interpretative frameworks.
Nkiru Nzegwu’s Family Matters and the Centrality of the
Consanguineal Family
Nzegwu, professor of Africana studies and philosophy, dismantles gender
that is embedded in the Eurocentric rendition of the north-western Igbo
family system. She acknowledges conversations with Oyeronke Oyewumi
as enhancing her theory and insights on gender.19 Nzegwu presents the
north-western Igbo Family System as “fundamentally a social
constructivist model of consanguinity” rather than a nuclear family model
of conjugality.20 Nzegwu instantiates the claim Oyewumi makes, that
indigenous social institutions were modified to fit the hierarchical, binary,
and patriarchal gender characterizations causing the feminist need to fight
for women’s equality unfounded in precolonial articulations. Nzegwu
unearths and analyses these modifications in the presentation of the
17

Bibi Bakare-Yusuf, 'Yorubas don't do gender', 8.
Bibi Bakare-Yusuf, 'Yorubas don't do gender', 11.
19
Nkiru Uwechia Nzegwu, Family Matters: Feminist Concepts in African
Philosophy of Culture, (Albany, NY: State University of New York Press,2006),
ix
20
Nzegwue gives further descriptions of the consanguineal logic of family
descent. Nkiru Nzegwu, Family Matters, 31.
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presupposed African family system. A major claim is that from the
imposition of Eurocentric gender frameworks into indigenous culture
through colonial policies carried into modern state law and traditional
customs, the resulting gendered African society that oppresses women
became documented as the precolonial imperative. In particular, the
conjugal family system became prioritized with its organizing principle of
patriarchy whereas precolonial north-western Igboland had various family
systems amongst which the consanguineal family made up of kin was the
primary system. In the consanguineal family, everyone had agency, rights,
and powers. People lived in dynamic interaction focused on assertiveness
and empowerment.21 In her own words, research methodology contributed
to the traditioning of north-western Igbo anafemales into Igbo women
defined by “the provision of labor, the production of children, and the
provision of sexual favors for men:”
Early Western ethnographers, Christian missionaries, colonial
anthropologists and educationists view Igbo families and societies
through their patriarchal lens and the male-privileging value scheme
of Western epistemology. Propelled by their interpretive scheme they
made patriarchy the organizing principle of the Igbo family and
society and generated ethnographic descriptions that reinforced their
interpretations by misrepresenting Igbo families as conjugal units.22
Cynthia Willett, a white American philosophy professor and
specialist in social ethics and philosophical psychology reviews this book
for Hypatia in 2008. She perceives its contribution as dismissing
“prejudices that these other cultures are less sophisticated than our own”
and also succeeding to “provide a basis for rethinking the framework of
Western feminism.”23 What Nzegwu’s different forms of family
relationships, “consanguineal, polygamous (with men or women having
either multiple wives or husbands), matrilineal, patrilineal, matrifocal, and
patriarchal”, show is that the pre-colonial Igbo family not only has a
different episteme to teach the world wherein family systems “treated [all
21

Nkiru Nzegwu, Family Matters, 5-6.
Nkiru Nzegwu, Family Matters, 6.
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Cynthia Willett, Review of Family Matters: Feminist Concepts in African
Philosophy of Culture by Nkiru Uwechia Nzegwu, Hypatia 23, no. 3 (2008):
224-226. https://www.muse.jhu.edu/article/242049. 224.
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kin] as persons with rights, powers, and responsibilities” but also a novel
interpretive framework wherein hierarchy is always accompanied with a
“distribution of rights and powers … [allowing] a sophisticated system of
checks and balances among men and women”.24 The researcher misses this
contribution of the location when normalizing the Western gender system
and its interpretive methodologies.
Ellen Anderson, Cynthia Willett, and Diana Meyers, all American
professors, revise their 1999 entry “Feminist Perspectives on the Self” for
the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy in 2020 inserting Nzegwu’s book
into the section, “Reclamation of Feminine Identities and Women’s
Status.”25 The book is noted for reclaiming a “maternal ethos” as the focal
point of north-western Igbo family systems, as contemporary feminist
philosophers challenge and modulate the “portrayal of women as abject
victims of the patriarchal family.” Nzegwu’s contention of the presence of
feminized power in north-western Igbo precolonial society should redirect
the researcher from both Western colonial epistemology and white
feminism to concentrate on what indigenous women have to say about
themselves and their role in their community.
Evan Mwangi, a Kenyan professor of 20th Century Anglophone
African Literature, employs Nzegwu’s work in his book Africa Writes
Back to Self: Metafiction, Gender, Sexuality 2009. He portrays Nzegwu as
an African theorist who views “with suspicion theorists who dismiss
Afrocentric perspectives as nativist by showing that the theorists are
themselves, nativist, viewing Africa from a different positioned strand of
nativism…”26 This comes out clearly when Nzegwu dismantles gender by
contrasting the African dual sex system with the Western mono-sex
system. In the latter, females become subordinated, lose the power to name
their reality, lose the possibility to develop mental capacities, and thus “an
inadequate description of the world” becomes the adequate one.27 In the
former, which does not share the same conceptual parameters with the
24
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latter thus cannot be criticized as rigid; the contribution of the northwestern Igbo location is “dual-symmetrical lines of male and female
spheres of authority that Kamene Okonjo defines as dual-sex”, such that
among the Onitsha, Aboh and Obamkpa communities, the dual-sex
systems are bimodal social, political and economic structures each with
governing councils that operate trimodally, with the third space being the
shared responsibilities of collaborative activity between the two.28
The researcher in this African location is left without a doubt that
there is no one-to-one correlation between native gender conceptual
parameters in the Western location and anthropological systematization in
this Igbo location. Hence the same terminology denotes different realities
and interpretive frameworks that expand the epistemic possibilities of
anthropological understanding. Thus, by espousing a preference for
expanding knowledge and concluding that harmonizing descriptions of
human societies in research is unethical, the researcher is reoriented into
an alternative articulation of indigenous systems and their interpretative
frameworks.

Ifi Amadiume Male Daughters Female Husbands and a Multiplicity
of Anafemale Positions
Amadiume, a professor of sociology, anthropology, and religion
dismantles gender by proffering solid ethnographic research to
demonstrate categories of female and male living that would be
unthinkable in the Western gender system. She criticizes both Western
anthropological literature for racist writing and Western feminist literature
for presumptuousness of a shared dichotomous understanding of sexual
difference. She sets her task as to “the use of classic ethnographies to reexamine, re-analyze, compare and recover useful and relevant indigenous
knowledge systems generated within Africa.”29 The key strategy among
the Nnobi people of Igboland is embedding structures that give access to
power through the shifting of positions in socio-cultural constructions. For
example, “husband” is not exclusively affiliated to males; wealthy women
may acquire wives to become the “husband.” This flexibility gave women
28
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a place in the “economic, social and political institutions of Nnobi
society.”30
Patti Henderson reviews the book for Agenda: Empowering Women
for Gender Equity in 1988. She notes Amadiume’s critique of Western
feminism’s imperialistic and ethnocentric behaviour in misappropriating
and misinterpreting random examples from Eurocentric ethnographic
writing on Third World countries, to justify their own social and political
arguments and agenda creating false universalizations such as the universal
subordination of women.31 For example, while motherhood and domestic
roles fostered a lower status of women due to the separation of public and
private spheres of life under Western social organization, the absence of
the latter in Nnobi society allowed a female to be a mother, undertake
domestic roles and still participate in “attaining positions of economic,
ritual and political power”.32 This is also thanks to the fact that “politics
and religious structure were intertwined in Nnobi Society.”33 Henderson
acknowledges that Amadiume succeeds to question “anthropologist’s
focus on descent systems and inheritance patterns as pointing to the locus
of power.”34
Christine Oppong, a white professor of applied anthropology in
Ghana reviews the book for The International Journal of African
Historical Studies in 1989. She notes that the Ph.D. thesis accounts for
indigenous systems from insider research depicting a vast array of
unexplored oral and written accounts of Nnobi traditions.35 Part I of the
book demonstrates that “myths of origin are linked to ecological factors,
sexual divisions of labour, and gender ideologies.”36 Thus to the researcher,
a cosmology other than the one proffered by Western theology is an
indication of a different anthropological system. Noticeably, the economic
30
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and political depreciation of Nnobi females in the colonial and postcolonial system was due to the deprivation of access to acquire wives and
to accumulate wealth and titles that traditional society used to attribute
power. While this basis continued, the imposed gendered mono-sex system
brought an all-male deity, all-male priests, male precedence in educational
access, government and mission policies, as well as demeaned maternity
and domestic duties to a constraining position thereby establishing gender
hierarchy. Oppong recommends the book for social scientists.
Joanna R. Schacter, then a Jewish graduate student in Canada
specializing in African history, reviews the book for The Journal of
Religion and Culture in 2015. She notes that “Amadiume calls to attention
the importance of religion to women’s agency.”37 That is to say, colonial
Christianity restructured Nnobi females into the Western gender system of
subordination in ways that Nnobi precolonial religion such as the cult of
the Goddess Idemili did not. Instead of sex division stemming from biologic as in the Western episteme, “ideologies behind sex division of labour
in Igbo society stem from their myths of Origin.”38 Thus dismantling
gender involves recognizing different start points for ideologies about sex
and roles in society in indigenous locations. Joanna notes that by showing
the principle of industriousness as central to Idemili association, women
were stirred to create wealth, acquire a title such as Ekwe (now stigmatized
as anti-Christian, pagan and detrimental to women by the Christian
Church) and earn the flexibility to become a “female husband.”39 Joanna
supports the relevance of the trend of growing patriarchy occasioned by
Western religion on female agency in Igboland as a warrant to not be
“indifferent researchers.”40
Lisa A. Lindsay, a white American professor of history, reviews this
book for the Journal of West African History in 2017 for its 30th
anniversary. She notes that its contributions gave “ammunition for
discussions with my historian colleagues about why non-Africanists

37
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should be interested in African history.” Simply put, there is need for the
unearthing of a different epistemology on anthropological systems than a
Western one in the Nnobi Igbo location. Particularly, the insight that
“gender was distinct from biological sex; that it is constituted in large
measure through language; and that gender norms, discourses, and
practices are historical and contingent” subverts the exclusive binary
presentation of gender, freeing the researcher to embrace rather than
dismiss as abnormal a switching of roles by the different sexes.
The researcher in this African location is left without a doubt that
dual-sex system of sex differentiation in roles, alongside its parallel system
of authority, is tied to the religio-political cosmology of the Nnobi Igbo
location. Hence familiarity with the myths-of-origin of the people sets the
stage for knowledge production and the ethnic possibilities of
anthropological understanding. Thus, by letting go of the Christian mindset
and division between sacred and profane and concluding that dismissing
ethnic religions as relevant sources of indigenous epistemology is
unethical, the researcher is reoriented into an alternative political
imagination defined by indigenous systems and their interpretative
frameworks.
41

The Case of the Ejagham Location and Its Contributions
Inspired by these three authors, I would like to offer my findings from the
Ejagham location, that cuts across southwest Cameroon and southern
Nigeria, on the necessity to dismantle Western gender as normative in this
location. It began with observing that both females and males dance
Moninkim at birth and death celebrations, political installations and
religious celebrations, and even processions with the Lectionary (for
readings during Sunday liturgy) in the Catholic church. Moninkim had
been Eurocentrically noted as a female rite of passage to adulthood and a
dance to show off her beauty to attract suitors. So, what were the males
doing dressed in similar patterns and dancing with the same moves and/of
body parts? Are they also displaying handsomeness to attract female
41
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suitors or performing a rite of passage into manhood? Is a clue hidden in
the non-gendered naming system of the Ejagham people? What about the
change in spiritual states that occurs during the dance causing prophecy to
spew from the mouth of the devotees? The etymology of the word depicts
moni meaning child or product of, and nkim, referring to a sharp flint used
for ritual and covenant circumcision of both boys and girls.42 The
indigenous language reveals thus why both sexes dance Moninkim which
is not conjugally centred but linked to Ejagham mysticism. The
contribution of this location is to take the researcher deeper into how
religious cosmology directs anthropological identity to the locations in
which both males and females create encounter with divinity to realize new
identities, ideologies, roles, and functions.
Sr Marie Agatha Ozah, a professor of Ethnomusicology in University
of Port Harcourt Nigeria, researches Moninkim among the Babong people
of Ejagham. Her 2015 ethnographic research reveals a covenant of females
with the earth source, Obasi Nsi, of humans through ritual cutting that
allows her blood to drop to the ground, thereby making her a prophetic
representation and mouthpiece of Obasi Nsi 43 Thus Nkim ritual is more a
preparation for religio-political power and function in the community than
it is for conjugal integration. In Ejagham cosmology, Obasi Nsi is
experienced through familiarity with earth spirits, Ndem, encountered via
rituals of silence and sound. For the researcher in an indigenous location,
attention to cosmology and its ritualization using ethnic interpretive
frameworks through language provides an accurate site for dismantling
gender.
Sandy Onor, Nigerian Ejagham historian, and statesman writes
“Decolonizing Nigerian Women: A Historical Necessity” for the
International Journal of History and Philosophical Research in 2017. He
uses the example of traditional Ejagham women ”to demonstrate how
Nigerian women as individuals and especially as groups contributed
meaningfully to the socio-political and economic development of their
42
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respective societies.” Sandy proves that “In traditional Ejagham society,
identity characterization and inheritance are all traceable to women” hence
socio-political administrative power, as testified to by the works of P.A.
Talbot and R.F Thompson.45 The opposition to normalizing Western
gender in the Ejagham society lies in female freedom to create sociopolitical institutions, occupy similar agricultural practices, engage in
formal learning under tutors of their sex, do time-consuming crafts such as
artistry and pottery, salt production, metallurgy, and matting, as well as
trade within the community and with neighbouring communities.46 Onor
cites the German cultural anthropologist Ute Roschenthaler on the power
of female institutions:
44

The Ekpa institution did not fit into bourgeois European Ideology—
the mere thought of women using their nakedness not as an erotic
device but as a weapon to punish and even kill men was a
provocation. It was certainly much more widespread in Africa than is
acknowledged by written sources.47
Onor dismantles gender by overturning the colonial narrative that Nigerian
women were marginal and at best onlookers in creating history, hence are
inconsequential for the future development of the Nigerian nation. For him,
regaining the histories of independent as well as interdependent female
power would spur women to engage “higher levels of participation,
productivity, and performance in the critical task of nation-building.” I
linked dismantling gender to self-definition and exercising rulership in
community activities.
The researcher in this African location is left without a doubt that
female agency was never perceived as a threat to masculinity in precolonial
Ejagham society alongside the powerful institutions it created and tied to
44
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the religious mindset of the people. The Ejagham people are yet to proffer
their entire bank of knowledge production and the ethnic possibilities for
anthropological flourishing. Thus, by a participatory approach in the
Ejagham location and social inquiry into the indigenous meanings of
practices and injunctions, indigenous epistemology may be adequately
accounted for.

Furthering the Dismantling of Gender in West Africa
Amadiume’s 21 questions that allow the researcher to think differently
about the articulation of sex differentiation in an indigenous community
and how it functions, if at all, could also be applied to deciphering male
systems that also are not constituted the way Western gender epitomizes
the male. For, anthropological poverty was created of all sides of the
anthropological spectrum by the imposition of Western gender systems.
Sakhumzi Mfecane, South African professor of sociology and
anthropology theorizes in “Towards African-centred theories of
masculinity” for Social Dynamics: A Journal of African Studies that
African masculinities lack an “inner essence” because of “their being
embedded in Western epistemologies.”48 Since the gender project required
the mutilation of both sexes to conform to its characterization, a researcher
must pay adequate attention to what is happening to the male. Mfecane
employs African concepts of personhood using anthropological and
philosophical African writing to explore male epistemology from an
African location. He notes that:
Essence in this case of African cosmology does not just refer to “inner
processes of the body” as argued by some feminist biologists (Birke
1989, 2596). It is also different from the concept of “self”/“selfhood”
which is normally deployed by Western liberal scholars in agency and
structure debate (Burridge 1979; 18; Archer 2006; 2; Blumer 1962;
79). It is used here to capture the popular understandings that human
beings are by nature “composite creatures;” they are “composed of
material and immaterial component” (La Fontaine 1985, 126).
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Therefore, the concrete human body on its own, and what it “does”
socially, does not define a person fully as humans possess other
unseen elements which can have a greater influence on their behavior
and character (Gottlieb 1998; Niehaus 2002).49
The kind of epistemology that arises from the African location on maleness
are such as the Ugandan Lugbara-speaking people who proffer that humans
have a spirit called adro, that is “…responsible not only for life, but also
for an individual’s whims and desires”50 The Yoruba of Nigeria see
humans as having a “hidden private self in addition to the outside self
displayed to the public”.51 The Ivorian Beng community consider humans
as the “…reincarnation of ancestors who once lived.”52 What is
immediately noticed is that the male cannot be defined in isolation, such as
Western biologic does in an ethic of individuality, but is rooted in a holistic
understanding of human beings and also in a relational interaction.
Mfecane offers some of these pearls of wisdom such as South African
saying “umntu ngumntu ngabantu”—“a person is a person because of
others;” Cameroonian saying “A child is one person’s only in the womb;”
and Ghanian saying “when a person descends from heaven, he descends
into human society.”53 Furthermore, personhood in traditional African
thought is developed progressively in higher quality throughout life,
visible through naming ceremonies, incorporation rituals, age grades, title
acquisition, and many different features.54
The researcher in the West African location is left without a doubt
that masculinity defined as a superior human state in Western epistemology
is not only non-applicable in this location but serves to hide gems of
indigenous knowledge that help Western epistemology rethink its gender
characterization. The research must allow the West African location to
instruct, challenge, edify, intrigue, and propose to other locations the
possibility of extended anthropological understanding by encountering
what lies at another position of the elephant described at the beginning of
49
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this article. Thus, by approaching research for the sake of revealing the
indigenous epistemology of a location rather than repeating Western
epistemology as a universal, ancestral priority in interpretative methods
will provide more accurate conclusions. Hence research will educate
today’s members of African societies, especially the youth, to have a
positive conscious engagement with the differences in the biological makeup of each person.

Conclusion
This article demonstrated how Oyeronke Oyewumi’s The Invention of
Women through Nkiru Nzegwu’s Family Matters, to Male Daughters
Female Husbands of Ifi Amadiume dismantle gender in African studies.
This involved methods such as exploring language, observing trends of
colonial changes in society, deciphering the society’s organizing principle,
examining the wealth of practices in social institutions, investigating the
central determinant of family systems, using integrated rather than separate
public/private spheres, acknowledging the flexibilities accorded by
cosmology, and reclaiming the histories of female exercised agency to
discard the same Western biologic as originating from the West African
locations.
The article opened with Scripture, the book of Genesis, to highlight
some evidence that as texts changed location, the gender ideology of the
originating location got replaced, during translation, with the gender
ideology of the new location. The quest to dismantle gender in West
African studies is rooted in the quest for indigenous epistemology,
allowing the location that is being studied to discard colonially
interiorizing characterizations and speak its truth to the world. As the
blindfolded people around the elephant, unable to perceive a different
epistemology due to being restricted by location, a better picture of the
elephant is gotten by merging each local epistemology and not by imposing
as exclusive truth, one episteme on the rest of the positions.
The article analysed the books through peer-reviewed articles to
assess the responses to the critiques of both colonial Western academic as
well as feminist methods as universalizing what is socially and historically
bounded and making inferences and interventions on these presumptions.
To this, is attributed the failure of achieving greater development through
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the exercise of rulership in different spheres of life, as well as living in
states of increasing violence from the confused identities that colonized
mentalities, as individuals, in communities, and in national governance,
strive to maintain. The author of the article offered thoughts on the
Ejagham location of how the misrepresentation of institutions and histories
cripple the construction of who can and should participate in nationbuilding.
This article included the necessity for furthering a focus on
dismantling masculinities in the West African context. The works of
Sakhumzi Mfecane offer considerable rationale to provoke the researcher
to rethink the standardization of male superiority and individualism as
correct markers of indigenous epistemology from the location. To correct
the debilitating trend and proffer indigenous truth, ancestral formulations
have to be given priority in researching the West African location.
It is on this basis that I consider the work of dismantling gender to
have just begun, considering the rich and diverse ethnic heritages located
in the West African location. I join the authors to assert that each location
can speak for itself on its anthropological constructions and this
epistemology is essential to reconstructing intervention to foster a
celebrated human identity and steady progress in development in the
African locations. Achille Mbembe in his 2017 Critique of Black Reason
advocates for rejecting forms of exclusionary thinking, a note to the
researcher, for thus we can “restore the humanity stolen from those who
have historically been subjected to processes of abstraction and
objectification.”55
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ENDLESS EQUIVOCATION: THE FEMININE AS
THOUGHT BY JOSEPH CARDINAL RATZINGER AND
EMMANUEL LEVINAS
Marie Baird1
Abstract
In their respective works, Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger and philosopher
Emmanuel Levinas articulate the parameters of what they consider to be,
respectively, the theological and philosophical topography of The
Feminine. This essay offers a critique of both thinkers’ positions. Utilizing
the notion of an “ontological plasticity” that both encloses The Feminine
within the carapace of each thinkers’ preconceived notions of femininity
while simultaneously, if in an understated manner, offering a less confining
and thus more flexible alternative, the essay argues that both thinkers’
positions end up on a continuum of sorts between the rigidity of a
preordained carapace that encloses The Feminine tightly and the
malleability of said alternative. The oscillating movement of an endless
equivocation along this continuum is the inevitable result.
Keywords: Complementarity, The Feminine, Absolute Alterity,
Equivocation.

Introduction
The essay that follows is, above all, an essay on prerogatives: the
prerogatives of two highly regarded—if quite disparate—thinkers who
take as a given their right to pronounce upon “The Feminine”. Such
prerogatives stake out an undeniable position: the claim to an authoritative
high ground that enables each of them to regard The Feminine, on the one
1
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hand, as an equal to an otherwise unanalysed Masculine while, on the
other, delineating the parameters within which The Feminine is to be
constrained by, among other issues, the biological determinations proper
to its sex.2 The result for both thinkers is a kind of endless equivocation
which seeks to confer upon The Feminine a certain status in, respectively,
the professional or ethical sphere while simultaneously explaining why
such status should be largely confined either to the home and family or to
a sense of The Feminine (perhaps) denuded of reference to actual women.
Since equivocation breeds an unacceptable ambiguity, this essay will argue
that another way of interpreting both thinkers ’conclusions regarding The
Feminine is to view them both as instances that recognize a certain
ontological plasticity of the Feminine while nevertheless reaching for a
traditional mould that encloses it in the carapace of whatever preordained
conclusion each thinker desires.3 And yet, the endless equivocation
remains as a residue of the ambiguity—or is it ambivalence?—required to
enclose The Feminine in a mould belied by the very plasticity of The
Feminine as such.4

State of the Questions: Ontologized Plasticity Begets Equivocation
The foregoing assertions highlight the equivocation that resides within the
concept of plasticity itself. On the one hand, situated within the sphere of
an ontologizing impulse that seeks to define a foundational perspective
from which to view The Feminine, an ontologized plasticity allows for a
characterization of women’s nature, status, and socio-cultural positioning
as adhering to a predetermined model that proclaims what is “natural” to
The Feminine as such. On the other hand, an ontologized plasticity such as
that encountered in the analyses to follow also allows for equivocation to
intrude, albeit with a somewhat softer voice, to suggest an escape route

2

The use of an ungendered possessive is necessary particularly in relation to the
thought of Emmanuel Levinas, as will become apparent.
3
In this sense, plasticity may be understood as “the ability to retain a shape
attained by pressure deformation. Cf., https://www.merriamwebster.com/dictionary/plasticity .
4
Here, plasticity refers to the “capacity for being moulded or altered” (emphasis
added). Cf., above web site.
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from the very proclamations that had so confidently expressed the
parameters within which The Feminine was to be understood and confined.
Relying chiefly upon the “Letter to the Bishops of the Catholic
Church on the Collaboration of Men and Women in the Church and in the
World”5 authored by Joseph Cardinal Ratzinger, this essay will show that
he adheres to the traditional understanding of the Catholic doctrine of
complementarity that confidently limns such parameters. Yet the author
also concedes that what The Guardian characterizes as “A woman’s place
is to wait and listen, says the Vatican”6 is perhaps not the only behaviour
to which women are to be permitted to pursue. As a self-proclaimed
“expert in humanity,”7 the author as representative of the Church
recognizes the necessity for women to occupy executive positions of power
where their voices carry authoritative weight even as the author clearly
prefers to highlight the traditional role of women as homemakers and
mothers.
Then, this essay will turn to Emmanuel Levinas’s analyses of the
“absolute alterity” of “The Feminine” as an “absence,” or “flight before
light” who both is and is not the “Other” of the ethical relationship.8 As
will become apparent, the equivocation here speaks with a much louder
voice since the “discreet absence” of The Feminine that “welcomes” into
“the interiority of the home” as the “thou of familiarity”9 is not yet the
5

http://www.vatican.va/roman_curia/congregations/cfaith/documents/rc_con_cfait
h_doc_20040731_collaboration_en.html .
6
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2004/aug/01/religion.uk .
7
“Letter to the Bishops of the Catholic Church on the Collaboration of Men and
Women in the Church and in the World, #1. Hereafter, “Letter to the Bishops”.
8
Although such analyses will rely chiefly on Totality and Infinity (Pittsburgh:
Duquesne University Press, 1969), use will also be made of Time and the Other
(Pittsburgh: Duquesne University Press, 1987), Ethics and Infinity (Pittsburgh:
Duquesne University Press, 1985) and Nine Talmudic Readings (Bloomington:
Indiana University Press, 1990), Otherwise than Being (Pittsburgh: Duquesne
University Press, 1997), and Of God Who Comes to Mind (Stanford: Stanford
University Press, 1998) as well as Collected Philosophical Papers (Pittsburgh:
Duquesne University Press, 1998). Levinas’s characterization of The Feminine
as a “flight before light” first appears in Time and the Other, p. 87).
9
Totality and Infinity, p. 155: “The Other who welcomes in intimacy is not the
you [vous] of the face that reveals itself in a dimension of height, but precisely
the thou [tu] of familiarity . . . “ (Emphasis his).
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Other for whom I am endlessly responsible. Although Levinas will
maintain that his analyses of The Feminine do not refer directly to
empirical women,10 it is impossible to see how such analyses leave a
certain vision of femininity out of consideration, as will become apparent.
This essay will argue that Levinas’s vision of The Feminine retains a
retrograde phenomenality while he simultaneously maintains that my
ethical responsibility for the Other, as inscribed in the face, knows neither
gender, ethnicity, nor any other aspect that would be perceptible: “The
relation with the face can surely be dominated by perception, but what is
specifically the face is what cannot be reduced to that.”11 Therein lies,
however ironically, the equivocation that could set The Feminine free from
the shackles of the “absence” and “the flight before light,” conferring upon
it the status of the Other were it not for Levinas’s assertion that “[i]n the
feminine face the purity of expression is already troubled by the
equivocation of the voluptuous. Expression is inverted into indecency,
already close on to the equivocal, which says less than nothing, already
laughter and raillery.”12 The equivocation borne by The Feminine seems to
have the final word here.13 Is it the apotheosis of plasticity or the final
iteration of an ambivalence issuing forth from the authority of those with
prerogatives? Upon this, the essay will incline toward the latter view.
Joseph Cardinal Ratzinger: The Church and “The Authentic
Advancement of Women”14
That the Church has an undisputed right to proclaim, from a Roman
Catholic perspective, what it considers to be “the authentic advancement
of women” is not in question. What will be in question is the model of
“authentic advancement” that it puts forward since it may be claimed, as
Totality and Infinity, pp. 157,158: “Need one add that there is no question here
of defying ridicule by maintaining the empirical truth or countertruth that every
home in fact presupposes a woman? . . . the empirical absence of the human
being of ‘feminine sex’ in a dwelling nowise affects the dimension of femininity
which remains open there, as the very welcome of the dwelling.” (Emphasis his).
11
Ethics and Infinity, pp. 85,86. Also on p.86: “{The face} is what cannot
become a content.”
12
Totality and Infinity, p. 260.
13
There is no corresponding analysis of “The Masculine” in Levinas’s oeuvre.
14
“Letter to the Bishops,” #1.
10
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this essay will highlight, that the Church’s vision of such advancement also
admits the importance of another kind of advancement relatively removed
from that of the home.
Unsurprisingly, the predominance of the Roman Catholic perspective
as understood by Cardinal Ratzinger permeates this document. By framing
the initial question as “women’s issues” rather than human issues, it always
already sets women apart as a problem to be reckoned with by turning to
an interpretation of Biblical sources that countenances the Church’s
doctrine concerning the “complementarity” of the sexes. The actual,
historically documented issues of women’s subordination to men and their
justifiable desire to claim an equality that the Church itself has denied
them, together with their equally justifiable desire to break free of centuries
of biological determinism that consigned them to multiple and sometimes
fatal conditions of pregnancy and childbirth, constitute “the question” that
has more recently impeded the “active collaboration between the sexes
precisely in the recognition of the difference between man and woman”
according to this document.15 Left unaddressed is the question of how such
collaboration is possible when those in power with Church-sanctioned
prerogatives are free to prescribe what the parameters of “the authentic
advancement of women” are with no discernible input by actual women
themselves. Collaboration has also been impeded by a culture that has
traditionally turned a blind eye to harassment and violence perpetrated
against women by their partners, family members, colleagues, and
employers. Put bluntly, there is no level playing field here between the
sexes just as there can be no level playing field when the voices of women
are excluded from declarations such as this one.
Shifting, however, to a literalizing narration of the Biblical account
of humans as created in “the image and likeness of God,” the document
describes the creation of the first humans as the ontological basis for the
characterization of “humanity as a relational reality”.16 The Cardinal hews
closely to the thought of John Paul II throughout, thus characterizing the
role of the first woman as a wife whose body is understood first and
foremost in a nuptial context, thus setting the stage for the claim that
woman “in her deepest and original being”, exists ‘for the other’”.17
Although this claim is then contextualized within a larger frame that asserts
“Letter to the Bishops,” #4, emphasis his.
“Letter to the Bishops,” #6.
17
“Letter to the Bishops,” #6.
15
16
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a “mutually being ‘for ’the other in interpersonal ‘communion’” as the
basis for humanity itself, including “what is ‘masculine ’and what is
‘feminine,’” the “deepest and original being” of the masculine is not
similarly set apart and so characterized.18
This literalizing interpretation of the Garden of Eden myth permits
the document to subsequently blame original sin for the “yoke of
domination of one sex over the other” such that “the equality, respect and
love that are required in the relationship of man and woman according to
God’s original plan, are lost.”19 Reclamation of this equality, respect and
love between the sexes occurs in the acknowledgment that both woman
and man are “persons” of “equal dignity,” “realized as physical,
psychological and ontological complementarity.” Interpersonal harmony
thus restored, any problems that arise are to be resolved “by a relational
approach and not by competition or retaliation.”20 One can only assume
that such reclamation miraculously restores a collaborative atmosphere
between the sexes that erases centuries of subordination of the one to the
other.
But it is instructive to inquire as to what “physical, psychological and
ontological complementarity” means from the perspective of an author
with prerogatives such as the Cardinal’s? Does it mean that women, as
complementary, are precluded from viewing themselves as individuals in
the first instance, since they are told that their “deepest and original being”
exists “for the other”? Does this mean that their physical bodies are
essentially not their own, since they are to be considered, again in the first
instance, as a complementary part of a nuptial reality? Is there something
wrong with them psychologically if they do not view themselves in the
manner that the Church has prescribed? If they refuse the claim of
ontological complementarity, viewing it as a self-interested assertion made
by an organization that would wield it to deny women their desire for full
autonomy,21 does that make them deluded or is that the expression of
women who are finally saying “Enough” and who insist upon asserting
their prerogatives? Particularly in light of the revelations of grotesquely
immoral and criminal sexual behaviour by Church priests and hierarchs
“Letter to the Bishops” #6.
“Letter to the Bishops,” #7.
20
“Letter to the Bishops,” #8.
21
Or, might Catholic women view this as a means of denying priestly ordination
to those women with a vocation to seek it?
18
19
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nationally and internationally, what can complementarity between the
sexes possibly continue to mean as a lived reality when it has been
hollowed out precisely by those ordained to enforce and pronounce upon
it, claims of ontological status notwithstanding?22 In light of such ongoing
controversies, the document’s claim that from an ontological perspective,
“[Sexuality] cannot be reduced to a pure and insignificant biological fact”,
but rather ‘is a fundamental component of personality, one of its modes of
being, of manifestation, of communicating with others, of feeling, of
expressing and living human love’” seems to have been obscured if not
downright mocked.23
Nevertheless, the document pursues “the theological dimension” of
human sexuality, proclaiming it “good, but wounded and in need of
healing”.24 Following his analysis of various instances of “healing”
provided by both the Hebrew Bible and the New Testament, Cardinal
Ratzinger concludes this portion of his letter by proclaiming that “[p]laced
within Christ’s Paschal mystery, [man and woman] no longer see their
difference as a source of discord to be overcome by denial or eradication,
but rather as the possibility for collaboration, to be cultivated with mutual
respect for their difference.”25 It is indisputable that such a state of affairs
has yet to arrive.
But what has indeed arrived, despite the Cardinal’s disparagement of
it as “feminist rhetoric,” is the fact of women making demands “for
ourselves” as they assert their prerogatives.26 Such prerogatives as
professional self-realization, to take but one example, may fly in the face
of the Cardinal’s preferred choices, in particular the “physical capacity to
give life” as “a reality that structures the female personality in a profound

22

To provide but one example from my own state, The Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania, USA, reported that “Bishops and other leaders of the Roman
Catholic Church in Pennsylvania covered up child sexual abuse by more than
300 priests over a period of 70 years, persuading victims not to report the abuse
and law enforcement not to investigate it, according to a searing report issued by
a grand jury on Tuesday [August 14, 2018].” Cf.,
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/08/14/us/catholic-church-sex-abusepennsylvania.html .
23
“Letter to the Bishops,” #8.
24
“Letter to the Bishops,” #8.
25
“Letter to the Bishops,” #12.
26
“Letter to the Bishops,” #13.
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way”.27 Once again hewing closely to the thought of John Paul II, it is
claimed that women develop “a sense and respect for what is concrete . .
opposed to abstractions which are so often fatal for the existence of
individuals and society”.28 Motherhood as “a key element of women’s
identity” and family life are given obvious priority here, constituting “the
genius of women” even if there is no actual procreation involved!29 It seems
as if one is to conclude that those women who find such claims to be
foreign to their experience and life goals simply deviate from what is most
important to them, much to their detriment. Conversely, it is possible that
many women ignore such pronouncements as they find their own way
personally and professionally, unencumbered by the prerogatives of those
in positions of power who assume a right to speak in their name, a right
they never agreed to.
It is puzzling, therefore, when Cardinal Ratzinger affirms the validity
of women’s engagement “in the world of work and in the organization of
society, and that women should have access to positions of responsibility
which allow them to inspire the policies of nations and to promote
innovative solutions to economic and social problems”.30 Such puzzlement
is compounded when he holds up the example of Mary as the model to
which women should appropriately aspire: “Far from giving the Church an
identity based on an historically conditioned model of femininity, the
reference to Mary, with her dispositions of listening, welcoming, humility,
faithfulness, praise and waiting, places the Church in continuity with the
spiritual history of Israel.”31 One can only wonder how such an example,
as characterized by the author, is somehow not an example of “an
historically conditioned model of femininity”. To state the obvious, it is
impossible for women to be both professionally engaged and to assume the
passivity that his reference to Mary upholds. The equivocation at the root
of such clashing assertions is an instance of the plasticity that either
encloses the feminine in a traditionally envisioned carapace or
acknowledges, with however soft a voice, that a different kind of plasticity
that accommodates her professional engagement in the world of work and

“Letter to the Bishops,” #13.
“Letter to the Bishops,” #13.
29
“Letter to the Bishops,” #13. Emphasis in the original.
30
“Letter to the Bishops,” #13.
31
“Letter to the Bishops,” #16.
27
28
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governance is both necessary and good. One cannot have it both ways,
except that an endless equivocation will seemingly always try.
Emmanuel Levinas: “Equivocation constitutes the epiphany of the
feminine”32
"Sigmund Freud once said to Marie Bonaparte, ‘The great question that
has never been answered and which I have not yet been able to answer
despite my thirty years of research into the feminine soul is “What does a
woman want?” (Was will das Weib?)‘”33 One might ask, in a similar spirit
of seeming incomprehension, what does Emmanuel Levinas want with
women? Since “equivocation constitutes the epiphany of the feminine,” he
seems to want to position women on a continuum of sorts, ceaselessly
oscillating somewhere between their “discreet absence” that still somehow
welcomes into the home’s interiority34 and their face that “dissimulates
allusions, innuendos. It laughs under the cloak of its own expression,
without leading to any specific meaning, hinting in the empty air,
signalling the less than nothing.”35 On the one hand discreetly modest and
on the other an “irresponsible animality which does not speak true words,”
The Feminine in this characterization is most emphatically not the Other
for whom I am responsible. The Feminine is not really anything under
these guises; having “quit her status as a person,”36 she seems to function
merely as the inescapable conduit leading to the child: “But the encounter
with the Other as feminine is required in order that the future of the child
come to pass from beyond the possible, beyond projects”.37 In this sense,
The Feminine is the Other of fecundity, not ethics. The Feminine has no
discernible ontological status here, not even that of complementarity! As
Levinas asserts, “…the impersonality of voluptuosity prevents us from

32

Totality and Infinity, p. 264.
https://academic.oup.com/monist/articleabstract/57/1/105/1063814?redirectedFrom=PDF .
34
Cf., Totality and Infinity, p. 155.
35
Totality and Infinity, p. 264.
36
Totality and Infinity, p. 263.
37
Totality and Infinity, p. 267.
33
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taking the relation between lovers to be a complementarity”.38 She is a null
point, a cipher, “signaling the less than nothing”.
It is at this point that Levinas’s claim that “the empirical absence of
the human being of ‘feminine sex ’in a dwelling nowise affects the
dimension of femininity which remains open there, as the very welcome of
the dwelling” leads one to wonder where Levinas’s inspiration for The
Feminine comes from. A similar question may be asked of his analyses of
The Feminine as the recipient of the caress that “aims at neither a person
nor a thing. It loses itself in a being that dissipates as though into an
impersonal dream without will and even without resistance, a passivity
already animal or infantile anonymity, already entirely at death”.39 One
possibility is Levinas’s seeming hostility toward the “dual egoism” of
voluptuosity that “is the very contrary of the social relation. It excludes the
third party, it remains intimacy, dual solitude, closed society, the
supremely non-public”.40 Seen in this light, The Feminine is a distraction
that unmans the (of course) masculine subject, leading to “his effemination,
which the heroic and virile I will remember as one of those things that stand
apart from ‘serious things’.”41 And then this, from the masculine-centred
perspective exercising its prerogative to pronounce upon The Feminine:
“The feminine is the other refractory to society, member of a dual society,
an intimate society, a society without language”.42 A society, in other
words, that not only is not yet ethical, but whose transformation into
“serious things” can only come about through the “transcendence” of the
child--the son--a “trans-substantiation” conferring “Paternity” on an
obviously masculine Other.43 Maternity is “introduced” here briefly as part
of “the protective existence of the parents,”44 while The Feminine itself
slips back, its procreative work accomplished, into “the less than nothing”
from which it came. Such being the case, Tina Chanter is correct to assert
the following:

38

Totality and Infinity, p. 266.
Totality and Infinity, p. 259.
40
Totality and Infinity, p. 266, p. 264-65.
41
Totality and Infinity, 270.
42
Totality and Infinity, p. 265.
43
Totality and Infinity, p. 267.
44
Totality and Infinity, p. 278.
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To the extent that in his own philosophy the feminine remains
subordinate to the ethical demands of the Other, Levinas seems to
reiterate the classical trope of Western metaphysics. Not only does he
associate the feminine with the home, he makes the two almost
synonymous. He seems to disqualify the feminine from ethics as
such…45
Although Levinas might seem to contest this view by claiming that
“woman arises as well as man” to the exigencies of the “interhuman
relation” of ethical responsibility, he concedes that “[m]aybe man
precedes—by a few centuries—the woman in this elevation. From which
a certain—provisional!—priority of man.” But then this: “Maybe the
masculine is more directly linked to the universal, and maybe masculine
civilization has prepared, above the sexual, a human order in which a
woman enters, completely human.”46 The seeming irrepressibility of
equivocation arises again in this observation, as if it is both the ontological
and cultural priority of The Masculine to prepare an environment in which
The Feminine is then able to rise above its obviously sexual nature to
assume a “human order” that it had previously lacked, leading one to ask
yet again just what it really is that Levinas wants with women. Does he
want the sexualized, procreative vessel that ensures the birth of the child
while itself lacking all ontological status or does he want the “completely
human” ethical subject whose gender lacks any relevance? This seems to
be the continuum along which The Feminine ceaselessly oscillates. But this
one thing is clear, as Stella Sandford asserts: “[S]exual difference no longer
functions as an abstract formal structure; it is identified with the content of
the feminine—which in this context … only makes sense with a reference
to empirical women—and is compromised or swallowed up by it in such a
way that it can no longer perform its metaphysical function.”47 Not even
Levinas can denude The Feminine of its gendered being; apparently “she”
insists upon an ontological status while refusing the “less than nothing” to
45
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which The Feminine as “it” had been consigned. Perhaps this is why, as
Sandford notes, Levinas will, in his later work, drop sexual difference as
the “originary” encounter with otherness: “…eros is no longer the
prototypical relation with the other, and the feminine is either given a
different role or sidelined entirely”.48
It is reasonable, however, to speculate that Levinas’s remarks in his
1979 Preface to the republication of Time and the Other show clearly his
thinking through of sexual difference to become the indispensable matrix
for the ethical relationship, an insight that is worth quoting in full:
The notion of the sociality of two, which is probably necessary for
the exceptional epiphany of the face—abstract and chaste nudity—
emerges from sexual differences, and is essential to eroticism and to
all instances of alterity—again as quality and not as a simply logical
distinction—borne by the “thou shalt not kill” that the very silence of
the face says. Here is a significant ethical radiance within the
eroticism and the libido.49
The “abstract and chaste nudity” of the face, while “emerg[ing] from
sexual differences,” nevertheless signals, in “silence”, the “thou shalt not
kill” of the ethical relationship. Equivocation now seems to favour the
incommensurability of the face that knows neither gender, race, nor age,
appearing beyond objectifying—and ontologizing—characteristics that
would enclose it in the plasticity of a rigid carapace, subject to the vagaries
of history and culture: “A fear for the other…comes from the extreme
uprightness of the face of the neighbor, tearing away the plastic forms of
the phenomenon”.50 The memorable assertion, from Totality and Infinity,
of the face as “a command that commands commanding” surely arises from
this insight.51
Sandford, “Levinas, feminism, and the feminine,” p. 150.
Time and the Other, p. 36, emphasis added. In the same passage, Levinas notes
that “[f]emininity—and one would have to see in what sense this can be said of
masculinity or of virility, that is, of the differences between the sexes in
general—appeared to me as…the very quality of difference.” Here is an at least
partial acknowledgment of the masculine perspective that has permeated his
oeuvre.
50
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And who is thus commanded? In the remarkable analyses of
Otherwise than Being52 and “God and Philosophy”,53 the ethical subject
responds to the command with the “Here I am” of unsubstitutable
responsibility: “here I am, under your eyes, at your service, your obedient
servant. In the name of God”.54 Readers of Levinas’s later works are
undoubtedly well aware of his configuration of ethical responsibility under
the aegis of a passivity to the point of substitution for the other, a position
of hostage to the other’s cries, an obsession with the other’s wellbeing prior
to thematization and the ontologizing imposition of the rule of law. In this
sense, ethical responsibility is an anarchy: “Obsession is irreducible to
consciousness, even if it overwhelms it…This movement is, in the original
sense, an-archical”.55 We seem to be far removed from any gender or
sexual difference, except that Levinas also now characterizes ethical
responsibility as maternity: “…this work aims to show throughout, starting
with the soul, sensibility, vulnerability, maternity and materiality, which
describe responsibility for others”.56 Or again: “Maternity in the complete
being ‘for the other ’which characterizes it, which is the very
signifyingness of signification, is the ultimate sense of this vulnerability”.57
Here, the equivocation under which The Feminine seems to have laboured
in his earlier work, finds a resting place of sorts in metaphor, perhaps as a
valorisation of that which seemed to be the “less than nothing” of his earlier
texts.

By Way of Equivocating Conclusion?
The ambivalence both these thinkers have displayed with regard to the
(even, at times, ontological!) status of women leaves women caught
somewhere between the rigidity of the carapace that would confine them
52
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to the predictable precincts of home, family, and the “fecundity” of sexual
intimacy, on the one hand, or the plasticity inherent to the possibility of
professional self-realization and the “here I am!” of ungendered ethical
responsibility on the other. And so, the endless equivocation that the
prelate and the philosopher both confer upon women oscillates onward,
drawing both thinkers into its continuum as well. Just as Freud did not
know what a woman wanted, we may conclude that neither Ratzinger nor
Levinas does either for the all-too-simple reason that they never really
asked. They did not ask because their prerogatives militated against it,
apparently dismissing the voices of actual women as being of no
consequence. History is not being kind to such dismissal, however, as the
#MeToo movement shows,58 and such recent developments favour the
carapace-bursting capacity of a plasticity in which women claim the
fullness of a status that neither the prelate nor the philosopher can deny
them.
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WOMEN IN LEADERSHIP POSITIONS IN THE BIBLE AND IN
AFRICAN CULTURE—A PERSPECTIVE FROM THE STORY
OF DEBORAH (JUDGES 4:1-24)
Ignatius M. C. Obinwa1
Abstract
This paper addresses the problem of the prevalent low opinion of women
vis-à-vis the issue of leadership. The text of Judges 4:1-24, which narrates
the story of Deborah, a woman who effectively combined the duties of
judge, prophetess, housewife, and military leader in Israel, is exegetically
analysed and employed as theological framework. The cases of some other
women leaders found in the Bible and in African socio-cultural
communities are also examined. The findings at the end of the discussions
include the fact that just as some men are endowed with leadership
qualities, some women are equally so endowed. The reality however is that,
while the gifted men normally exercise leadership in societies of men and
women, the equally endowed women usually exercise leadership only
among women. The cases of Deborah and the other women encountered in
the study prove that a woman, endowed with leadership qualities, can
effectively handle the affairs of a society of men and women.
Key Terms: Bible and African Culture, Deborah as Leader, Leadership
Qualities, Women Leaders, No Discrimination.
Introduction
The aim of this study is to use the story of Deborah, an Israelite leader
(Judges 4:1-24), and some examples of other women leaders in the Bible
and in African socio-cultural communities to demonstrate that there is no
basis for any form of discrimination against women as far as leadership in
society is concerned. Just as some men have good leadership qualities,
there are some women who can be good leaders as well. This study is
necessary because most cultures of the world tend to hold a rather low
opinion of women and their capabilities. Indeed, women are often regarded
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as being not only physically, but also intellectually and emotionally weaker
than men, such that they are not usually entrusted with serious duties that
demand energy, courage, quick calculation, and endurance. For instance, a
case was reported by Anne Nasimiyu-Wasike of a man who opted out of a
“Small Christian Community” of which he was the former chairperson
because a woman was elected as the new chairperson: “Women are
disorganised, lazy, have no ideas, are not able to plan, are always late for
meetings, and they lack professionalism and ambition.”2 This person might
have experienced such negative qualities from some women, but he
dabbled into the fallacy of over generalisation. Negative attitudes are not
peculiar to women; some men also have similar negative traits. On the
other hand, such qualities for good leadership as equanimity and sharpness
of mind for making fast but correct decisions are found among both men
and women. However, according to Patrick Uchendu,
In the middle ages in Europe, men presumed that they had the
monopoly of these qualities, so they excluded women from political
activities. It was also during that period that the concept of the female
species as a weaker sex developed. This concept implied not only
physical fragility but also a lesser rationality and less stable
emotion.”3
The Europeans eventually transported this concept to their colonies in
Africa, thereby changing the original status of African women to a
subservient one.
In Igboland, for instance, women played leading roles in the sociopolitical life of the society prior to the advent of the British colonialists. As
Judith van Allen notes,

A. N. Nasimyu-Wasike, “The Role of Women in Small Christian
Communities” in: A. Radoli (ed.), How Local Is the Local Church? Small
Christian Communities and Church in Eastern Africa (Eldoret: AMACEA Gaba
Publications, Spearhead, nos. 126-128, 1993), 187, cited by Elochukwu E.
Uzukwu, A Listening Church: Autonomy and Communion in African Churches
(Maryknoll, New York: Orbis Books, 1996), 140.
3
Patrick Kenechukwu Uchendu, The Role of Nigerian Women in Politics: Past
and Present (Enugu, Nigeria: Fourth Dimension, 1993), viii.
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The experience of Igbo women under British colonialism shows that
Western influence can sometimes weaken or destroy women’s
traditional autonomy and power without providing modern forms of
autonomy or power in exchange. Igbo women had a significant role
in traditional political life. As individuals, they participated in village
meetings with men. But their real political power was based on the
solidarity of women.4
Before colonialism, women formed very powerful unions that exerted
much influence in the society, such as prevailing on men to do public works
like clearing the pathway to a stream. In such a situation, the women would
agree in their meeting to boycott cooking or doing some other essential
duties in their homes. They could discipline any man for constantly
maltreating or beating his wife by gathering in the man’s compound,
singing offensive songs, destroying part of his property, and even roughing
him up physically. This has been described by Allen as “sitting on a man.”5
Also, before British colonialism, Igbo people were practising very
highly developed political democracy. No one was allowed in their society
to be absolute dictator. Decisions were by consensus.
Into this system of diffuse authority, fluid and informal leadership,
shared rights of enforcement, and a more or less stable balance of
male and female power, the British tried to introduce ideas of ‘native
administration’ derived from colonial experience with chiefs and
emirs in northern Nigeria.6
They did this by introducing the “Warrant Chiefs”: people chosen by the
colonialists to represent their interest, to ensure tax collection and
compliance to orders given by the British District Officers. A thing like
that could go smoothly in the North where the chiefs and emirs had
overriding authority over the people, but not so in Igboland where everyone
had the right to air one’s views on issues of common interest.

Judith van Allen, “‘Sitting on a Man’: Colonialism and the Lost Political
Institutions of Igbo Women”, Canadian Journal of African Studies / La Revue
Canadienne des Etudes Africaines, VI (II, 1972), 165-181, here 165.
5
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6
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It was a violation of Igbo concepts to have one man represent the
village in the first place and more of a violation that he should give
orders to everyone else. The people obeyed the Warrant Chief when
they had to, since British power backed him up.7
Because the chosen Warrant Chiefs were only men, women gradually lost
their socio-political influence. In their coalitional protest known as the Aba
Women’s Riot or Aba Women’s War of 1929, women made an
unsuccessful effort to exact some political influence by protesting against
the attempt to impose taxation on them. The British forces quelled the riot
at a very high cost: “On two occasions, clashes between the women and
the troops left more than 50 women dead and 50 wounded.”8
Even the religious missionaries who worked simultaneously with the
colonialists did not ameliorate matters. According to Allen,
The missionaries’ beliefs about woman’s natural and proper role
being that of a Christian helpmate, and the administration’s refusal to
take them seriously when they demanded political participation, are
understandable in the light of the colonialists having been socialized
in a society dominated by Victorian values. It was during Queen
Victoria’s reign that the woman’s-place-ideology hardened into its
most recent highly rigid form.9
The above-mentioned low opinion about women is perhaps because
of the patriarchal nature of the generality of world cultures. As Uchendu
rightly states, “The fact that traditional sex assignments vary from one
society to another indicates that sexual division of labour is not rooted in
biology but rather in custom and tradition.”10 The Jewish culture in which

Allen, “‘Sitting on a Man’, 172. See, A. E. Afigbo, The Warrant Chiefs:
Indirect Rule in South-Eastern Nigeria, 1891-1929. London: Longman, 1972.
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Colonial Nigeria. New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2012.
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Land (Boston: Little, Brown and Co., 1970), 58-76; and Doris Stenton, The
English Woman in History (London: George Allen and Unwin, 1957), 312-344.
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the Bible developed, the Old Testament, is no exception to the above
assertion. The same is the case with most African cultures.
There are relatively few matriarchal cultures in Africa where some
women, especially grandmothers, exercise much influence in large
families and society. Some are of the view that matriarchy was originally
generally practised before the transition to patriarchy, but there is no
evidence to buttress the view. Indeed Cheikh Anta Diop’s opinion is
persuasive: Instead of that theory of a universal transition from matriarchy
to patriarchy, “humanity has from the beginning been divided into two
geographically distinct ‘cradles’ one of which was favourable to the
flourishing of matriarchy and the other to that of patriarchy.”11 Ifi
Amadiume supports Diop’s view: “at all times in human history,
matriarchal and patriarchal principles of social organisation or ideologies
have presented two juxtaposed and contesting systems.”12
The patriarchal principles seem to have dominated in the contest. But
it would not have had much influence in Africa, especially in Igboland, if
not for the influence of the colonialists who empowered men more than
women through their Warrant Chiefs. Consequently, there are relatively
few instances of women holding positions of prominence in Africa in the
affairs involving both men and women. The women who are gifted with
leadership prowess often exercise it mainly among the womenfolk.
In the Bible there are also relatively few instances of women
occupying positions of leadership. The story of Deborah (Judges 4:1-24),
which forms the theological pivot of this study, is a major example of
women wielding much influence in the Hebrew Scriptures; women bearing
religious, political or military power over men. Being a flowing story, we
shall use narrative exegesis13 to extract the theological import of the text
(Judges 4:1-24) by closely following undulations of the story. The cases of
some African women of power and influence will also be examined and
correlated with the biblical narrative of Deborah. The conclusion that will
11
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emerge therefrom will show that there is no real basis for any form of
discrimination against women vis-à-vis leadership.

An Exegetical Look at Judges 4:1-24: The Story of Deborah as Leader
The narrative of Deborah, Judges 4:1-24, can be structured thus: Prologue
or Deuteronomistic14 Introduction (verses 1-3); Deborah as Housewife and
Judge (verses 4-5); Deborah as Prophetess and Military Leader, Helped by
Barak (verses 6-16); Jael, a Courageous Woman and a Helper of Deborah
(verses 17-22); Deuteronomistic Epilogue (verses 23-24). The prologue (13) coincides with what may be called the general overview of the Book of
Judges, so they are hereby taken together.15
Prologue or Deuteronomistic Introduction (verses 1-3)
The first three verses of Judges 4, which serve as the introduction to the
Deborah narrative (Judg 4:1-24), also give a quasi-summary of the contents
of the Book of Judges as a whole:
And the people of Israel again did what was evil in the sight of the
LORD, after Ehud died. And the LORD sold them into the hand of
Jabin king of Canaan, who reigned in Hazor; the commander of his
army was Sisera, who dwelt in Haroshethhagoiim. Then the people of
Israel cried to the LORD for help; for he had nine hundred chariots of

14
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15 (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1991), 7-10, 17-26.
15
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iron, and oppressed the people of Israel cruelly for twenty years
(RSV, vv 1-3).
The point is that the Book of Judges tends to present a set pattern or a fixed
paradigm in narrating the history of the Israelites shortly after their entry
into Canaan, the Promised Land. The cyclonic pattern goes thus: (a) The
Israelites would go contrary to the Sinaitic covenant by worshipping idols.
(b) God would be angry with them and hand them over to one of their
enemies who would defeat them and torture them. (c) They would cry to
God who would raise a charismatic leader known as a judge for them. (d)
The leader would rescue them by defeating their enemy, and the Israelites
would obey God as long as the leader lived. (e) But soon after the leader’s
death, they would derail again, thereby provoking God’s anger and
judgement anew. Then the cycle would repeat in the story of the next judge
(cf. for instance, Judg. 2:11-19; 3:7-11). The background to this type of
historiography is what is known as the Deuteronomistic redaction of
Israelite history which has presented normal history from theological point
of view. According to Temba L. J. Mafico,
To Judges are attributed two theological positions that are generally
identified as originating with the first deuteronomist (Dtr 1) and the
second deuteronomist (Dtr 2), Dtr 1 is a late pre-exilic theological
perspective…. Dtr 2 is a revision of the earlier deuteronomistic
theology…. The deuteronomists formulated their theological
message on a four-point cycle… (a) “The Israelites did what was evil
in the sight of the Lord” (3:7a, 12; 4:1: (b) “Therefore the anger of
the Lord was kindled against Israel, and he sold them into the hand of
[the enemy who oppressed them]” (3:8a, 12b, 14a; 4:2); (c) “But
when the Israelites cried out (ṣāʽaq) to the Lord” (3:9, 15; 4:3); (d)
“the Lord raised a deliverer (môšîac) for the people of Israel who
delivered (yāšaʽ) them” (3:9b, 15b). The Israelites would follow
YHWH and obey the commandments for as long as the deliverer was
alive.16
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According to Robert Houston Smith, “…in the latter part of the 7 th
century or the first half of the 6th century the Deuteronomic school,
affiliated in some way with the Jerusalem cult but deeply informed about
the religious traditions of N Palestine, took over this core of stories as a
part of its extended history of Israel from Deut. through II Kings.”17
Besides the above-mentioned narrative pattern, the book of Judges also
makes the reader a bit uneasy because it tends to portray God as the one
who encourages killings and instigates wars since both the attacks from the
enemies of Israel and the eventual defeat and even extermination of the
same enemies are attributed to God. The idea of God painted in the Book
of Judges (and also in the Book of Joshua) is rather contradictory to that of
the God who commanded the Israelites not to kill (Exod. 20:13 and Deut.
5:17). However, besides such bizarre things found in the Book of Judges,
there is an underlying message therein, namely; that good leadership is
important for the progress and stability of any community of people. As
Mafico notes,
Judges emphasizes what happens to people of God and their
community when they lack good leaders who minister to the people
according to God’s providence…. The judges and kings were
responsible... for insuring that the commandments and statutes of God
were obeyed. Whenever such leadership was lacking in Israel all the
people did what was right in their own eyes (Judg 17:6; 21:1) and not
in the eyes of God.18
Because the Israelites frequently did what was right in their own eyes rather
than in the eyes of God, especially through idol worship, in unfaithfulness
to their covenant with God, they had to go into exile and so lose the
Promised Land. The Prophet Ezekiel made this point clear to them (Ezek.
36:16-19).19 According to Donna Nolan Fewell, the Judges story, which
Robert Houston Smith, “The Book of Judges” in: Charles M. Laymon (Ed.),
The Interpreter’s One-Volume Commentary on the Bible (Nashville and New
York: Abingdon Press, 1971), 135.
18
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19
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34:14). The Shepherd Motif in Ezekiel 34: Its Theological Import and Sociopolitical Implications, Forschung zur Bibel, 125 (Würzburg, Germany: Echter
Verlag, 2012). 59.
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was “completed during Israel’s captivity in Babylon, tells of Yahweh’s
promise and gift of the land of Canaan and Israel’s subsequent loss of it.”20
In addition, the Book of Judges has a special flair for projecting
women, sometimes promoting their image as heroines, sometimes
presenting their fate as maltreated persons. As Dennis T. Olson puts it:
“Judges contains one of the Bible’s largest concentrations of female
characters, nineteen in all.”21 According to Susan Ackerman, the period of
the Judges, especially the Deborah story, “generated a piece of literature
that imagined a woman as being a significant actor in the military
functioning of her society.”22 The narrative of Deborah is a major event in
the Book Judges, but there are other women mentioned for some other
reasons. For instance, Jael, the wife of Heber the Kenite, personally killed
Sisera, the commander of army of Jabin23 the king of Hazor, a Canaanite
enemy of Israel (Judg. 24:11-22). Then there was the unfortunate daughter
of Jephthah who suffered death because of her father’s thoughtless vow
(see Judg. 11:30-40). For Olson, “The most dramatic feature of this story
is the image of two strong, independent and courageous women, Deborah,
the prophet and arbitrator of disputes, and Jael, the non-Israelite
assassin.”24 Attention is now turned to the actual story of Deborah which
begins at Judges 4:4.
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Deborah as Housewife and as Judge (verses 4-5)
The narrative containing the account of the victory over the Israelite enemy
under Deborah and Barak begins fully from verse 4 and stretches to verse
24. Judges 5 presents the hymnic or poetic celebration of the same victory
(5:1-31), but this study concentrates on the prose text (4:1-24). The
narrative says:
Now Deborah, a prophetess, the wife of Lappidoth, was judging Israel
at that time. She used to sit under the palm of Deborah between
Ramah and Bethel in the hill country of Ephraim; and the people of
Israel came up to her for judgment (Judg. 4:4-5).
Her work as a prophetess is left for the next section, while her duties as a
wife and a judge are handled here. In the Hebrew text Deborah is described
as ’ishshāh “a woman/wife,” nebi’āh “a prophetess,” and ’ēsheth
Lappidoth “wife of Lappidoth.” The Greek or Septuagint (LXX) version has
it as gunē prophētis gunē Laphidoth, which, literally translated, is “a
woman/wife, a prophetess, and the wife of Lappidoth”. It is interesting that
there is an emphatic repetition of ’ishshāh (wife/woman) and the singular
construct ’ēsheth (the wife of) in describing Deborah. The reader is thereby
alerted that this is an extraordinary case: Deborah is not just a woman who
tends to be strolling into the zones usually reserved for men (prophesying
and judging), but she is also a wife, hence her husband Lappidoth is named.
The emphatic description equally indicates that despite the fact that she is
simultaneously a prophetess, a housewife and a judge, her domestic duties
as a housewife, and ipso facto as a family mother, have not constituted a
hindrance to her service to the society as a prophetess and a judge. As
Donna Nolan Fewell says:
It is not, however, Deborah’s relationship to her husband that will
prove significant, but her relationship to Israel and her appointed
commander. Linguistically, the phrase ‘wife of Lappidoth’ could also
be translated ‘woman of fire’, a designation that says more about
Deborah’s character than any familial relationship implies.25
Fewell, “Judges”, 68-69. See also Susanne Scholz, “Judges” in: Carol A.
Newsom, Sharon H. Ringe, and Jacqueline E. Lapsley (Eds.), Women’s Bible
25
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The alternative rendering, “woman of fire”, is, however, unlikely to be
correct because the Septuagint Laphidoth begins with a capital letter
(Lambda), an indication that it is a proper name.26 In any case, whether
Deborah was really the ‘wife of Lappidoth’ or a ‘woman of fire’, she was
an exceptionally gifted woman who could effectively combine many
duties.
The idea of a judge in the Book of Judges does not necessarily
connote a forensic adjudicator; more often than not it refers simply to a
leader of the people. In the case of Deborah, interestingly, it refers to both
leader and magistrate. In other words, while most of the other judges were
merely charismatic leaders who were raised up ad hoc by YHWH in times
of need to lead the people in their fights against their enemies, Deborah
was equally such; but also she actually and regularly sat in the usual place
named after her and “the people of Israel came up to her for judgment” (v
5). So, unlike her male counterparts, Deborah was a judge in the usual court
setting, as well as a charismatic leader.27 As Mafico remarks:
The word ‘judge’ (Heb. šāpaṭ) has many meanings. In the book of
Judges it primarily means ‘to lead in battle’. That is šāpat means ‘to
deliver’ or ‘to save’ Israel from enemy oppression with the help of
YHWH, the ruler of Israel (Judg 9:23); cf. Isa 33:32). The judges
(Heb šôp’ṭîm) performed the task of delivering Israel on behalf of
YHWH who clothed them with divine spirit (rûach)…. For example
Othniel judged Israel by doing battle with Cushanrishathaim (3:10).28

Commentary, Revised and Updated (Louisville, Kentucky: Westminster, John
Knox Press, 2012), 118.
26
Hebrew does not make any clear distinction between small and capital letters.
However, the WTM Morphology of the Bible Works Programme, Volume 6,
states clearly that Lappidoth is a proper name. So the rendering ‘wife of
Lappidoth’ is preferable.
27
Cf. John A. Grindel, “Judges” in: Dianne Bergant and Robert J. Karris (Eds.),
The Collegeville Bible Commentary (Collegeville, Minnesota: The Liturgical
Press, 1989), 253.
28
Mafico, “Judges”, 549. Also Dominic M. Crossan, “Judges” in: Raymond E.
Brown, et al. (Eds.), The Jerome Biblical Commentary (London: Geoffrey
Chapman, 1984), 149.
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Deborah, Prophetess, Military Leader, and Barak (vv. 6-16)
As a prophetess, Deborah was a spokesperson of God. Hence she gave out
the word of God to Barak the son of Abinoam from Kedesh in Naphtali
using a prophetic messenger formula:29
The LORD, the God of Israel, commands you30, ‘Go, gather your men
at Mount Tabor, taking ten thousand from the tribe of Naphtali and
the tribe of Zebulun. And I will draw out Sisera, the general of Jabin’s
army, to meet you by the river Kishon with his chariots and his troops;
and I will give him into your hand’ (vv 6-7).
Barak must have been an army commander since he was told: “Go and
gather your men” (lek welaqahta ‘immeka). Surprisingly, however, Barak
was not confident to advance into battle unless Deborah the prophetess
would accompany him, probably to be assured of consulting God through
her whenever it was necessary. So “Barak said to her, ‘If you will go with
me, I will go; but if you will not go with me, I will not go’” (v 8). Deborah
fearlessly agreed to go into the battlefield with the Israelite soldiers, but
she sounded a note of warning to the commander, Barak: “I will surely go
with you; nevertheless, the road on which you are going will not lead to
your glory, for the LORD will sell Sisera into the hand of a woman” (v 9).
Deborah actually went up with Barak, together with some ten thousand
fighters summoned from the tribes of Zebulun and Naphtali (v 10). Sisera,
the commander of Jabin’s army, also got his soldiers ready for battle,
bringing out all their nine hundred chariots of iron.
It became clear why Barak insisted that Deborah must go with him to
battle when Deborah prophetically said to Barak: “Up! For this is the day
in which the LORD has given Sisera into your hand. Does not the LORD
The Hebrew here (halo’ tsiwwah YHWH ’elohe-yisra’el?) means literally:
“Has not the Lord, the God of Israel commanded?” which is a negative form of
such a usual messenger formula as “so declares the Lord YHWH Sabaoth”
(ne’um-’adonay YHWH tseba’oth, Isa 3:15).
30
A prophet (Hebrew nabi’ and for the feminine nebi’ah, prophetess), prophetes
in Greek, is one who speaks for or on behalf of another (Greek pro = for or
before, phanai = speak). Cf. “Prophet” in: The New International Webster’s
Comprehensive Dictionary of the English Language, Encyclopedic Edition
(Köln: Verlag Karl Müller, 2004), 1011.
29
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go out before you?” (v 14). With this assurance from the Prophetess
Deborah, Barak went down from Mount Tabor into the battlefield.
And the LORD routed Sisera and all his chariots and all his army
before Barak at the edge of the sword; and Sisera alighted from his
chariot and fled away on foot. And Barak pursued the chariots and the
army to Haroshethhagoiim, and all the army of Sisera fell by the edge
of the sword; not a man was left (vv 15-16).
Though the routing of the enemy was visibly done by the army led by
Barak and Deborah, it was attributed to God because according to
Deuteronomistic theology all glory and reverence belong to God. Indeed,
the Deuteronomists ascribed everything to God; if it was a good thing, then
it was God’s blessing, but if it was a bad one, it was interpreted as God’s
punishment. The expression lo’ nish’ar ‘ad-’ehad (“not a man was left”, v
16) is simply indicative of total defeat on the part of the enemy, but surely
some people must have escaped the slaughter by running away on foot as
the commander Sisera did, only to meet his death later at the hands of a
woman.
Jael, a Courageous Woman and another Helper of Deborah
(verses 17-22)
The narrative reaches its climax with the painful and shameful death of
Sisera who fled, on foot, from the battlefield and ran to the tent of Jael, the
wife of Heber the Kenite because he knew that “there was peace between
Jabin the king of Hazor and the house of Heber the Kenite.”
And Jael came out to meet Sisera, and said to him, “Turn aside, my
lord, turn aside to me; have no fear.” So he turned aside to her into
the tent, and she covered him with a rug. And he said to her, “Pray,
give me a little water to drink; for I am thirsty.” So she opened a skin
of milk and gave him a drink and covered him (vv 17-19).
This was all false hospitality, judging from what she did subsequently.
Thus, the fearful and tired army general, Sisera, thinking that Jael was a
friend, said to her: “Stand at the door of the tent, and if any man comes and
asks you, ‘Is anyone here?’ say, No” (v 20). This lie that Sisera wanted Jael
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to tell his opponents (Barak/Deborah and their fighters) who were
searching for him, depicts him as already emasculated inwardly before he
was dealt to physical death. This is because the interrogative phrase
hayesh-poh ’ish? (Is anyone here?), to which the answer “No” was to be
given, literally means ‘Is there a man here?’ As Dennis T. Olson, has
rightly noted, “Sisera reduced his manhood and valour by asking Jael to
say No!”31 So the General of Jabin’s army was no longer man enough, such
that he ran away on foot like a straggler, sought protection from a woman.
Contrary to General Sisera’s expectation, “Jael the wife of Heber took
a tent peg, and took a hammer in her hand, and went softly to him and
drove the peg into his temple, till it went down into the ground, as he was
lying fast asleep from weariness. So he died” (v 21). It is not clear why this
woman acted in a way that one can describe positively as courageous
(when seen from the Israelite side), or negatively as heartless (when seen
from their opponents’ side). As Donna Nolan Fewell notes: “She offers
Sisera a seductive welcome, treats him with maternal care, and when he
falls asleep assured of his safety, drives a tent peg through his mouth
(raqaq = parted lips, often translated mistakenly as ‘temple’), severing his
spinal column, leaving him to die a convulsive death.”32 In his tiredness,
Sisera might have slept with his mouth open and Jael passed the peg
through the mouth since a peg would more likely slip off the mark when
placed on the temple or forehead than when passed through an open mouth.
The narrative states further that when later Barak came in pursuit of
Sisera, “Jael went out to meet him, and said to him, ‘Come, and I will show
you the man whom you are seeking.’ So he went in to her tent; and there
lay Sisera dead, with the tent peg in his temple” (v 22). Most probably
Heber (Jael’s husband) was not at home since nothing is said of his action
or reaction in the murder episode of the man who took refuge in his house.
“The killing of Sisera (vv. 17-22) is a flagrant violation of the law of
hospitality.”33 However, it can be said that Sisera’s death at Jael’s hands
fulfilled the prophetic prediction by Deborah that “the LORD will sell
Sisera into the hand of a woman” (v 9).
Mafico has presented some feminist points with regard to the story of
Deborah, saying that “… one gets the impression that the author
Olson, “The Book of Judges”, p. 781.
Fewell, “Judges”, p. 69.
33
As Dennis T. Olson, rightly notes: “The Book of Judges” p. 782.
31
32
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deliberately qualified the role of Deborah as a judge who leads the army of
Israel that was comprised of men… the writer connected her to men. First
he discloses that she is the wife of Lappidoth (4:4). When male judges
delivered the Israelites the names of their spouses were not disclosed…
(Judg 3:15; 6:12).” 34 Mafico also thinks that the appointment of Barak to
lead the army is another prejudicial imputation in the story. “One also gets
the impression that the Barak narrative was interpolated later to tone down
the scintillating military leadership of women in patriarchal society.
Basically, however, this biblical text subtly and effectively highlights the
contributions of women toward the establishment and stability of Israel as
a state.”35 However, the manner in which Deborah addressed Barak
indicates that he was indeed the army commander before she called on him
saying: lek welaqahta ‘immeka (“Go and gather/take your men/people,” v
6). It shows that he was used to leading young people to wars, he was only
required to gather them for the present fight. In addition, Mafico also says:
Deborah’s leadership was in many respects like that of Samuel.
Deborah and Samuel were prophets and judges. They both had
permanent places where people consulted them for a decision on
cases they brought (Judg 4:6; cf. 1 Sam 7:15-17). Both inspired
military leaders whom they accompanied to battle (Judg 4:6; cf. 1
Sam 7:8). Deborah appointed Barak to lead the army to liberate Israel
(3:6) and Samuel anointed Saul to lead the military campaigns against
the Philistines (1 Sam 10:1).”36
Deuteronomistic Epilogue (verses 23-24).
The last two verses (23-24) resemble the usual Deuteronomistic redactors’
peculiar manner of ending the stories of various judges and their activities.
It nearly always ends in the triumph of Israel over any king or nation that
rose against them. Thus verses 23-24 say: “So on that day God subdued
Jabin the king of Canaan before the people of Israel. And the hand of the
people of Israel bore harder and harder on Jabin the king of Canaan, until
they destroyed Jabin king of Canaan.” Other similar endings include the
Mafico, “Judges”, p. 557.
Mafico, “Judges”, p. 557.
36
Mafico, “Judges”, p. 557.
34
35
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defeat of the Moabites (3:30), the defeat of the Midianites (8:28), and the
defeat of the Ammonites (11:33). The subjugation of Jabin is attributed to
God because of the Deuteronomistic theology which sees God’s hand in
everything. Good things come from God as blessing, while unpleasant
things come from him as judgement and punishment. Many life-events
really lend themselves to supporting that belief. For instance, it would seem
impossible for a woman (Jael) to single-handedly kill an army general
(Sisera) if one does not think of some spiritual or divine assistance, at least
in pushing Sisera into a very deep sleep.
In summary, one can say that though it was Jael who physically ended
the life of Sisera, the army commander of the oppressors of the Israelites,
it was ultimately into Deborah’s hands that God delivered him because she
was the judge at the time, and therefore the charismatic leader of the
people. Jael was then a helper to Deborah, together with Barak, in
overcoming Jabin, the Canaanite king and the Israelites’ enemy of the time.
Deborah was therefore able to effectively act as a housewife, a prophetess,
and a judge, both in the forensic sense and also in the usual biblical sense
of being a deliverer for the people of Israel in their time of trouble. Her
story shows that a woman can be a good leader in a dominantly patriarchal
society.

Some Other Women in Leadership Positions in the Bible
The narrative of Judges 4:1-24 shows that Deborah and Jael were women
who had initiative, courage and other leadership qualities. But there are
also other women of valour in the Bible. Miriam, for instance, was leading
in the community songs of praise to YHWH after the miraculous
deliverance of the Israelites at the Red Sea (Exod. 15:20-21). Judith saved
Israel by slaying Holofernes, the general of the Assyrian army (Jud. 13:120).37 Queen Esther also saved the Israelites from extermination by
influencing King Ahasuerus to stop their destruction which was planned
by Haman (cf. Esth. 8:3-12). In the New Testament one can think of Mary
Magdalene and the other Mary who acted as apostles to the apostles of
Christ by being sent to bring them the good news of Christ’s resurrection
(Matt 28:1,10). The Samaritan woman met by Jesus at the well also acted
37

The Judith narrative comes from the Deutero-canonical literature.
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as an apostle by going home and calling her people to Christ (Jn 4:28-30).
Mary the mother of Jesus is called “the most highly favoured person”
(kecharistomene) and “the blessed one among women” (eulogemene en
gunaixin, cf. Lk. 1:28, 42). The term kecharistomene is hapax legomenon
or a unique term in the whole Bible. It is “a divinely given title to describe
the high quality and the level of Mary’s regard in the sight of God. No other
human person has received this title….”38 She was not a public leader, but
God found her worthy to be the mother and directress Jesus Christ from his
infancy to adulthood. This shows that God does not disdain or belittle the
worth of womanhood. Like some of their male counterparts, some women
are also favoured by God with special gifts or charisms, including the
charism of leadership.

Some Women in Leadership Positions in African Culture
In the various cultures of different African peoples, there are some women
gifted with leadership qualities, but very often they exercise such special
endowments only among their fellow women. On the other hand, and
comparatively, men who have similar charisms do exercise them often
among both men and women. This is due to the fact that most African
cultures are patriarchal and so power tilts towards the menfolk. However,
there are still ample cases of African women exerting much leadership
influence in African societies over men and women. Indeed, Mafico has
tried to examine the story of Deborah vis-à-vis that of some African women
of valour and found some similarities, saying:
The story of Deborah would find several parallels in Africa. A certain
Mozambican woman called Machiweni was equally gifted. She was
a diviner and an able arbitrator whose fame spread throughout Central
and Southern Africa. Chiefs, headmen (zeqēnîm) and common people
alike recognized her talents and sought her to decide cases and predict
phenomena. Men, even those in high positions, went to her regardless

38

Anthony Iffen Umoren, Mary in the Bible: Biblical Answers to Some
Questions (London: Supreme Publishing, 2020), 8.
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of her gender because they recognized her power which they
attributed to the spirit which was in her.39
In Nigeria, some women have also distinguished themselves in sociopolitical spheres, an indication that any discrimination based merely on
gender is incorrect. For instance, according to Uchendu,
…the first serious socio-political revolution, dubbed the Aba
women’s riot of 1929, was organised and led by women. Mention
must be also made of such formidable women as Queen Amina of
Zariah, Emotan of Benin, Madam Tinubu, Mrs. Margaret Ekpo and
Mrs. Funmilayo Kuti whose activities in the past had contributed
significantly to the political awakening of the Nigerian people.40
In the Igbo41 section of Nigeria, a woman can be a traditional priestess, as
is exemplified in Chielo, the priestess of the deity, Agbala in Achebe’s
novel, Things Fall Apart.42 However, a traditional ruler (known as Igwe) is
usually a man whose wife is respected because of her being the wife of
Igwe.
Women tend to be more socio-politically powerful when they are in
a group than when they stand as individuals. For instance, the Umu-ada
women, which is the association of all the females married from a given
Igbo community to other communities, are so strong that no man would
dream of provoking them to anger on any issue. Any man (one of their
brothers) that risks that would get a very severe sanction from the group.
Their decision on disputed issues within their natal community is usually
regarded as final by their brothers.
Within the Catholic Church (in Igboland) the power of women is very
much felt through a formidable group, the Catholic Women Organisation
(CWO). This is the association of all married women in a local Catholic
Temba, “Judges”, p. 557.
Uchendu, The Role of Nigerian Women in Politics, ix, citing Sheri Adeyemo,
“Women in Politics: A Move Away from Tokenism” in: The Nigerian
Interpreter, Vol. 1, No. 3 (1987), 21.
41
Nigeria has three major ethnic groups, one of which being the Igbo people
(numbering over forty million people). The researcher is of this ethnic extraction.
42
Cf. Chinua Achebe, Things Fall Apart (Edinburgh: Heinemann and Pearson
Education Publishers, 2008), 80.
39
40
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Church. It is so powerful that no parish priest, or even a Bishop, would
dare to ignore or to treat matters concerning them with levity without dire
consequences. They help the Church and society in many ways. In
recognition of this, Dorothy Ezeh calls on them to make their impact on
dehumanizing widowhood laws:
The Catholic Church has challenged many traditional beliefs and
practices such as the practice of widowhood. The Catholic Woman
Organisation (CWO) is urged to restore the dignity of a widow as a
person with human rights. Since the CWO is very influential in
church and society, they carry out their functions by teaching their
members and all the men the need for women’s dignity in the society
through conferences, seminars and meetings”43
Other Christian denominations have similar powerful women groups who
exercise significant socio-political influence in the society and in the
Church.

Lessons from the Biblical and African Cases of Women in
Leadership Positions
It is clear from the discussion so far that women may generally be smaller
than men physically, but they can very effectively compare with men in
intellectual power, in organisational acumen, as well as in administrative
and political ingenuity. The story of Deborah and Jael (Judg. 4:1-24) has
demonstrated that a woman has the capability of effectively performing
many functions simultaneously—Deborah was a judge, a housewife, a
prophetess and a military leader. In African sociocultural communities,
some women are known to have been leaders in various spheres, including
serving as priestesses. In the Catholic Church women are recognised and
highly respected more in their groups or organisations (such as the
aforementioned CWO) than in their individuality, not minding the fact that
Mary Dorothy Ezeh, “Human Trafficking and Prostitution among Women and
Girls of Edo State in Nigeria: Possibility of Rehabilitation through Education and
Prevention” in: Bulletin of Ecumenical Theology, Volume 31 (2019), 124-137,
here p. 135.
43
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it is individuals that make organisations. In some Protestant Churches,
especially Pentecostal Churches, women are treated on equal par with their
male counterparts in matters of authority, such that some women are made
church ministers and overseers.
Elochukwu E. Uzukwu discovered some clue that some ancient
churches gave a lot of prominence to women. He writes:
I am fascinated by the multiplicity of ministries in the church of the
Fathers, especially in the Syriac church of Testamentum Domini.44
The offices most frequently mentioned by Testamentum Domini are,
in the following order, bishops, priests, deacons, confessors, widows,
subdeacons, deaconesses, lectors. During the eucharistic celebration,
according to chapter 19 of this document, ministers (meaning
members of the hierarchy) flank the bishop: the priests on his left and
right, the widows occupying the whole of the left flank behind the
priests, and standing on the right flank behind the priests one after the
other the deacons the lectors, the subdeacons, and the deaconesses.45
It appears that even widows were formed into a group and recognised as a
ministerial order. Perhaps such a practice did not exist in the Latin rite to
which the Nigerian Catholic Church belongs. But gradually, women are
gaining more recognition in the Nigerian Catholic Church. An instance is
Nnewi Diocese where a woman (Mrs. Ikeaba) was appointed the deputy
chairperson of the Diocesan Pastoral Council, with the Bishop as the
statutory chairperson. This rhymes with the remark by Uzukwu that, “The
listening church model cannot continue indefinitely to exclude women
from ministry if the ears of the church-community are attentive to the Spirit
and to the conversations going on within the community.”46 Also the
traditional African acceptance that a woman can serve as a priestess to a
deity, and the fact of some women serving as Presidents in some countries
of the world now, such as the contemporary example of Angela Merkel,
Chancellor of Germany, can help the Church and the African societies to
44

Testamentum Domini is a Syriac document which derives from the thirdcentury Apostolic Tradition of Hippolytus. It contains plenty of archaisms, but
the final redaction was probably between the fourth and fifth centuries.
45
Elochukwu E. Uzukwu, A Listening Church: Autonomy and Communion in
African Churches (Maryknoll, New York: Orbis Books, 1996), 140.
46
Uzukwu, A Listening Church, 141.
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move forward with their recognition of women taking leadership positions
irrespective of gender bias.

Conclusion
The above discussions have shown that women are not congenitally
incapable of taking up leadership positions in human societies. On the
contrary, the story of Deborah and other women of substance mentioned in
the Bible and in the African cultural societies, has proved that a woman
effectively manages the affairs of a society of men and women, once she
is so endowed. Similarly, a man who has leadership qualities can also
handle the issues of piloting the affairs of a society with success. It leads
to the conclusion that any discrimination based merely on the gender, is
unjust and undermines the common good.
What is required for one to be allowed to lead a group of men and
women is that the person be in possession of the requisite leadership
qualities, such as being considerate and humane of heart, emotionally
stable and firm in decision-making, as well as non-avaricious and
courageous. A leader must be able to work with people who would help
one’s administration succeed. Therefore, there is no basis for any
discrimination of any sort as Galatians 3:28 states: “There is neither Jew
nor Greek, there is neither slave nor free, there is neither male nor female;
for you are all one in Christ Jesus.” With this statement Paul has shown
that the redemptive mission of Jesus Christ involves freeing humanity from
sin, as well as from all social, ethno-cultural and gender shackles, and
making everyone a child of God, a prince or a princess in God’s
kingdom/household. In that case anyone of any gender, ethnic extraction
and social status can lead a group provided the person is endowed with the
requisite leadership qualities.
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WOMEN’S ORDINATION: YESTERDAY, TODAY,
TOMORROW
George Worgul Jr1

Abstract:
This article offers an overview of the women’s ordination debate. Key
biblical texts and their interpretation by Complementarians and
Egalitarians are outlined. Important historical data on women’s ordination,
including the Roman Catholic understanding of in persona Christi are
examined. The article concludes with some trajectories going forward
when the debate is located within the horizon of phenomenology, post
modernity and feminist studies.

Key Terms: Ordination, In Persona Christi, Deaconesses,
Complementarianism, Egalitarianism, Presbytera, Post-Modernity.

Introduction
For more than a half century, a vigorous discussion of the role of women
in religious communities has marked both the practical-concrete
community life and the more theoretical-theological debate, research and
analysis. Across these decades, the key questions have, for the most part,
remained the same. Responses within different religious traditions have
frequently shifted. However, the life situation of the discussion and life in
different religious communities have dramatically changed. First, the
Feminist Movement has challenged and overcome how women were being
defined or cast into old socially fabricated roles. Having been liberated
from incorrect pigeonholes, women have assumed positions of leadership
in both religious and secular realms. Women have been “ordained” and
lead living communities. Second, the many issues of women’s roles in
1

George Worgul Jr is a Professor in the Theology Department at Duquesne
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religious communities are debated across religious traditions. For example,
a recent symposium at the Boisi Center at Boston was dedicated to Women
and Leadership in Christianity, Judaism, Islam, Buddhism and Hinduism.2
Third, churches within the ecumenical community have arrived at vastly
different and opposing conclusions on the “ordination of women” and their
possible leadership roles.
After a glimpse at some basic data, this article will first turn to the
key biblical texts which dominate the debate over women’s ordination. It
will summarize the differences between the two major groupings of
biblical interpreters in the women’s ordination debate: Complementarians
and Egalitarians. Second, the article will offer a brief overview of the most
significant historical research influencing the issue of women’s ordination
i.e., evidence pro and con women deaconesses in the Patristic age and the
possibility of women presbytera, as well as the more contemporary Roman
Catholic argument of in persona Christi capitis. Finally, the article will
offer some critical reflections on women’s ordination going forward, by
locating the women’s ordination discussion within the context of Post
modernity.

Some Basic Data
While there are clearly women priests in ancient religions 3, our present
interest is in more present-day Christian (Catholic) tradition. However, it
is important to have a sense of how women’s leadership/ordination is
viewed in different religious traditions today. In a certain sense the terms
ordination and leadership are deeply interrelated, if not often
interchangeable, since the liturgical presider incarnates profound
community power and authority.4 In 2014, the Pew Research Center

2

Cf., https://www.bc.edu/centers/boisi/coursesandseminars/symposia/womenin-religious-leadership.html. (accessed May 11, 2020)
3
Cf., Sheldon L Gosline, “Female Priests: A Sacerdotal Precedent from Ancient
Egypt”, Journal of Feminist Studies in Religion 12, (1996): 25-39; and. Joan
Breton Connelly, Portrait of a Priestess. Women and Ritual in Ancient Greece
(Princeton, Princeton University Press, 2007).
4
Cf., my article “Ritual, Power, Authority and Riddles: The Anthropology of
Rome's Declaration On the Ordination of Women," Louvain Studies 14,
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published the following data for the USA indicating who allows and who
prohibits women’s ordination (pastoral leadership).5
The following communities allow Women’s Ordination: American
Baptist Church, Buddhist, Episcopal Church, Evangelical Lutheran Church
in America, Presbyterian Church USA, United Church of Christ, Unitarian
Universalist, United Methodist Church, Jewish Reformed and
Conservative communities. The following communities do not permit
Women’s Ordination: Jewish Orthodox, Mormons, Missouri Synod
Lutheran, Muslim, Orthodox in America, Southern Baptist Convention,
Roman Catholicism.6
This data appears to be consistent with these various traditions in their
various local contexts. However, the role of women varies widely among
the different communities in diverse geographical locations. Some groups
have women as religious “priestesses”, or “shamans”.7
If one undertakes a cursory examination of the women’s ordination
debate from 1800 until today, it discloses several interesting insights. First,
the ecclesiological trajectory of the particular churches played a significant
role in determining whether and when women were accepted for
ordination. The earliest post-Reformation ecclesial communities to ordain
women were local churches and were authorities unto themselves e.g., Free
Will Baptists, Church of the Nazarene, Assembly of God, etc. Numerous
(1989):38; also, Barbara A. Holderege (ed.) "Ritual and Power: A Special Issue
of the Journal of Ritual Studies”, (1990).
5
Cf., https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2014/09/09/the-divide-overordaining-women/ (accesses May 1, 2020). Ordination is understood in the Pew
Report to mean either sacramental ordination as in the Old Catholic and
Anglican traditions as well as commissioning as a minister/ pastor in the many
different Protestant communities.
6
Please note that this listing does not reference South American or African
traditional religions. They constitute suppressed histories. For an interesting
introduction to the usually excluded data on women and religions
functions/leadership cf., https://www.suppressedhistories.net/index.html; also cf.,
Anne Jensen, God's Self-confident Daughters: Early Christianity and the
Liberation of Women (Louisville: John Knox Press, 1996)
7
In general, Shamans derive their power directly from the deity whereas
priestesses undergo the prescribed training of their religious/cultural community.
Cf., https://warriorpriestess.com/shamans-versus-priests/ (accessed July 20,
2020)
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defined rules and regulations were not controlling these communities.
Their ecclesiology’s were grounded more in comradeship or fellowship
rather than sociability or legislated patterns of behavior. The primary guide
of these communities was the Bible and its texts were interpreted
spiritually and independently. After the Second World War, different
communities with “episcopal ministries”, e.g. Anglicans, Old Catholics,
and some Lutherans, and “apostolic succession” claimants slowly
embraced the ordination of women.
Second, there is a direct correlation between the growth in the
“women’s ordination movement” as a religious phenomenon and the
emergence of the secular feminist/gender movement.8 Both movements are
mutually supportive and enriching. However, as gender equality becomes
recognized and institutionalized in secular society, increased pressure is
placed on religious communities to address gender inequality or gender
exclusion in their religious communities. Failure to adequately address
inequality erodes credibility and can lead to membership erosion.
Third, all different religious traditions and communities are having to
address and answer questions about women’s ordination/leadership. The
issue necessarily raises ecumenical and interreligious challenges for
today’s religious communities.
Fourth, until recently, the whole discussion of women’s ordination
took place almost exclusively within a western context and horizon. There
is only scant reference to Asia, Africa and South America. Only recently
has the discussion and debate around women’s ordination begun to
carefully attend to the challenges of inculturation which emerge once
religious communities’ cultural context and their difference are recognized
and addressed.9
8

On the stages of the Feminist Movement cf.,
https://www.pacificu.edu/magazine/four-waves-feminism. (accessed May, 1
2020). The gender movement basically argues that one’s sexual identity or
gender is not necessarily identical to one’s physical biology. Being male or
female is not merely the type of reproductive organs. Cf. Pelak C.F., Taylor V.,
Whittier N. (2006) “Gender Movements.” In: Handbook of the Sociology of
Gender. Handbooks of Sociology and Social Research (Boston, Ma: Springer,
2006) 147-175.
9
Cf., Kari Elisabeth B⊘rresen, “The ordination of women: To nurture tradition
by continuing inculturation,” Studia Theologica - Nordic Journal of Theology 46,
(1992): 3-13; and, Mercy Amba Oduyoye and Musimbi R.A. Kanyoro, The Will
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The Arguments Pro and Con Women’s Ordination
The theological-historical-sociological arguments Pro and Con the
ordination of women have changed little in the last half century.10
However, a widely accepted nomenclature tags the groups espousing either
the Pro or Con positions. The pro-women’s ordination group is labeled as
Egalitarians11 and the con-women’s ordination as Complementarians.12
Interestingly both sides argue their respective positions from the same
sources: scripture, historical practice, theological reflection on Jesus and
his maleness, church authority, and cultural context of ministry. However,
the Pro’s and Con’s interpret sources in profoundly different and
antithetical ways. The two perspectives can be summarized as follows.

To Arise Women Tradition and the Church in Africa (New York: Orbis Press),
1992.
10
An excellent Collection of essays from various traditions is found in Michael
P. Hamilton and Nancy S. Montgomery eds., The Ordination of Women: Pro and
Con (New York: Morehouse Barlow Co, 1975); and, Fredrica Harris Thompsett
ed., Looking Forward, Looking Backward: Forty Years of Women’s Ordination
(New York, Morehouse, 2014); also, Stanley Gudry and James Beck eds, Two
Views on Women in Ministry (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2010); Daniel Dei and
Robert Osei-Bonsu, “The Female Ordination Debate: Theological Reflections,”
Asia-Africa Journal of Mission and Ministry 11, (2015):1–62.
11
Some Examples of Egalitarian scholars are: Gilbert Bilezikian, Beyond Sex
Roles: What the Bible Says about a Woman’s Place in Church and Family (Ada,
Michigan: Baker Book, 1985), and Christianity 101(Grand Rapids, Michigan:
Baker Books,1993); Catherine Clark Kroeger and Mary J. Evans, eds., The IVP
Women's Bible Commentary (Downers Grove, Illinois: Intervarsity Press, 2002);
Catherine Clark Kroeger and James R. Beck, eds., Women, Abuse and the
Bible (Eugene, Oregon :Wipf & Stock,1996) .
12
Some examples of Complementarian scholars are J.R. Beck and C.L.
Blomberg eds., Two Views on Women in Ministry (Grand Rapids :
Zondervan,2001, revised 2005); Ben Cooper, Positive Complementarianism: the
Key Biblical Texts, Latimer Trust, 2014; P. Giddings et al., The Church,
Women Bishops and Provision: the integrity of orthodox objections to the
proposed legislation allowing women bishops, ed.,(London: Latimer Trust,
2011).
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Complementarian Claims—Scripture
The Complementarian view relies on male headship as a factual biblically
enshrined role from the beginning of time and one which is extended to the
family and society in general.
Complementarians interpret Gen 1-3 as supporting this male headship
perspective.13 Gen 1:27 is understood as God creating distinct genders with
a male headship over the woman and the woman cooperating and
supporting the man. Complementarians further see in Genesis 2 male
headship confirmed in the sequence of creation i.e., first Adam and later
Eve from his side. Adam as first created is privileged and bears special
responsibilities and duties of leadership. The man is given God’s
commandment on what to eat and what is forbidden. The man names all
of the animals and then names Eve. Additionally, 2:18-23 presents Eve as
Adam’s helper. As such, the woman was made to assist the man. In
Genesis 3, the man is the first held responsible for sin, even though Eve
sinned first. Complementarians argue that this is only fair and just if the
man actually was given responsibility over the woman.
Male headship is understood as continuing after the fall. God’s
judgement on the man is seen as encompassing the whole land whereas the
punishment on the woman is narrow and restricted to the home and
childbearing with the man ruling over her. Complementarians argue that
God’s punishment itself sustains and indicates male primacy. Finally,
Complementarians interpret 3:16, the desire of a woman for her husband,
a desire to have a headship over him which she will never have.
Consequently, strife and the subjugation of women to men will perdure.
Complementarians frequently read 1 Timothy 2: 1-15 and 1
Corinthians 11: 3-16; 14: 34, 35 through the prism of alleged male
headship in Genesis.14 Besides ascribing Pauline authorship, these
interpreters believe that Paul is articulating a truth recognized through
inspiration. What God created in the beginning remains valid for those
13

Cf., Raymond C. Ortlund, Jr., and John Piper. "Male-Female Equality and
Male Headship: Genesis 1 – 3, " in Recovering Biblical Manhood and
Womanhood: A Response to Evangelical Feminism (Wheaton, Illinois: Crossway
Books, 1991), 95-112.
14
For a complementarian reading of Paul cf., James Bordwine, The Pauline
Doctrine of Male Headship: The Apostle Versus Biblical Feminists (Eugene,
Oregon: Wipf& Stock, 1996).
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who follow Christ. Therefore, the husband is head of the family (1 Cor 11)
and women cannot have authority over men (1 Tim 2).
Complementarians also highlight that the Aaronic Priesthood in the
Tribe of Levi was only assigned to males and no women. In the Hebrew
Scripture and liturgical practice, only men led the worship. This claim
leads to their analogous position that Jesus was a male priest. Jesus in turn
chose males to be his Apostles. The Apostles only chose males to follow
them as priests and Bishops.

Egalitarian Criticism of Complementarian Interpretation of Scripture
Egalitarians propose a radically different interpretation of Genesis than the
Complementarians. Egalitarians reject any claim that "male headship" in
the sense of ruling or having authority is present in Genesis 1 or Genesis
2. Only God has authority. Rather the texts affirm a fundamental equality
and the call to collaborate and follow God’s commands. God creates
woman and man together with a shared duty and responsibility. Only after
rejecting God’s plan by sinning does male headship appear. The male
domination recorded after the Fall in Genesis 3 results from human failing
or sin. Likewise, male domination is a form of judgment and punishment
rendered because of human disobedience to God.
Egalitarians address the specific texts which Complementarians
utilize to argue against women ordination. Gen 1:17ff presents both male
and female as the image of God. There is no subordination of one to the
other. The sexes are equal. Likewise, Gen 2 affirms the equality found in
Gen 1. Eve is created from Adam’s rib/side to be his partner. Eve is the
same stuff as Adam.
Helper, ‘ezer k’needo, does not suborn
15
subordination. Egalitarians point out that God is frequently referred to as
a helper in Scripture and not subordinated. They also aver that the Man
does not name the woman in Gen 2 and thereby indicate authority over her.
The "divine passives" in this verse imply in Hebrew thought that the
designation "woman" comes from God, not from man. As with Gen 1, Gen
2 does not uphold male headship or female subordination. God creates
15

Cf., Phyllis Trible, God and the Rhetoric of Sexuality (Minneapolis: Fortress
Press, 1986); also, James Okoye, CSSp, Genesis 1-11: A Narrative Theological
Commentary (Eugene, Oregon: Cascade Books, 2018), 65-69.
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man and woman as equals. This is important since it shows that the creation
of human beings is an egalitarian structure.
The Fall does introduce the subjugation of Eve to Adam. However,
this subjection is not ubiquitous but specific to the husband-wife
relationship. The Fall does not generally subordinate all women to all men.
And, this subjection was not God’s original plan but a consequence of
human sin and offset by redemption.16
Addressing the pertinent Pauline texts: 1 Cor 11:3-12, 1 Cor 14:3435, and 1 Tim 2:11-15, Egalitarians claim that Paul is faithful to the vision
presented in Genesis 1 and 2.17 Paul’s claim that a man is head of a woman
is contextualized by the marriage relationship. The texts do not claim that
all men are the head of all women and all women must submit to all men.
Rather the texts reference husbands and wives.
Egalitarians understand 1Tim 2:13 as Paul’s corrective to a specific
error in Ephesus where women were apparently dominating men in church
meetings/affairs.18 This action of women’s superiority over men was
rooted in their being created first and men sinning first. Paul’s solution that
the husband is head of the wife is restricted to marriage and should not be
extrapolated to the general order of life. Furthermore, Egalitarians point
out that for Paul, Christ is head of his bride the church, all members, men
and women (Eph 5:21 ff.) All must be submissive to him and to each
other.19
Egalitarians also identify sources in the Hebrew Scriptures which
bolster the argument for women’s ordination/leadership. First, they point
to the women who exercised leadership over men in the Hebrew scriptures:
Miriam (Exod. 15:20-21), Huldah (2 Kgs 22:13-14; 2 Chron 34:22-28),

16

Cf., Okoye, 50-76
On Paul’s view of women, see, William. O. Walker, Jr., “1 Corinthians 11:216 and Paul's Views regarding Women,” Journal of Biblical Literature, 94
(1975): 94-110; also, R. David Freedman, “Woman, a Power Equal to Man,”
Biblical Archaeology Review 9 (1983): 1-7.
18
Richard Clark Kroeger, Catherine Clark Kroeger, I Suffer Not a Woman:
Rethinking 1 Tim. 2:11-15 in Light of Ancient Evidence (Grand Rapids,
Michigan, 1998)
19
Gregory A Dawes, “Analogies, Metaphors and Women Priests,” Pacifica, 1
(1994): 47-58; and The Body in Question Meaning and Metaphor in the
Interpretation of Ephesians 5:21-32 (Leiden: Brill, 1998).
17
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Esther, Deborah (Judges 4, 5) and the women serving at the entrance to the
Tent of Meeting (Exod. 38:8; 1 Sam 2:22 etc.).
Despite the social inequalities for women imbedded in Israel’s social
structures, formal laws prohibiting women from exercising authority over
men are absent. Exodus19:6 records that God planned for all Israel to be
a Kingdom of Priests. It was sin that excluded women and all males not
from the Trible of Levi from being priests. 1 Peter 2:5,9 and Rev 1:6
proclaim that God’s original design is restored in Christ i.e., all believers
are priests.
Egalitarians admit that Jesus did not choose women as his first
disciples or Apostles. But the gospels portray Jesus’ treatment of women
as counter cultural and radical, cf. Mark 5:25-34; Luke 8:1-3; Matt 15:2128; John 4:7-30, 20:1-18). Jesus goes against the grain in his association
with sinners, outcasts, those on the margin and women.20 For example,
Jesus did not obey purity rules with the woman suffering for 12 years with
menstrual bleeding (Mk 5:25-34). Jesus dialogues with the Samarian
woman Jn 4:7-5:30) and the Canaanite woman (Mt15:22-28). Women
were allowed into Jesus’ closest group (Lk 8:1-3). His first resurrection
appearance is to a woman (Mt 28:9-10). Jesus beckons his compatriots to
God’s original plan prior to sin i.e., men and women as equals.
Paul follows Jesus’ challenge for equality in Gal 3:38 wherein he
rejects different expressions of subordination e.g., Jew over Greek, Master
over Slave, or Male over Female (note that Paul does not use husbandwife). Before God, male and females are equal. That was how God created
them (Gen 1:27). Jesus and his gospel call us to live according to this
original plan.21
Neither Jesus, Paul, nor any other leader in each Christian community
were really successful at changing the social treatment of women both
without and within the early communities. But there was some progress.
After friction and debate, Gentiles were gradually accepted as equal
members of the emerging church. Some women eventually served as
Cf., J. Dewey. “Jesus’ Healings of Women: Conformity and Nonconformity
to Dominant Cultural Values as Clues for Historical Reconstruction,” Biblical
Theology Bulletin 24 (1994): 122–131; also, Ben Witherington III, Women in
the Ministry of Jesus: A Study of Jesus' Attitudes to Women and Their Roles as
Reflected in his Earthly Life, (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1984).
21
Cf., Farisani, Elelwani. "The Use of Galatians 3: 28 in Promoting Gender
Equality," Journal of Constructive Theology 12 (2006): 53-65.
20
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deacons (Phoebe, Rom 16:1), were called Apostles (Junia Rom 16:7), and
were prominent in the Philippian church (Euodia and Syntyche, Phil. 4:23).
Egalitarians do not claim that the New Testament ever proves that
women should be ordained. However, they see the New Testament as
providing a positive horizon, an ideal which can justify a community’s
decision to call women to ordination. Moreover, the ordination of women
would be a realization of the plan God designed before the fall.22
History and Women’s Ordination
Surveying the facts surrounding the history of women’s ordination might
appear facile at first glance. In reality, it is complicated. As G. Macy
explains, there are debates about sources, meaning of terms and even the
very value or lack thereof in establishing historical precedent.23
While there are many sources suggesting the ordination of women to
the diaconate in the East and several in the West, only a very few sources
can be argued to suggest ordination to the priesthood or episcopacy.24
However, even in the case of the diaconate, what the Latin term ordo meant
at particular times is contentious, although the meaning of ordo after the
12th century is generally agreed upon. Before the 12th century, ordo can
mean a group with a certain task or function e.g., the order of penitents,
order of widows, order of deacons/priests/bishops. Commencing with the
12th century, ordo increasingly becomes a philosophical term used to
22

For an alternative interpretation of Paul and Jesus, cf., James De Young,
Women in Ministry Neither Egalitarian nor Complementary A New Approach to
an Old Problem, (Eugene, Oregon: Wipf & Stock, 2010).
23
Cf. Gary Macy, “The Ordination of Women in the Early Middle Ages,”
Theological Studies 61, (2000): 481-507; Gary Macy, The Hidden History of
Women's Ordination: Female Clergy in the Medieval West (New York: Oxford
University Press, 2008); and Kevin Madigan and Carolyn Osiek, Ordained
Women in the Early Church: A Documented History (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins
University Press, 2005).
24
John Wijngaards, Women Deacons in the Early Church: Historical Texts and
Contemporary Debates (New York: Herder and Herder, 2006) ; Phyllis Zagano,
Gary Macy, and William Diteweg, Women Deacons? Essays with Answers
(Mahwah, New Jersey: Paulist Press, 2001).
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describe an “ontological change” that takes place when an individual is
“ordained” to deacon/priesthood.25
Many extant texts addressing women’s ordination are polemical and
suggest behaviors in “heretical communities” that are being condemned
and opposed by the authors. It is not surprising that the texts opposing
women’s ordination would survive while the alleged heretical
communities’ records would be suppressed and lost. Hence it is
challenging to accurately ascertain which communities believed in what
practices.26 The “heretics” don’t usually find a place in the “canon”.
Moreover, what is the power and impact of history, especially if it
might be more an expression of cultural social structures and less a
statement of faith and its theological explication? Did the religious
communities across the ages overlook women being in leadership because
of a cultural blindness that encouraged misogyny? Can religious
communities break with a tradition of male only ordination if indeed it is
based on prejudice and a desire to maintain what are now understood to be
fallacious social patterns of behavior, social structures, and institutions?
Should a sinful history merely be repeated? Merely repeating “canonical”
history might be dangerous and even anti-Christian.

Select Key Early Historical Indicators
When one studies the debates surrounding women’s ordination, it is
interesting to discover both proponents and opponents appealing to
Scripture and Tradition and in this case; tradition usually means history.
As noted above, “heretical” actions and writings are usually suppressed or
obliterated. At times, however, their traces are left in canonical writings
and in historical documents. Furthermore, archeological discoveries can
provide additional information and clues.
To formulate a solid theological analysis on the women’s ordination
debate, it is important to appreciate what was church practice i.e., what
Cf. Douglas Powell, “Ordo Presbyteri,” The Journal of Theological Studies
New Series 26 (1975) 290-328.
26
Lynn H Cohich and Amy Brown Hughes attempt to tell the story of women
leaders in their book, Christian Women in the Patristic World Their Influence,
Authority and Legacy in the Second through Fifth Centuries (Ada, Michigan:
Baked Academic, 2017).
25
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they did and why. The history suggests solid evidence supporting the claim
that the church ordained women to the deaconate. The evidence seems
sparse for supporting the claim that the church ordained women priests.
When reading the arguments opposing the ordination of women, many
seem rooted in dubious biblical interpretations and theological
assumptions that invite reexamination. Likewise, the cultural condition of
women has dramatically changed in many areas of the globes. It may be
that former cultural forces which supported the prohibition of women from
ordination have vanished.
What available evidence demonstrate that women deacons and
perhaps women priests were part of the church’s tradition (history) until
the 12th century? What central arguments were presented in the early
church and into the middle ages explaining why women cannot be priests?
How does the Roman Catholic teaching on in persona Christi capitis
continue this medieval principle?
The second century data suggests that women were known to
prophesize in certain communities.27 Montanists in the 2nd century
recognized women prophets and women clergy in the sense that all
members of the community were priests.28
Montanists reacted against blindly following bishops and their
teachings. Montanists opposed the institutionalization of leadership and
preferred a more charismatic order. The Holy Spirit was a living voice in
the community and the real source of authority.
The Acts of Paul and Thecla29 praise Thecla as a missionary
associate of Paul, who he sent to “teach the word of God” (4:41).
Tertullian condemned the Acts of Paul: “But if the writings which
wrongly go under Paul's name, claim Thecla's example as a license for
women's teaching and baptizing, let them know that, in Asia, the
presbyter who composed that writing, as if he were augmenting Paul's
Cf., Mary Ann Rossi and Giorgio Otranto, “Priesthood, Precedent, and
Prejudice: On Recovering the Women Priests of Early Christianity,” Journal of
Feminist Studies in Religion 7 (1991): 73-94
28
Cf., C. Trevett, “Montanism and Women “in Montanism: Gender Authority
and the New Prophecy (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1996), 151-197
29
The best critical study of The Acts of Paul cf., Jeremy W. Barrier, The Acts of
Paul and Thecla: A Critical Introduction and Commentary (Tubingen, Germany:
Wissenschaftliche Untersuchungen zum Neuen Testament, 2009)
27
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fame from his own store, after being convicted, and confessing that he
had done it from love of Paul, was removed from his office.”30

Women as Deacons
The Didascalia (c. 250) formally identifies Deaconesses in the eastern
church.31 These women were responsible for four specific tasks: assist at
baptisms of women, instruct women converts, care for the poor, and work
closely with the Bishop.32 Likewise, the Apostolic Constitutions (c 380CE)
list the same ministries for deaconesses. First, deaconesses were to care for
the sick and needy, especially the widows. They were also to teach the
gospel to women and men. Second, deaconesses ministered to community
order by overseeing female strangers to the worship community. Third,
women deacons were active ministers in the preparation for and liturgical
baptism of women. They likely anointed the female candidates and
immersed them in the baptismal bath. Fourth, female deacons were
allowed to fulfill the male deacons’ liturgical function in certain Syrian
churches, allowed to bring communion to her female community and the
sick.33
Interestingly, The Apostolic Constitutions includes a prayer for the
ordination of a deaconess which is substantively the same as for male
deacons. Both men and women were led to the Bishop seated before the
altar. He imposed hands on them and called down the Holy Spirit to grant

30

Cf., https://www.newadvent.org/fathers/0321.htm (accessed June 1,2020)
paragraph 17
31
Cf., “Concerning deacons and deaconesses,” The Didascalia Apostolorum in
Syriac, ed. Arthur Vööbus, Corpus scriptorum christianorum orientalium, 407
(Louvain: Sécretariat du Corpus SCO, 1979), 2:156; and, Susan E. Hylen, A
Modest Apostle: Thecla and the History of Women in the Early Church (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2015).
32
Didascalia #16: http://www.earlychristianwritings.com/text/didascalia.html.
Cf. Methuen, C, “Widows, Bishops and the Struggle for Authority in the
Didascalia Apostolorum,” The Journal of Ecclesiastical History 46 (1995):197213. Theodoret of Cyrus knew of women performing these actions.
33
Apostolic Constitutions, Book 2 and Book 8.
https://www.newadvent.org/fathers/0715.htm.(accessed June 1,2020)
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them the grace of the ministry of the diaconate. The Bishop used almost
identical words in the prayer for deacons and deaconesses.
O God Almighty, the true and faithful God, who art rich unto all that
call upon Thee in truth, who art fearful in counsels, and wise in
understanding, who art powerful and great, hear our prayer, O Lord,
and let Thine ears receive our supplication, and “cause the light of
Thy countenance to shine upon this Thy servant,” who is to be
ordained for Thee to the office of a deacon; and replenish him with
Thy Holy Spirit, and with power, as Thou didst replenish Stephen,
who was Thy martyr, and follower of the sufferings of Thy Christ. Do
Thou render him worthy to discharge acceptably the ministration of a
deacon, steadily, unblameably, and without reproof, that thereby he
may attain an higher degree, through the mediation of Thy only
begotten Son, with whom glory, honor, and worship be to Thee and
the Holy Spirit forever. Amen.
O Eternal God, the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, the Creator of
man and of woman, who didst replenish with the Spirit Miriam, and
Deborah, and Anna, and Huldah; who didst not disdain that Thy only
begotten Son should be born of a woman; who also in the tabernacle
of the testimony, and in the temple, didst ordain women to be keepers
of Thy holy gates, -do Thou now also look down upon this Thy
servant, who is to be ordained to the office of a deaconess, and grant
her Thy Holy Spirit, and “cleanse her from all filthiness of flesh and
spirit,” that she may worthily discharge the work which is committed
to her to Thy glory, and the praise of Thy Christ, with whom glory
and adoration be to Thee and the Holy Spirit forever. Amen.34
Both were vested with a stole as a ministerial emblem. The Bishop
extended the bread and the cup to the new deacons and deaconesses.
Councils of the Early Church are contradictory on whether
deaconesses were laity or “ordained” clergy. The Council of Nicaea (325)
declared them laity. “With regard to the deaconesses who hold this
position we remind [church leaders] that they possess no ordination, but

34

Ibid., Apostolic Constitution Book 8:17-20
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are to be reckoned among the laity in every respect.”35 Alternatively, the
Council of Chalcedon (451) identifies deaconesses as an ordained order.
“No woman under forty years of age is to be ordained a deacon, and then
only after close scrutiny. If after receiving ordination and spending some
time in the ministry she despises God’s grace and gets married, such a
person is to be anathematized along with her spouse.”36
Toward the end of the 4th century, and continuing for 150 years,
western Christianity aimed at suppressing the role of deaconesses. They
persist in the Eastern church into the 12th century.37

Women as Presbyters/Bishops
There are a few known inscriptions referencing the feminine Presbyterae
and presbytera or presbyti. What did this term mean? Was it referring to
widows, or a priest’s wife, or an abbess? Or were they on par with male
presbyters? However, there are very few patristic references.38
What is a presbytera?39 There are legitimate disputes as to the proper
meaning of presbytera or presbytis. It might be argued that presbyterai
35

https://www.papalencyclicals.net/councils/ecum01.htm. Council of Nicaea
canon 19. (accessed June 1, 2020)
36
https://www.papalencyclicals.net/councils/ecum04.htm. Council of Chalcedon
canon 15(accessed June 1, 2020)
37
The best historical treatment of women deacons is in Gary Macy, William T.
Ditewig, Phyllis Zagano Women Deacons: Past, Present, Future (Mawhaw:
Paulist Press, 2011). For a position that views deaconesses as non-clergy, cf.
Aimé Georges Martimort, Deaconesses: An Historical Study (San Francisco,
California: Ignatius Press, 1986).
38
Cf., Giorgio Otranto, "Note sul sacerdozio femminile nell'antichita in margine
a una testimonianze di Gelasio I: Vetera Christianorum 19 (1982): 342-60;
Kevin Madigan and Carolyn Osiek, eds. Ordained Women in the Early Church:
A Documentary History (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2005); and
Mary Ann Rossi, "Priesthood, Precedent, and Prejudice: On Recovering the
Women Priests of Early Christianity," Journal of Feminist Studies in Religion 7
(1991) 73-94.
39
Cf., Ute E. Eisen, Women Officeholders in Early Christianity: Epigraphical
and Literary Studies (Collegeville, Minnesota: Liturgical Press, 2000). This is
an excellent overview with extensive bibliographical references. For an excellent
summary of the evidence on women and ministry in the early church cf., Valerie
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(Latin presbyterae) as ecclesiastical term are equivalent to “the widows”
explicitly mentioned in the New Testament (1 Tim. 5:3-16). Some later
evidence points to presbytera as an alternative term for an abbess. Leta
Presbytera in inscribed on a sepulcher mid-5th century in southern Italy.
Flavia Vitalia Presbyetra is inscribed on a sarcophagus in the 5th century
with the indication that she sold burial plots and only church officials (not
priests’ wives) had the authority to make this type of transaction. A graffiti
near Poitiers, France refers to a Martia who made the offering with two
likely priests Olebri and Nepote. Was she bringing the offering to them or
joining with them in the offering? As is the case in all our references the
meaning is suggestive but unclear.40 Pope Gelasius I (c. 494) wrote a letter
condemning bishops who ordained women to the priesthood. According to
Gelasius, these bishops in these regions encouraged women to engage in
roles and actions which were illegitimate.41
In a fourth-century Roman basilica mosaic in the church of Saints
Pudentiana and Praxedis, there is a mosaic of four women: the two martyrs,
Mary, and a fourth woman with the inscription Theodora Episcopa.42 The
visual and grammatical evidence might suggest that Theodora was a
woman bishop. The feminine ending (-a) on Theodora has been partially
effaced by scratches across the mosaic tiles suggesting an attempt to deface
the feminine ending. However, Geoffrey Kirk makes a sobering comment.
“…. In a vain search for a precedent for female ordination, people wanting
to celebrate the heroic role of Christian women, have instead created a
A. Karras, “Priestesses or Priest Wives: Presbytera in Early Christianity,” St
Vladimirs Theological Quarterly 51 (2007), 321-345.
40
Cf. Charlotte Methuen, “Vidua — Presbytera — Episcopa: Women with
oversight in the Early Church,” Theology 108 (2005): 163-177, and her longer
more technical research: “Die Autoritat von Frauen in der Alten Kirche am
Beispiel der Syrischen Didiscalia” in Leonore Siegele-Wenschkewitz und Gury
Schneider-Ludorff et al., Frauen Gestalten Geschichte. Unteititel (Lutherisches
Verlagshaus, 1998), 9-32.
41
Cf. Epistle 14: 26 of Pope Gelasius, dated March 11, 494 Cf., translated by
Rossi’s translation in “Priesthood, Precedent, and Prejudice”, 81. "Nevertheless
we have heard to our annoyance that divine affairs have come to such a low state
that women are encouraged to officiate at the sacred altars, and to take part in all
matters imputed to the offices of the male sex, to which they do not belong."
42
Cf. Mary M. Schaefer, Women in Pastoral Office: The Story of Santa
Prassede, Rome (New York: Oxford University Press, 2013).
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fantasy, Theodora Bishop.”43 Additionally, the seventh-century legend of
Brigid of Kildare muses that the prayer of episcopal ordination said over
Brigid by the power of the Holy Spirit deserves a reference.44
For humility Brigit stayed so that she might be the last to whom a veil
should be given. A fiery pillar rose from her head to the roof-ridge of
the church. Then said Bishop Mel: “Come, O holy Brigit, that a veil
may be sained45 on thy head before the other virgins.” It came to pass
then, through the grace of the Holy Ghost, that the form of ordaining
a Bishop was read over Brigit. Mac-caille said, that a bishop’s order
should not be conferred on a woman. Said Bishop Mel: “No power
have I in this matter. That dignity hath been given by God unto Brigit,
beyond every (other) woman.” Wherefore the men of Ireland from
that time to this give episcopal honour to Brigit’s successor. 46
The role of abbesses in this period has greater clarity since several monastic
rules are extant. Abbesses clearly exercised functions later reserved to the
male clergy. The duty of the abbess included hearing her nuns' confessions,
preaching, and consecrating women entering the monastery and
excommunicating. 47

Excluding Women from Ordained Ministry

From the 4th century on, there was a growing attempt to exclude women
from sacramental ministry of deacon (and less likely, priest). This effort
43

Geoffrey Kirk, Without Precedent: Scripture, Tradition, and the Ordination of
Women (Eugene, Oregon: Wipf& Stock, 2016), 105.
44
Cf. Kissane, Noel. Saint Brigid of Kildare: Life, Legend and Cult (Dublin,
Ireland: Four Courts Press 2017).
45
Archaic for sign of the cross.
46
https://godspacelight.com/2017/02/01/st-brigid-of-kildare-as-bishop/ (assessed
July 20,2020).
47
Cf., G. Macy, “G. Heloise, Abelard and the Ordination of Abbesses,” The
Journal of Ecclesiastical History 57 (2001): 16-32; Berenice M Kerr, Religious
Life for Women, C.1100-c.1350: Fontevraud in England, (Oxford, England:
Clarendon Press, 1999); and, Valarie G Spear, Leadership in Medieval English
Nunneries, (Suffolk, England: Boydell Press, 2005).
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was first in the western church and then the eastern church. Still in the 12th
century, however, Pope Innocent III condemned Abbesses’ blessing their
own nuns, hearing their confessions of sin and, reading the Gospel,
presuming to preach publicly.
Recently certain news has been intimated to us, about which we
marvel greatly, that abbesses, namely those situated in the dioceses of
Burgos and Palencia, give blessings to their own nuns, and they also
hear confessions of sins, and, reading the Gospel, they presume to
preach in public. This thing is inharmonious as well as absurd, and
not to be tolerated by us. For that reason, by means of our discretion
from apostolic writing, we order that it be done no longer, and by
apostolic authority to check it more firmly, for, although the Blessed
Virgin Mary surpassed in dignity and in excellence all the Apostles,
nevertheless, it was not to her but to them that the Lord entrusted the
keys to the kingdom of heaven.48
After Innocent III, the ordained ministries of women vanished.
The arguments put forth against women’s ordination were clear.
First, women were inferior to men. Second, women bore the guilt of the
first sin. Third, women were impure.
Augustine articulated the inferiority argument and assumption
succinctly in Questiones Heptateuchum
It is the natural order among people that women serve their husbands
and children their parents, because the justice of this lies in (the
principle that) the lesser serves the greater. . .. This is the natural
justice that the weaker brain serves the stronger. This therefore is the
evident justice in the relationships between slaves and their masters,
that they who excel in reason, excel in power.49

48

Epistle 187 (11 December, 1210) PL 216: 356. Quoted in full in
the Decretals of Gregory IX, Corpus Juris Canonici Lib. V, tit. 38, De
Poenitent. ch 10, “Nova” ed. J. Friedberg (Leipzig: Bernhard Tauchnitz, 1928),
vol. 2, coll .886-887.
49
Cf. https://www.augustinus.it/latino/questioni_ettateuco/index2.htm (accessed
May 22, 2020).
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Ambrosiaster went so far as to deny that woman is the likeness of God
since she is demonstrably subject to the dominion of man and has no kind
of authority?50
Church Fathers depicted women as marked with the curse of guilt.
Tertullian castigated women:
If there dwelt upon earth a faith as great as is the reward of faith which
is expected in the heavens, no one of you at all, best beloved sisters,
from the time that she had first “known the Lord,” and learned (the
truth) concerning her own (that is, woman’s) condition, would have
desired too gladsome (not to say too ostentatious) a style of dress; so
as not rather to go about in humble garb, and rather to affect meanness
of appearance, walking about as Eve mourning and repentant, in order
that by every garb of penitence she might the more fully expiate that
which she derives from Eve,—the ignominy, I mean, of the first sin,
and the odium (attaching to her as the cause) of human perdition. “In
pains and in anxieties dost thou bear (children), woman; and toward
thine husband (is) thy inclination, and he lords it over thee.” And do
you not know that you are (each) an Eve? The sentence of God on
this sex of yours lives in this age: the guilt must of necessity live too.
You are the devil’s gateway: you are the unsealer of that (forbidden)
tree: you are the first deserter of the divine law: you are she who
persuaded him whom the devil was not valiant enough to attack. You
destroyed so easily God’s image, man. On account of your desert—
that is, death—even the Son of God had to die.51
John Chrysostom in Homily 9 on 1 Timothy apparently shared Tertullian’s
sentiments.
Let the women learn in silence with all subjection. But I suffer not a
woman to teach, nor to usurp authority over the man, but to be in
50

Cf., David Hunter, "The Paradise of Patriarchy: Ambrosiaster on Woman as
(Not) God's Image." The Journal of Theological Studies, New Series, 43, (1992):
447-69.
51
https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/Ante`Nicene_Fathers/Volume_IV/Tertullian:_Part_Fourth/On_the_Apparel_of_Wom
en/I/Chapter_1. (accessed May 1`7, 2020)
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silence. For Adam was first formed, then Eve. And Adam was not
deceived, but the woman being deceived was in the transgression.
Notwithstanding she shall be saved in [through the] child-bearing, if
they continue in faith and charity and holiness with sobriety.52
Church Fathers also depict women as impure. In the Patristic Age and
beyond, women were defined almost exclusively as sexual beings, made to
produce children. In the Patristic age, sex even within marriage was seen
as necessary but faulty or corrupt. Sex was tainted by concupiscence.
Moreover, some Father’s likened female impurity with menstruation. This
impure state was a barrier to ordination53. After the 12th century, the topic
of women’s ordination/leadership vanished until the late 19th-early 20th
century.
What does this brief historical sketch teach us on the issue of
women’s ordination? First, clearly there were women deaconess in both
the Western and Eastern Christian churches. However, their exact status
vis-à-vis sacramental ordination remains debated as well as the different
specific types on ministry in which they were engaged. Second, the
meaning of terms such as ordo, presbyterae etc. shift over time and
context. While this might seem superficial, it is rather significant. It raises
the important starting point about presbyterial ministry i.e., is it approached
as functional or ontological, primarily a charism for the good of the
community or a radical personal change, a succession of Jesus’ ministry
traceable though a linear laying on of hands and prayer or a succession
through the charismatic selection made by the Holy Spirit. Third, there is
a paucity, if any, evidence of the widespread presence of women priests in
the tradition. Fourth, there is some evidence that different communities,
both east and west, had women as deaconesses and abbesses who
underwent the same liturgical rites of office or “ordination” and undertook
similar tasks, and responsibilities. Fifth, this history must be read
contextually and thus a context overwhelming patriarchal and
misogynistic.
52

https://www.newadvent.org/fathers/230609.htm (accessed May 21,2020)
Cf., Rob Meens “A Relic of Superstition” in Bodily Impurity and the Church
from Gregory the Great to the Twelfth-Century Decretists in Purity and
Holiness, Marcel Poorthuis, ed. The Heritage of Leviticus. Jewish and Christian
Perspectives Series (Leiden: Brill, 2000), 281-293.
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A more recent aspect appeared in Roman Catholicism in the late
1960s and after on the question/issue of women’s ordination that has
become a part of our present history.54

In Persona Christi (capitis) the teaching of Roman Catholicism
The Catholic Church's long-standing teaching stating that women could
not be ordained priests was repeated at the Second Vatican Council and
reiterated by the 1971 Synod of Bishops. However, in 1975, the Pontifical
Biblical Commission undertook an investigation and concluded in its
report, Pontifical Biblical Commission Report on the Question Posed: Can
Women Be Priests? that “It does not seem that the New Testament by itself
alone will permit us to settle in a clear way and once and for all the problem
of the possible accession of women to the presbyterate.”55
In 1976, the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith issued the
Declaration on the Question of the Admission of Women to the Ministerial
Priesthood which taught that for doctrinal, theological, and historical
reasons, the Church does not consider herself authorized to admit women
to priestly ordination. It declared that the bishop or the priest, in the
exercise of his ministry, does not act in his own name, he represents Christ,
who acts through him: the priest acts in persona Christi. The most intense
expression of this representation is in the celebration of the Eucharist.56
The priest then acts not only through the power conferred on him by Christ,
but in persona Christi, taking the role of Christ, to the point of being
Christ's image, when he utters the words of consecration.
In 1994, Pope John Paul II issued an Apostolic Letter, Ordinatio
sacerdotalis (Priestly Ordination), in which he discussed the Catholic
Church's position requiring the reservation of priestly ordination to men
Cf. Edwrd Kilmartin S.J., “Apostolic Office: Sacrament of Christ,”
Theological Studies 36 (1975): 243-269; and, David N. Power, “Representing
Christ in Community and Sacrament,” in Donald J. Goergen, Being Priest Today
(Collegeville, Minnesota: The Liturgical Press 1992): 97-123
55
http://womensordinationcampaign.org/vatican-documents/2014/2/9/report-ofthe-pontifical-biblical-commission-1975. (accessed June 1, 2020)
54

56

www.vatican.va/roman_curia/congregations/cfaith/documents/rc_con_cfaith_doc
_19761015_inter-insigniores_en.html.
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alone. He wrote that the Church has no authority whatsoever to confer
priestly. The Pope said that the question is decided and should not even be
discussed.57 On April 5 2012, Pope Benedict reaffirmed the teaching of his
predecessor.58 In his post synodal document, Querida Amazonis, Pope
Francis has once again affirmed the exclusion of women’s ordination to
priestly ministry while emphasizing the important and distinctive crucial
place of women in the church community.
Jesus Christ appears as the Spouse of the community that celebrates
the Eucharist through the figure of a man who presides as a sign of
the one Priest. This dialogue between the Spouse and his Bride,
which arises in adoration and sanctifies the community, should not
trap us in partial conceptions of power in the Church. The Lord chose
to reveal his power and his love through two human faces: the face of
his divine Son made man and the face of a creature, a woman,
Mary. Women make their contribution to the Church in a way that is
properly theirs, by making present the tender strength of Mary, the
Mother. As a result, we do not limit ourselves to a functional
approach, but enter instead into the inmost structure of the Church. In
this way, we will fundamentally realize why, without women, the
Church breaks down, and how many communities in the Amazon
would have collapsed, had women not been there to sustain them,
keep them together and care for them. This shows the kind of power
that is typically theirs.59
The theological starting point for in persona Christi is the vision of the
Christian priesthood understood as sacramental. The priest is a sign.

57

http://w2.vatican.va/content/john-paulii/en/apost_letters/1994/documents/hf_jp-ii_apl_19940522_ordinatiosacerdotalis.html (accessed June 1,2020).
58
Cf. https://www.irishtimes.com/news/pope-reaffirms-ban-on-women-priests1.707975 (accessed June 2, 2020)
59
Querida Amazonis par. 101
www.vatican.va/content/francesco/en/apost_exhortations/documents/papafrancesco_esortazione-ap_20200202_querida-amazonia.html (accessed June 2,
2020)
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Therefore, the priest should be recognized by the community through
natural resemblance.
The same natural resemblance is required for persons as for things:
when Christ's role in the Eucharist is to be expressed sacramentally,
there would not be this "natural resemblance" which must exist
between Christ and his minister if the role of Christ were not taken by
a man: in such a case it would be difficult to see in the minister the
image of Christ. For Christ himself was and remains a man.60
The principle of nature resemblance in Inter-Insigniories relies directly on
St. Thomas Aquinas.61
The issues and questions involved with the in-persona Christi
teaching have been raised by many62 and need not be rehearsed except to
summarize. First, this teaching links in persona Christi with Jesus sexual
identity as male. No one doubts Jesus masculinity. The issue is whether
or not Jesus maleness is essential to his meaning and ministry. How is
Jesus maleness a revelation of God, if at all? Does Jesus save us as a male?
If one answers affirmatively then how does one explain non-males
60

Inter-Insignories , #5.
The Inter Insignories text footnotes Saint Thomas, In IV Sent., dist. 25 q. 2,
quaestiuncula 1a ad 4um and, Summa Theologiae, III, q. 83, art. I, ad 3.
62
Dennis Michael Ferrara has proposed that in persona Christi includes a sense
of effacement and therefore it is not an obstacle for women’s ordination, cf.,
“Representation or Self-Effacement? The Axiom in Persona Christi in St.
Thomas and the Magisterium,” Theological Studies 55, (1994): 195-224; and “In
Persona Christi: Towards a Second Naïveté,” Theological Studies 57, (1996):
65–88. Sara Butler has reacted to Ferrara’s proposal, “‘In Persona Christi’: A
Response to Dennis M. Ferrara.” Theological Studies 56, 1995): 61–91. Also cf.,
Eric Doyle, “The Question of Women Priests and the Argument In Persona
Christi,” Irish Theological Quarterly 50, (1983): 212-221; and, Christopher
Kiesling,” Aquinas on Persons' Representation in Sacraments,” in Arlene
Swidler & Leonard Swidler, eds., Women Priests (New York: Paulist Press,
1977), 253-257. For a study on the Pre-scholastic sources to in persona Christi
cf., G. Pierre Ingram, CC The Representation of Christ by the Priest: A Study of
the Antecedents of in persona Christi Theology in Ancient Christian Tradition. A
Thesis submitted to the Faculty of Theology, Saint Paul University, in partial
fulfilment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor in Theology Ottawa,
Canada, 2012.
61
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baptizing or anointing? Additionally, what might make the Eucharist so
radically different from baptism, especially since it is baptismal faith that
saves?
Second, the Thomistic argument which grounds the principle of
natural resemblance is based on an ontology of sign to which alternative
theories have developed, especially the gift exchange thesis of Louis M.
Chauvet63 and the saturated phenomenon of Jean L. Marion64, neither of
which require a focus on Jesus's masculinity or the claim of “natural
resemblance”. Rather, they root their reflection in a phenomenological
tradition.
Positions on in persona Christi have solidified. Pope Francis has
recently reaffirmed the ban on women being ordained to priesthood.
Sharing a common tradition, Eastern orthodox also maintains that only
males can be ordained priests. However, both traditions are exploring the
possibility of women once again serving as diaconal ministers in the
community.

Some Thoughts Going Forward
In the last 50 years, the discussion surrounding women's ordination has
undergone a profound metamorphosis rooted in an alteration of cultural
principles and paradigms. As Pope Francis has adroitly noted, ours is a not
an era of change but change of an era65, a shift from modernity to post
63

Louis M. Chauvet, Symbol and Sacrament: A Sacramental Reinterpretation of
Christian Existence (Collegeville, Minnesota: Liturgical Press, 1995). See also
The Sacraments: The Word of God at the Mercy of the Body (Collegeville,
Minnesota: Liturgical Press, 2001). Cf., Chauvet’s reflection on St Thomas
Aquinas and his metaphysics, “La théologie sacramentaire aujourd'hui : quelques
axes de recherche à promouvoir” Recherches de Science Religieuse 97, (2009),
491-514.
64
Jean L. Marion, In Excess: Studies of Saturated Phenomena, (New York:
Fordham University Press (2002). Cf. Shane Mackinlay, "The Theory of
Saturated Phenomena." In Interpreting Excess: Jean-Luc Marion, Saturated
Phenomena, and Hermeneutics, (New York: Fordham University Press, 2010)
57-74.
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https://cruxnow.com/church/2015/11/pope-francis-says-catholics-must-beopen-to-change/ (accessed June 11,2020)
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modernity. This changed context frames the discussion of women's
ordination/leadership in new ways.
Post-modernity rejects modernity's claim that there must be one
absolute universal true and unchanging narrative. It embraces multiple
coexisting narratives. In this sense, the question, can women be ordained,
is not a yes or no question. It is not a question that can be settled once and
for all and universally applicable to all contexts and situations. So, it has
happened that a variety of religious communities have judged women's
ordination as authentic expressions of Jesus’ priestly ministry and others
have not.
Post-modernity rejects closed narratives and heralds open narratives.
The present and future are not mere repetitions of the past. Open narratives
can have newness and change. History can undergo reinterpretation when
viewed through different lenses. So, Egalitarians noted earlier understand
how the exclusion of women from priesthood/leadership is rooted in
patriarchal and misogynistic assumptions which permeated western
culture. When these prejudices are identified and abandoned the barriers
to women’s ordination seem to crumble. The issue appears to be more
sociological than theological, more cultural than doctrinal.
Post-modernity expects pluralism over uniformity. Consequently,
unity is not understood as uniformity. Striving for community in difference
should be the goal rather than the rigid sameness. Consequently, religious
communities should seek communion in difference. It may be that some
ordain women to priesthood and others do not. Because of their differing
contexts these differences remain legitimate. Religious communities must
strive to find ways to foster communion in difference.
While the discussion of women’s ordination has been biblical and
historical (and these investigations remain crucial), it must now expand
more deeply into the cultural anthropology to better understand the
assumptions which impacted the behaviors and decisions of communities
on women and their roles etc. What was considered divine decree might be
expedient human construct. Cultural anthropology, especially feminist
anthropology will continue to expose the massive power gender prejudice
and discrimination has had over the unfolding of history and theology66.
66

Cf.,Lynn Walter,. "Feminist Anthropology?" Gender and Society 9, (1995):
272-88; Linda E. Thomas “Womanist Theology, Epistemology, and a New
Anthropological Paradigm” 48, (1998/1999), 488-499: and, Pui-lan Kwok,
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For example, once women are no longer restricted in certain cultures to
roles of housekeeper and child bearer and they emerge as social and
political leaders, can there be a long period before they assume similar
leadership in the church? Already in Mulieris Dignitatem67 Pope John
Paul II called for the development of authentically feminine roles and
ministry in the church. Pope Francis expressed a similar conviction that
women should develop their own unique role in the church and not mimic
male roles.
He speaks of overcoming an ecclesial “masculine
monochrome”.68 Nonetheless, the insight of Sr Anne E. Patrick is telling.
Pope Francis recognizes that women should have a more prominent
role in the Church, but does not yet grasp, or does not feel it is the
time to deal with, what many Catholics regard as a very problematic
fact—namely that sacramental sex discrimination undermines claims
to recognize our full human dignity.69
To date, in Catholicism, ministry and ecclesial power appear co joined.
With only men being ordained and these men producing documents on
women, it is hard to see how the vision and experience of women will really
be listened to. The ordained are the deciders and women are being told
what to do or not do. Part of the impetus driving the desire for ordination
of women seems to be the desire for the feminine voice to be heard.
The role of women has also become a more ecumenical and
interreligious discussion. The World Council of Churches has already held
a consultation on this topic in 197970 and recently organized “Ecumenical

Postcolonial Imagination and Feminist Theology (Louisville,
Kentucky,Westminster John Knox Press, 2005).
67
Pope John Paul II, http://www.vatican.va/content/john-paulii/en/apost_letters/1988/documents/hf_jp-ii_apl_19880815_mulierisdignitatem.html (accessed June 20, 2020)
68
Cf., the important article by Stefania Falasca, “L’urgenza di superare una
Chiesa monocolore” Observatoro Romano 85 (2020): 4-9.
69
“Women in the Church in the Age of Francis”, A Matter of Spirit 107 (2015),
3.
70
Cf., “Ordination of Women in Ecumenical Perspective: Workbook for the
Church’s Future, WCC,” Faith and Order Paper 105 (Geneva, Switzerland:
World Council of Churches, 1988); also, Ian Jones, Kirsty Thorpe, Janet
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Perspective on the Role of Women in the Churches 2017”71. Religious
traditions are enriched when the living experiences of these actual
communities are in dialogue. This dialogue can foster a rich understanding
of inculturation which is not merely one side or unidirectional. Rather,
inculturation truly impacts all communities. Because the rooting of the
gospel in any particular culture discloses truths which would otherwise be
hidden outside that culture. What is given as a gift returns as a gift, albeit
fresh and new.
In the end, attending to the topic of women’s ordination teaches us
that Christology, ecclesiology, sacramentology, and ministry are
intertwined. It teaches us that our history is not pure but a situational or
contextual history. It teaches us that we are in the world with others in
solidarity and distance.
The challenge of living communion in difference cuts across many
theological issues and ecclesial structures. We must be self-critical and
distinguish what is truly revealed from the modes in which it is expressed,
as Pope John XXIII said in his speech opening Vatican Council II. 72 We
must welcome women to speak and share their experiences, perspectives
and insights and listen and learn from them. We must inculturate or risk
being irrelevant or obsolete.
We must be open to the action of God in our history, wherever God
chooses to be—even if God chooses to ordain a woman. Attend to the
prayer of Ordination of priests in Roman Catholicism which is
substantively the same across the various Christian traditions and almost
invariable across history:
God and Father of all, we praise you for your infinite love in calling
us to be a holy people in the kingdom of your Son Jesus our Lord,
Wootton eds., Women and Ordination in the Christian Churches: International
Perspectives (New York: T&T Clark, 2010).
71
https://www.ecupatria.org/2017/10/16/consultation-on-the-role-of-women-inchurches/ (accessed, June 15, 2020)
72
Cf., https://vatican2voice.org/91docs/opening_speech.htm (accessed May 10,
2020): “The substance of the ancient doctrine of the deposit of faith is one thing,
and the way in which it is presented is another. And it is the latter that must be
taken into great consideration with patience if necessary, everything being
measured in the forms and propositions of a magisterium which is predominately
pastoral in character.”
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who is the image of your eternal and invisible glory, the firstborn
among many brethren, and the head of the Church. We thank you that
by his death he has overcome death, and, having ascended into
heaven, has poured his gifts abundantly upon your people, making
some apostles, some prophets, some evangelists, some pastors and
teachers, to equip the saints for the work of ministry and the building
up of his body.
Here the Bishop lays hands upon the head of the ordinand, the Priests who
are present also laying on their hands. At the same time the Bishop prays
Therefore, Father, through Jesus Christ your Son, give your Holy
Spirit to N.; fill him with grace and power, and make him a priest in
your Church.
Ultimately, it is the Holy Trinity who transforms a person into a priest, it
is God who ordains.
As of 2018, there were approximately 145 women “Catholic” priests
in the U.S. and about 204 worldwide, according to the Roman Catholic
Women priests organization, ranging from as young as about 35 into their
70s and older.73 Of course, the Roman Catholic tradition does not consider
them ordained. Rather, they are considered excommunicated. The General
Decree regarding the delict of attempted sacred ordination of a woman
states that “both the one who attempts to confer a sacred order on a woman,
and the woman who attempts to receive a sacred order, incur an
excommunication latae sententiae.”74

Cf., Brooke Bobb, “Keeping the Faith: Hundreds of Catholic women priests are
quietly leading their own progressive parishes—despite denouncements from the
Vatican.” Vogue (May 4
2018,)https://www.vogue.com/projects/13543313/roman-catholic-women-priestmovement-giuliabianchi/#:~:text=Today%2C%20there%20are%20approximately%20145,into%2
0their%2070s%20and%20older. (accessed July 20,2020)
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Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith, General Decree regarding the
delict of attempted sacred ordination of a woman
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In 1994, there were about 1,380 female priests in churches within the
Anglican communion around the world and 20 active Bishops75. There are
scores of women Protestant pastors. We must plumb the rich experiences
of these ministers and their communities and listen for God’s voice and
direction. The Holy Spirit will enlighten and guide us to truth. Perhaps
the rich pluralism of traditions and practices present today in the different
ecclesial communions will be part of what it means to be church in post
modernity. Pope Francis on a plane interview in 2016 answered inquiry
about women’s ordinations: “The last word was clear and was given by St.
John Paul II and this remains. This remains.”76 Time will tell.
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John O’Brien Women’s Ordination in the Catholic Church, Eugene, OR
Cascade Books (an imprint of Wipf and Stock Publishers, 2020) vii+201
pages (Includes bibliographical references)
Women’s Ordination in the Catholic Church, by John O’Brien, comes at
an interesting time, the right time. It poses the right questions and suggests
interesting answers.1 The controversy over the non-promotion or nonappointment (O’Brien prefers “non-ordainability”) of women to the
priesthood in the Catholic Church is beclouded with cultural assumptions
and cultural wars over gender. Gender as a social construct determines
male-female roles. Those gender roles are themselves time-space bound
and not to be hardened into irreformable laws in face of surging social
change. Nigerian feminist sociologists, working from postcolonial
epistemological framework, go further. They argue that the colonialpostcolonial dominant ideology of gender is externally imposed; a product
of wrongheaded “anthropology”. 2
O’Brien’s work takes the reader through a thorough historical
investigation of the foundations of and positions adopted on the nonordainability of women to the priesthood by Inter Insigniores, Declaration
of the Sacred Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith (CDF) that Pope
Paul VI approved, confirmed and ordered to be published, October 15
1976. This declaration has developed its own life; repeated and reaffirmed
under subsequent popes. John Paul II, in Ordinatio sacerdotalis (1994),
concluded that non-ordainability of women should be definitively held by
all the faithful. Benedict XVI and recently Pope Francis have repeated the
precept. However, in the concluding chapter of his book, O’Brien takes the
reader to December 28, 1970, when Bishop Felix Maria Davidek, the
underground Catholic Bishop of the Czech Republic (supported by the
Vatican) ordained Ludmila Javorova, priest. Davidek saw women
1

The author was gracious to make available to me an advance copy of the book;
for which I am most grateful.
2
The best known and most studied scholars are Oyèrónke ̣́ Oyěwùmí, The
Invention of Women: Making an African Sense of Western Gender Discourses.
Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1997. Ifi Amadiume, Male
Daughters, Female Husbands: Gender and Sex in an African Society. London &
New Jersey: Zed, 1987. Nkiru Nzegwu, Family Matters: Feminist Concepts in
African Philosophy of Culture. Suny Series, Feminist Philosophy. Albany: State
University of New York Press, 2006.
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ordination as part of the answer to the challenge of ministry in the
communist republic: “female priests” could casually visit “female
prisoners” without arousing suspicion. Davidek died in 1987. Ludmila’s
letter to John Paul II explaining the circumstances of her ordination never
received a reply (p. 193). Would the Pope have modified his position for
pastoral reasons (Ordinatio Sacerdotalis notwithstanding)? One is left
wondering!
Despite the fact that by the Pontificate of John Paul II the official
position was that the conversation on women ordination was over, interest
in the question keeps on increasing. That the position of Inter Insigniores
was taken up by Benedict XVI and Pope Francis, only shows that it is still
an issue that deserves attention.
The Synod of Amazonia, in its Final Document (#103), proposed
permanent women deacons. Pope Francis, in his characteristic approach to
synodality, did not overrule the Synod. Nor did he, in Querida Amazonia,
wish to “duplicate” the Final Document. Rather he wished to “encourage
everyone to read it in full” (#3). The permanent diaconate of women is
therefore still a subject of legitimate discussion. In fact, at the request of
the International Union of Superiors’ General, Pope Francis did set up a
study group (2016) on the ordination of deaconesses. Though the findings
were inconclusive (“ordination” or “blessing”?), the matter is still on the
table (p. 92). That is why as a theologian, John O’Brien thought that the
2018 note from the CDF repeating what has been said repeatedly since
1976 on Women’s Ordination in the Catholic Church merit comments in a
monograph.
The merit of O’Brien’s important study, that any reader of this
monograph would appreciate, is the patient historical research. He is
attentive to the fluid nature or concept of ministry (diakonia) in New
Testament times. He follows the best authorities to reject the habitual
confusion of the notion of the Twelve (irreplaceable) with the Apostles that
included women. For instance, Mary Magdalene was recognized and called
“apostle”—the “apostle to the apostles”.3
According to O’Brien’s study, the practice in the time of the Fathers
was fluid. Female deacons and widows are more common in the East, but
not absent from the West. Note the interesting expression, hē diakonos (the
female deacon) combining feminine article with masculine noun. This
O’Brien notes that “apostle” was used frequently in the 9 th century life of
Magdalene, by Rabanus Maurus. (p. 48n10).
3
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should not go unexamined. O’Brien insists that “funerary
inscriptions…even well into the Byzantine period, indicate widespread use
of the masculine form, diakonos, to refer to women who ministered in
official capacities as ‘deacons.’ One of them, Sophia, is not only called ‘the
deacon’ (hē diakonos)…but also called ‘the second Phoebe.’” (p.50)
The CDF, in Inter Insigniores, based its position against women
ordination on the authority of the Fathers and Scholastics. Strangely,
Aquinas was omitted from the cloud of witnesses. This aroused the interest
of O’Brien. What actually were the foundations for denying ordination to
women, a position that appeared closed by the Middle Ages?
Those familiar with the Scholastic tradition know that from Peter
Lombard and Alexander of Hales through Albert the Great and Thomas
Aquinas the debate on sacraments sharpened, and the conversation around
Orders narrowed (Fourth Lateran 1215); the priesthood intimately
connected with the Eucharist (confecting in persona Christi). Aquinas saw
no difference between the presbyter and the bishop: both are ministerial
priests that confect the Eucharist. They differ only in the delimitation of
areas of administrative competence or jurisdiction.4 Consequently,
ordination gives the authority to convoke the assembly (church) to
celebrate the Eucharist: the Eucharist makes the Church, and on the other
hand, the Church makes the Eucharist. So, no Church as such without the
Eucharist.
Since the Scholastics were crucial for the non-ordainability argument
of CDF (Inter Insignores), what is the basis for women exclusion from the
administration of this sacrament, Eucharist, (they can administer
“baptism”, the sacrament of initiation)? Duns Scotus was of the firm view
that if the exclusion did not go back to Christ-tradition, the exclusion of
women would be a great injustice against the female sex. Inter Insigniores
named four leading Scholastics as witnesses to the rootedness in tradition
of the exclusion—Bonaventure and Scotus, Richard of Middleton and
Durandus of Saint-Pourgain—but curiously excluded Thomas Aquinas.
O’Brien’s reading of the history is of the view that the doctor communis
(Leo XIII), Thomas Aquinas, did not state, with the aid of extrinsic reasons
(Scripture-tradition), that the exclusion of women unambiguously goes
back to the teaching/practice of Jesus and the Apostles. Rather, Aquinas’
O’Brien notes correctly that Vatican II will set aside Aquinas’ theology to teach
that the episcopacy is the fullness of the priesthood.
4
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explanation of the practice falls within attempted intrinsic (as opposed to
extrinsic) theological reasoning (faith seeking understanding of this
practice) (p.131). But ultimately it is dependent on the socio-psychological
understanding of authority, arising from feudal/medieval notions of
hierarchy. In this hierarchical reasoning, the man (male) is the head,
superior in dignity (ordainable), over the woman; the woman, femaleinferior, is by nature subject (non-ordainable). Therefore, one can ordain a
slave-male, but not a freeborn-female. This feudalistic sociocultural
argumentation, based on “flawed anthropology of gender” (p.190), is
unconvincing.
Inter Insigniores did state that Scripture has not made this matter of
non-ordainability “immediately obvious” (p. 35). (“This is no surprise”
says Inter Insigniores, “for the questions that the Word of God brings
before us go beyond the obvious.”)5 As it is not obviously proven to go
back to the practice of Jesus, the Scholastics constitute the bedrock for the
argument of Inter Insigniores. O’Brien appreciates this dependence on the
Scholastics as covering the core of the debate. He carefully draws his
conclusion following the lead of Karl Rahner who asserted that Inter
Insigniores “should not be dismissed outright, it comes from Roman
teaching and not simply the opinion of theologians”. Nevertheless, despite
papal approval, “it is not a definitive decision”. Consequently, “It is in
principle reformable and it can (which is not to say a priori that it must) be
erroneous.” (p.34). On the question of male-priest representation (in
persona Christi), of the Risen Christ, O’Brien sums up Rahner’s thinking:
“the mere fact that Jesus was male is no answer to the question of women’s
ordination, since it is not clear that a person fulfilling Christ’s mandate and
‘in that sense, but not otherwise’, acting in persona Christi must at the
same time represent Christ precisely in his maleness.” O’Brien’s argument
closes, following Rahner, the “conclusion seems inescapable that the
attitude of Jesus and the Apostles is sufficiently explained by the cultural
and sociological milieu in which they acted.” (p. 35)
This response to the practice of non-ordainability as a matter of
discipline arising from culture and not from doctrine-tradition of Jesus and
the Apostles, enables the reader to follow with ease O’Brien’s review of
the fluid practice and recognition of ministry through history. One takes
5

Inter Insigniores, #2:
https://www.vatican.va/roman_curia/congregations/cfaith/documents/rc_con_cfa
ith_doc_19761015_inter-insigniores_en.html [accessed August 13, 2020]
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seriously the evidence of inscriptions memorializing ordained presbytera
(not to be confused with wives of priests) in Sicily and other parts of
Southern Italy in the 5th century. One notes with interest the condemnations
of ordinations of deaconesses and presbytera as proof by negation—real
ordinations whose validity is not denied but ordinations that are being
declared illicit.
The case of abbesses in the West is of much interest. The decision to
restrict their hearing of confessions to only of the nuns under their watch
provides another example of the call to the exercise of ministry. They were
restricted because they were performing Reconciliation as part of their
ministry, and as of right. Abbesses were, for O’Brien and his historical
sources, the transmutation of the clerical order of deaconesses that the
Council of Orange declared illegal in the 5th century. If the Abbesses
presided over Reconciliation and gave absolution in the name of the
church, theirs was ministry deriving from ordination, appointment; and
their installation was not a simple blessing. The Mozarabic Liber Ordinum
(Ordo ad ordinationem Abbatissum), opens their ordination with the
liturgical prayer invoking God who does not discriminate as to sexuality:
“Omnipotens Domine Deus, apud quem non est discretio sexuum.”
O’Brien notes that the Abbess “is clothed in sacred vestments and crowned
with a mitre”; the crosier of the Abbess is not purely ceremonial, rather a
symbol of office. (p. 114)
In the Eastern Church, one of the most interesting accounts on
deaconesses comes from 5th century Constantinople, of John Chrysostom
and emperor theologian Theodosius. Olympias was a 30-year-old widow
when she was ordained deacon. She was inadmissible because she needed
to attain the canonical age of 60 years. However, in the dominant socioecclesial ideology of “estate churches”, “bishops and estate owners
understood the church as an extended household” (p.96). This impacted on
ministerial offices. With Olympias widowed at age 22, and with immense
wealth attracting all social categories including bishops, and with a revolt
threatening Constantinople, the rules changed. The estate church of clans
forced Constantinople to bend the rule, and Olympias became a deaconess
at age 30.
Taking account of the sociocultural impacts on Women’s Ordination,
it is less difficult to agree with O’Brien’s historical critical analysis of the
Scriptural material—his preference for the Martha (Woman) of John’s
Gospel (presiding over a house church) to the reduced role of the Martha
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(Woman) of Luke-Acts (never “a missionary preacher”). The fluidity of
ministry gives one more flexibility in interpreting the headship of house
churches, the ministry of deaconesses and associates of Paul like Phoebe
who took charge of churches. Phoebe, in particular, was the trusted bearer
of Paul’s letter to the Church of Rome, a cluster of house churches that
Paul has not visited (pp. 52-53); this displays the clear functioning of
women in ministry.
Can one say that O’Brien, in this monograph, is patient with Pope
Francis, i.e. trusting that with time, his new synodal style (e.g. the Pope’s
reaction to the Final Document of the Synod of Amazonia), and building
wider consensus, the Pope will pass to action on the ordination of
deaconesses? This is the feeling one gets from O’Brien’s comments on the
stand of Pope Francis. The mind of O’Brien is clear on the matter. Citing
Cardinal Gracias (Mumbai), O’Brien could predict, that “prelates from the
nine-nation Amazonian region could still petition the Vatican on a caseby-case basis for the diaconal ministry of women through ordination” (p.
94n37).
The reader may agree or disagree with the conclusions of this
interesting work. The last sentence comes as no surprise. It is framed in
such a firm way as to leave the reader in no doubt about the position of the
author, who gets the last word: “The practice and presumption of the nonordainability of women is a matter of ecclesiastical law and not one of
divine precept. That law is reformable. Women have been and can be
ordained in the Catholic Church.” (194)

Elochukwu Uzukwu, Duquesne University.
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Book Received:
James Chukwuma Okoye, Genesis 12-50: A Narrative-Theological
Commentary. Eugene Or, Cascade Books, an Imprint of Wipf and Stock
Publishers, 2020. Xvi+504 pages. (Bibliography pp. 427-445; Subject
Index pp. 447-482; Scripture Index, pp. 483-504.)
Potentially of great interest to our readers is Chapter 5: “Genesis 16: Sarai
and Hagar”—the brief narrative study of the ancestresses of two traditions
Hebraic-Christian and Islamic.

